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The concept of a multi-address computer to computer interface is 
introduced and applied to the design of an interface between an IBM36O 
central computer and a PDPQL satellite computer. The construction and 
commissioning of the interface is described. Up to 128 different de-
vices or destinations may be accessed by the IBM360 computer through the 
interface without the need for any special input-output conventions or 
any modifications to the standard IBM36O operating system» Peripheral 
devices attached to the PDPQL satellite computer as well as the satellite 
computer itself appear as normal IBM360 devices to the IBM360 system. 
The application of the interface to communication within a 
computer network is discussed. The satellite computer software necessary 
to enable this type of communication to take place is described and has 
been demonstrated for direct computer to computer program transfers and 
PDP9L magnetic tape operations under IBM36O computer control. The 
satellite computer software associates one of the interface addresses 
with a buffer well, whicĥ  is able to be used for the storage and later 
retrieval of programs as well as data. The usefulness of such a program 
and data buffer well in scheduling the activities of satellite computers 
and their slower peripheral devices has been illustrated with incremental 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Any digital computing system may be thought of as a collection 
of digital processing units and associated peripheral storage or 
communication devices. Information flow is an essential part of the 
working of any such computing system» Each digital computing system 
must include at least one digital processing unit, one peripheral 
communication device for input, and one peripheral communication 
device for output» 
Early computing systems, such as the IBM704 system (IBM, 1954), 
devoted a considerable part of their computing resources to the 
servicing of their peripheral devices. Input and output was under the 
direct and continuing control of the current program within the pro-
cessing unite More importantly, each type of peripheral equipment, 
such as card readers, printers and magnetic tape units, required 
separate, specialized treatment» Very little flexibility existed to 
vary the types of available peripheral equipment, without major changes 
to the computer programs concerned» 
As the number and variety of peripheral devices able to be 
attached to processing units increased, it became essential to overcome 
the input-output bottleneck imposed by the direct control and super-
vision by the processing units of all peripheral transfer activities. 
The development of the concept of an input-output channel as 
part of a processing unit, able to operate largely in parallel with 
normal program operation, overcame this bottleneck« Digital process-
ing units needed only to start a desired peripheral activity^ At a 
convenient later time, the current program would issue instructions 
i 3 0009 02987 9256 
to test for the completion of the peripheral activity, waiting only 
at this later time if need be for the operation to complete. More 
than one input-output channel could be included with each processing 
unit, and a typical example of this stage of development is the IBM7O9 
computer (IBM, I958). 
Despite this improvement in input-output handling by the 
processing units, there was still very little flexibility available 
to attach new or different peripheral devices. It was necessary for 
the processing unit hardware itself to be aware of the nature of each 
device requiring attachment. 
The coming of the so-called third generation of computers pro-
vided the break-thrpugh that was needed in this area. The concept of 
a program interrupt was extended to allow the asynchronous signalling 
to a monitor control program of the completion of each desired stage 
of an ihput-output activity, freeing user programs completely from the 
need to supervise these activities. Input-output channels within a 
particular series of processing units were standardised, and, in the 
case of IBM, publicly defined in their Original Equipment Manufacturers 
series of manuals. To cope with the wide variety of possible peripl:̂ -
eral devices able to be attached to these processing units, special 
adapters were included with the peripheral devices themselves, instead 
of with the processing units as was formerly required. These adapters 
are called Control Units, and serve to translate between the signals 
required by the various peripheral devicjes and the standard signals 
available over any particular input-output channel of a processing 
unit. A single control unit sometimes suffices for a whole group qf 
similar peripheral devices. 
In communicating with one of its attached peripheral devices, 
a processing unit's çhannel requires the following information:-
(i) The idet^tity of the peripheral device, 
(ii) The nature of the requested communication. 
(iii) Thç location within the processing unit's memory from 
which or to which any transfer of data is to commence. 
Each peripheral device accessible to a processing unit's 
channel has a unique identification. This identification in the case 
of an IBM360 peripheral device is an eight bit number pattern, and is 
called the peripheral device address. Acknowledgment of a peripheral 
device address communicated from a processor channel is always made by 
the control unit associated with the peripheral device, and not by the 
device itself. Control units with more than one attached device con-
tain a knowledge of all such possible attached device addresses. 
Before any input-output operation may take place between a 
processor channel î nd a peripheral device, the channel must satisfy 
itself that the particular peripheral device chosen is capable of 
performing the requested operation. An inability to perform a par-
ticular requested operation may be either temporary or permanent. 
If a device is switched off, it will probably be incapable of accepting 
a 'write data' operation until it is switched on again. This is an 
example of a temporary inability to perform an operation. Most devices 
are able to be made 'not ready' and 'ready' at the device itself. 
'Not ready' is similar to 'switched o f f . An example of a permanent 
inability to perform a requested operation would be a request to write 
data onto a card reader. 
Because of the generality of a processor channel, the channel 
itself will not object to an illegal operation request. It is the 
responsibility of the devices' control unit to do so. With IBM con-
trol units, the information is available for the processor channel in 
two ways. During the initial setting up of a data communication path 
between the processor channel and the appropriate control unit, an 
eight bit byte of status information is sent back from the control 
unit to the processor channel, summarizing the state of the addressed 
device, and indicating whether or not the requested operation has been 
accepted by the control unit. If the program within the processing 
unit wishes to obtain more detailed information as to the state and 
capabilities of any device, or the outcome of a previous operation, a 
Sense command may be issued over the channel addressed to this device. 
Sense commands are similar to ordinary read commands, except that they 
are intercepted by the control units and cause the reading of one to 
eight or more detailed status bytes from the control unit rather than 
from the device itself. This detailed status information, called 
sense information, describes the outcome of the previous operation on 
the addressed device, including whether or not the last command was 
legal for the particular device, whether the device is now currently 
ready to accept commands, and the nature of any errors that might 
have been detected during the last operation on that device. 
When one of the peripheral devices attached to a digital pro-
cessing unit is itself another digital processor, each digital pro-
cessor appears to the other as one of its own peripheral devices. 
The control units needed by each processor to effect the necessary 
signal transj-ations may be combined into the one physical unit, which 
is then called a Computer to Computer Interface, or, more simply, a 
Computer to Computer Link. 
Some computer manufacturers provide data adapters as a part 
of their standard products line to simplify the attachment of non-
standard peripheral devices to their processing units. The IBM2701 
data adapter for use with the IBM360 range of computers is an example 
of this (IBM, 1969). The main use of this adapter is for connecting 
remote telecommunication equipment to an IBM36O, using the telephone 
network. 
The IBM27OI adapter normally provides up to four separate 
device addresses for communicating with four separate destinations. 
One possible destination is another digital computer, and the use of 
this adapter has been recommended by IBM for attaching small satellite 
computers to a central IBM36O computer. The IBM2701 adapter requires 
special commands for its operation, and special versions of the IBM360 
operating system are necessary for its efficient use. 
Up to the present time, all computer to computer links have 
appeared to be single device address links. Typical of such links 
is the interface designed by Digital Equipment Corporation for 
linking their PDP9 computer to an IBM36O series computer (DEC, 1967). 
This interface has a single, fixed device address, hard-wired at 
installation time. 
Interfaces between IBM36O and other computers must be capable 
of supplying a summary status information byte on demand to the 
IBM36O. The Digital Equipment Corporation's interface permits the 
supply of summary status by including an eight bit status register 
within the interface itself. The register must be loaded by the 
associated PDPQ computer prior to status being sent to the IBM36O 
channel. In the design of the interface, the IBM36O channel may 
request and is given summary status information at any time without 
prior reference to the PDPQ. The capabilities of this interface are 
severely restricted, as the same standard response must be sent to 
every possible IBM36O initial selection request. In particular, it 
is not possible to treat any IBM36O control command as an 'immediate' 
command with this interface. (The concept of an 'immediate' command 
is given in the IBM Principles of Operation manual: IBM, 1967)-
When using a single address type computer to computer link to 
communicate with more than one ultimate destination over the link, it 
is necessary to adopt special input-output conventions to enable this 
destination information to be included with any transmitted data. 
One common convention is to include destination information with each 
data item transmitted, but this involves special input-output 
handling routines and almost certainly major changes in the software 
provided by the computer company. Whilst such changes are not 
onerous in the case of small computers being used for a limited number 
of applications, the time and effort involved in making such changes 
become prohibitive for large central computing facilities with highly 
complex supervisor and operating systems. Even if such changes were 
made, it would severely restrict the ability of the computing instal-
lation to adopt new and possibly better software developed from time 
to time by the computer company. 
Another reason for linking computers together is to enable 
peripheral devices attached to one computer to be used by other 
computers. The same restrictions apply once again here, if more than 
one peripheral device is to be accessed over a single device type 
link. 
It can be seen from the foregoing that single address type 
interfaces place severe restrictions on the type and variety of com-
munication possible between computers. 
It will be shown how these restrictions may be removed. 
1.1 Aims 
The aims of the present investigation were two-fold, 
(i) To design a computer to computer hardware interface that 
would enable the user of a central computing facility to 
i 
communicate with the minimum of programming effort with 
a wide variety of other computers and peripheral items 
of equipment, whilst also enabling the peripheral com-
puters themselves to call on the facilities of the central 
computer when desired. 
(ii) To design the software necessary to enable this commun-
ication to take place, and to demonstrate the effective-
ness of this interface, 
1.2 Implementation of these Aims 
The central computing facility at the A.A.E.G. Research 
Establishment is currently based on an IBM36O model 501 computer with 
two selector channels and a multiplexor channel. A 2314 disk drive 
facility is attached to the first selector channel, two 2^00 series 
9-track magnetic tape drives are attached to the second selector 
cliannel, and a 2540 card reader and card punch, a 2671 paper tape 
reader and a l403 line printer are attached to the multiplexor 
channel, 
A number of other small digital computers is situated within 
a half mile radius of the central computer and it was desired to link 
each of these computers to the central computer to enhance the power 
of each of these smaller computers. 
In linking these computers together, it was decided that each 
computer within the network should be able to sustain its own base 
load of work, calling on the services of the central computer only 
to help cope with some exceptional circumstance, or for occasional 
high speed data transfers. In this way it was envisaged that the 
temporary failure of one part of the network would have minimal 
effects on the remainder of the network. 
To supervise communication within this network, it was decided 
to use a small, relatively fast digital computer as a "telephone 
exchange", and to investigate the possible design of a suitable 
interface between the IBM36O computer and this small digital computer« 
A prime consideration in designing this interface was to avoid the 
need for any special IBM36O central facility input-output program-
ming, and to make the system simple for the average programmer to use. 
The outcome of this investigation was a computer to computer 
interface which is quite general, transparent to an IBM36O computer 
and which enables up to 128 different devices or destinations to be 
handled through a normal IBM360 selector channel as though they were 
all standard IBM devices. The IBM360 operating system is able to 
use this link without restriction. 
The flexibility of the link in relation to the IBM36O computer 
places strict timing and response requirements on the other associated 
digital computer controlling the interface. These requirements are 
discussed. 
All the software necessary to drive the link resides in the 
small, associated digital computer. The software that has been devel-
oped is modular and open-ended, and provides facilities for the 
transfer of both programs and peripheral equipment data. The concepts 
used in developing this software, and the facilities provided, are 
discussed. 
Examples of the use of this generalised interface are given. 
These include the transfer of programs as well as data, the use of 
seven-track magnetic tapes to simulate 9-track magnetic tapes, and 
its application to the fully buffered handling of program sequences 
and their data. 
The relevant properties of the IBM36O input output facilities 
that affect the design of any interface to an IBM36O are given in the 
IBM reference manuals (1967, I968). A summary of these relevant 
properties is given in Appendix A. 
THE LINK 
2.1 Computer to Computer Interface Hardware Considerations 
Any interface to an IBM36O input-output channel must appear as 
a control unit to the IBM36O. When the IBM36O wishes to communicate 
with a particular device, an eight bit address unique to that device 
for the particular channel is sent to all control units attached to 
that channel. 
As each control unit may have more than one device of a given 
class or classes attached to it, each such control unit is capable of 
recognizing a group of device addresses. A magnetic tape controller 
is an example of this. Up to sixteen magnetic tape drives, 9-track 
and 7-track intermixed, may be attached to one controller and the 
controller may recognize any one of a group of sixteen device 
addresses. Four of the device address bits may thus be thought of as 
addressing the controller itself, the remaining four device address 
bits being used to select the particular tape drive. 
Links between IBM36O computers and other computers have in the 
past always appeared as single, fixed address control units to the 
J:BM360. It was decided to investigate the possibility of designing 
a multi-address link. This posed a serious timing difficulty. 
Because previous links had always had a single, fixed address to' 
which to respond, there was previously no need to inform the associ-
ated computer when this address was selected before acknowledging 
this address to the IBM36O. The status required by the IBM36O in 
response to this address selection was also stored within the inter-
face for prompt dispatch to the IBM36©. Although this pre-storing of 
status limited the range of commands that could be serviced by the 
interface, this pre-storing of status enabled the time-out limit 
imposed by the IBM36O on all Initial Selection sequences to be met 
easily. 
With a variable address interface, it is desirable for 
generality to be able to treat each address independently of the 
other addresses. Also, the status response to the IBM36O should de-
pend not only on conditions within the interface - such as whether 
the apparent device is ready or not ready - but also on the nature 
of the operation currently being requested by the IBM360. 
For these reasons, it was decided to use the associated com-
puter to control the interface's status responses to the IBM36O. 
In choosing the type of small digital computer to control the 
interface - or "link", as we shall subsequently call the interface -
two main requirements were apparent. First, the cycle time of the 
computer should be sufficiently small to enable processing of the 
Initial Selection sequence information and the sending of status re-
sponse back to the IBM36O before the Initial Selection sequence's 
time-out limit was exceeded. Second, an efficient interrupt system 
was needed to avoid any appreciable delay within the small digital 
computer in starting to process Initial Selection sequences. 
The Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP9L digital computer 
was chosen to meet these needs and was used as a basis in planning 
this link. This digital computer is a 4096 l8-bit word machine, 
with a 1.5 M-s cycle time and a multi-level automatic priority inter-
rupt (API) system. 
Although subsequent discussions will refer explicitly to this 
machine, it should be noted that the link concepts developed apply 
quite generally to a wide class of associated digital computer. 
2«2 General Description of the Link 
The link between the IBM36O and the PDP9L digital computers is 
controlled by the PDPQL and appears as a control unit to the IBM36O. 
The main feature of this present link is that it responds to 
the IBM36O computer during an Initial Selection sequence whenever a 
particular bit is present within the eight-bit device address byte. 
(The second most significant address bit was chosen for this purpose, 
as this bit was found always to be zero in IBM's standard device 
address allocations,) If the link is not busy, the entire address 
byte is then passed to the PDP9L for analysis and response, together 
with the particular operation requested by the IBM360 which is passed 
to the link as another eight-bit byte. The PDPQL then determines the 
link response in the form of an eight-bit status byte for the IBM360 
and informs the link accordingly. This completes the Initial Selection 
sequence. Timing is highly critical up to this point, as Initial 
Selection sequences must in general be completed Within 32 ¡lls (IBM, 
1968). Particular models of the IBM36O may allow longer times. 
The IBM36O/5O model, for example, allows 76.5 |iAs. 
The input-output operation may be complete at this point. If 
data is to be transferred, however, a Data Transfer sequence must 
take place. The start of this sequence awaits a signal from the PDPÇL 
that it has the required data ready for transmission or that it is 
ready to accept data. Timing is not critical at this point. This 
signal is normally in the form of an input-output request from the 
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FIGURE 1. L I N K COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL R E G I S T E R S AND F L A G S 
PDPQL. The link then arranges the necessary data buffering and 
transfer signalling between the two computers without further 
program reference to either computer until the end-of-data transfer 
is reached. Either computer may signal this end-of-data condition. 
An Ending sequence must then follow. The link signals the PDPQL that 
an ending status byte is required. Timing is not critical at this 
point. The PDP9L determines when its own corresponding data trans-
fers have finished, and whether any exceptional or error conditions 
need signalling. A status byte containing at least * channel end' is 
then sent to the link for transmission to the IBM36O. This completes 
the Ending sequence, although later status information may be sent to 
the IBM36O, including 'device end' if this did not accompany 'channel 
end'. 
It should be noted that error conditions signalled over the 
link are errors detected by the associated PDPQL, and not necessarily 
direct link errors. 
Many variants of the above communication sequences exist. 
These are discussed more fully in Appendix C. 
2.3 The Link and Control Computer Intercommunication 
Appendix B details the original specifications set down for 
the link and its relationship to the PDPQL control computer, and the 
IBM36O computer (Richardson, I969). These specifications are illus-
trated symbolically in Figure 1. The symmetry of this intercommuni-
cation is apparent. 
Minor modifications to this design were made both during the 
building of this link and during its commissioning. These changes 
a. 
and the reasons for making them are described in a later chapter. 
The properties of this link are set out under three headings 
in this Appendix, First, the basic inter-connections between the link 
and the PDPQL are described. Second, the link registers for communi-
cation and control purposes are detailed. Third, the link flags used 
for signalling over the interface are described, 
2.4 Examples of Link Usage 
Some examples of link usage are given in Appendix C to illust-
rate the hardware signalling that takes place between the IBM36O, the 
link and the PDPQL. Software conventions and programming techniques 
are discussed in detail in a later chapter. The examples illustrate 
the link and associated PDPQL computer responses to IBM36O selector 
channel input-output requests. 
3. (X)NSTRUCTION AND COMMISSIONING OF THE LINK 
With the properties of this generalized interface in mind, and 
before having settled on any particular computer to act as the pro-
posed network's "telephone exchange", the Atomic Energy Commission 
went out to tender for equipment including a digital processor and 
an interface between the digital processor and the Commission's 
IBM36O/5O computer. The specifications for the interface were simply 
that 
"The interface between the digital processor and the IBM360/50 
computer shall be capable of allowing up to 128 different peripheral 
devices to operate in arbitrary sequence via the digital processor 
under control of the IBM36O/5O computer as though they were equivalent 
IBM devices attached to appropriate IBM control units connected to a 
selector channel of the IBM36O/5O computer and using the same sequence 
of 360/50 computer orders in each case". 
An additional requirement on the digital processor sought was 
that it should retain the ability to run arbitrary background programs 
whilst controlling the interface. This was to ensure the existence 
of an efficient interrupt system within the digital processor. 
As indicated earlier, the PDP9L computer offered by Digital 
Equipment Corporation of Maynard, Massachusetts was chosen. Digital 
Equipment Corporation agreeing to manufacture the required computer 
to computer interface to the Commission's specifications. 
At this stage, the detailed logical specification of the de-
sired interface, as given in Chapter 2 and Appendices B and C, was 
sent to Digital Equipment Corporation, who then decided to manufacture 
i6. 
this Xink as one of their standard items of equipment rather than as 
a one - off item. 
A pleasing change suggested by Digital Equipment Corporation 
was an extension of the Link Busy concept. 
The original reasons for introducing a Link Busy facility were 
two-fold. First, to be able to provide a recognized 'Control Unit 
Busy' function, and second, to be able to stop the IBM36O from contin-
uously interrupting the associated computer and preventing any useful 
computing activity. 
Most IBM devices, for example card readers and line printers, 
always signal their transition from a not-ready to a ready state 
whenever this occurs. Certain IBM devices such as magnetic tape units 
only signal their state transitions if they have previously been 
interrogated by the IBM36O in their not-ready state. For this reason, 
a knowledge of any IBM360 link interrogation during a link busy state 
would be useful. It had been planned to overcome the need for this 
knowledge by ensuring that device not ready to ready transitions were 
always signalled. Digital Equipment Corporation suggested introducing 
an additional flag to indicate any IBM36O link interrogation during 
the link busy state. The original flag was to be called a Program 
Link Busy flag, the new flag being called the Link Busy flag. This 
was done. 
Another useful addition suggested by Digital Equipment Corpor-
ation was the addition of separate flags to indicate explicitly the 
link's detection of Halt I/O or Disconnect from the IBM36a. These 
flags could be tested during the resultant Link Control flag interrupt, 
instead of having to rely on the fall of the Link Active flag to 
indicate these conditions. This change was also accepted. 
Digital Equipment also provided an IBM36O signal lines 
simulator with the link, to facilitate off-line maintenance and 
diagnostic testing of the link. 
The link was installed at the A.A.E.G. Research Establishment 
in December, I969. Examination of the detailed instruction logic 
that accompanied the link showed that important changes had been made 
to some of the link instructions. 
In order to understand the significance of these changes, and 
of the later corrections that were made to the link, it is necessary 
to describe the functions of some of the link's internal triggers and 
pulses. These are the IS, DT and ES triggers, and the STK PRI pulse. 
The IS, DT and ES triggers, when in their one-states, indicate 
respectively that an Initial Selection, Data Transfer or Ending se-
quence is in progress. 
The STK PRI pulse occurs whenever the IBM36O responds to Status 
In from the link with Command Out instead of the normal Service Out. 
The Command Out response to Status In signals the control unit pre-
senting status that the IBM360 cannot currently accept the status and 
that the control units must stack the status until it can be accepted 
at a later time. 
In the original design of the link, it was planned that this 
Command Out response to Status In would be detected by the corres-
ponding level 1 interrupt that would result from the raising of the 
link control flag when the link detected Command Out. The necessary 
re-presentation of status would then have been automatically coped 
with by the PDPQL software. The intention of the STK PRI pulse was 
to enable the link hardware to organize the re-presentation of status 
itself. 
The PDP9L instruction 'Load Status to the Link Control 
register' had been altered to include the setting of 'Request In' to 
the IBM36O with certain accumulator bit settings, and included the 
ability to set the ES flip-flop if desired. Also, the raising of 
'Status In' depended on an accumulator bit setting as well as on the 
IS flip-flop. These changes were unacceptable, as they placed an 
unnecessary dependence on the otherwise spare accumulator bit settings 
during status presentation. 
The modifications suggested to Digital Equipment Corporation 
to restore the original functions of the 'Load Status to LCR' 
instruction were:-
(i) The setting of the 'Status In' flip-flop during the 
order 'Load Status to LCR' was to depend only upon 
the Operational In flip-flop being up 
(ii) The order 'Load Status to LCR' was not to set the 
Request In flip-flop 
(iii) The order 'Load Status to LCR' was to set the ES flip-
flop whenever the IS flip flop was zero. 
These changes were made at the A.A.E.C, before testing of the 
link commenced. 
The first test made on the link was to ensure that the link's 
response time to IBM36O initial selections was sufficiently short 
apart from any PDPQL programming delays to avoid any IBM36O time-out 
problems. 
Repeated TEST I/O instructions with a minimal PDPQL link 
handling program were used to test the link's response time. A 
latency of approximately lOlis attributable to the link was found. 
This was quite acceptable. The link responded correctly to the TEST 
I/O instructions, and no IBM360 time-out problems arose. 
When START I/O was used in these tests, however, the link 
failed to respond correctly to the IBM36O. A similar failure was 
found with all attempts to send asynchronous status from the PDPQL to 
the IBM36O. 
This failure was found to be due to an incorrect * Stack Status' 
response by the link. 
The normal control unit response to a 'Stack Status* signal 
from the IBM36O is to raise 'Request In' and attempt to present the 
status again to the IBM36O. Alternatively, the IBM36O may generate 
a pseudo TEST I/O instruction and receive the stacked status in re-
sponse to this hardware generated TEST I/O sequence. If this latter 
path is taken, the control unit must drop its 'Request In'. The 
IBM36O model 50 usually takes this latter course. 
As delivered, the link was failing to recognize this latter 
possibility, and the link control register status contents was being 
destroyed when the link accepted the pseudo TEST I/O in a normal 
Initial Selection sequence. 
The changes suggested to Digital Equipment Corporation to 
overcome this difficulty were;-
(i) The STK PRI pulse to set both the ES and the Request In 
flip-flops 
(ii) The Command Out response to Status In to set the Link 
Control flag only if both OP IN = 1 ar^ ES = 1 
(iii) The link to give a 'Control Unit Busy' type response to 
an Initial Selection sequence whenever ES = 1, and to 
present the status from the LCR in this case regardless 
of the setting of the Program Link Busy flag 
(iv) The Request In flip-flop to be cleared by a Service Out 
response to Status In, or by the rise of Address Out. 
In addition, since the link could now be considered active 
during a stacked status presentation sequence even though OP IN might 
be down, it was arranged that either OP IN = 1 o£ ES = 1 would set the 
Link Active flag. 
These changes were made at the A.A.E.C., and the link then re-
sponded correctly to the START I/O instruction. Asynchronous status 
presentations also then functioned correctly. 
The final set of PDPQL lOT instructions decided upon for the 
control of the link are described in Appendix D. 
4. PDPQL FACILITIES 
Before discussing the software concepts developed for use with 
the link, a brief outline will be given of the PDPQL hardware and 
software facilities available at the A.A,E.G. Research Establishment. 
4 . 1 Hardware 
The Commission's PDPQL computer is a 4^ word model with the 
Automatic Priority Interrupt (API) feature. Attached to the PDPQL 
are:-
A Burroughs model B122 200 card per minute card reader. 
An Anelex type 645^ 300 line per minute line printer. 
A Calcomp model 565 incremental graph plotter. 
A DoE.C. type TC-59 magnetic tape controller with two model 
TU-20 7-"track magnetic tape transports. 
A model ASR-33 teletype with associated 10 character per 
second paper tape reader and paper tape punch. 
The card reader and magnetic tape transports are attached to 
API hardware level 2. The line printer is attached to API hardware 
level 3. The teletype and graph plotter are attached to the normal 
program interrupt line, 
4.2 Software 
In developing the initial software for this PDPQL system it was 
decided to use a card rather than a paper tape oriented programming 
system. 
An assembler for the PDPQL was written, to run on the IBM36O 
central computer under the normal OS operating system (Mason 1Q70). 
A novel feature included in this assembler is its ability to generate 
an exact bit pattern image of the PDPQL program being assembled within 
an area of the IBM36O core storage, A pointer to this PDPQL "pseudo 
core" can be passed to other IBM360 programs. One such program devel-
oped was a PDPQL simulation program. This enabled non-I/0 PDPQL 
programs to be checked out before the arrival of the PDPQL system. 
Four IBM36O bytes are used in this pseudo-core area to store 
each 18-bit PDPQL word. These 18 bits are right-justified within the 
four bytes. The remaining li\ bits are used as indicator bits. 
Another program available, using this pseudo-core concept, is 
PDPGENER (Backstrom, I97O). This program accepts PDPQL object pro-
grams on either paper tape or cards as input, together with editing 
control cards. The resultant PDP9L program is placed in the PDPQL 
pseudo-core. Output from this program may be edited object decks on 
cards, or reconstructed source decks and cross-referenced source 
listings. 
The Burroughs card reader and Anelex line printer are used for 
off-line card listing by users of the IBM36O central computer. The 
top one-eighth of the PDPQL core is used for this card listing fac-
ility program. The card listing program operates under API and may be 
used with any other PDPQL program whilst API is enabled. Lister con-
trol cards specify the page layout, format control and card code print 
character correspondences to be used. The listing facility also re-
cognizes and loads PDPQL program object decks and transfer cards. The 
Burroughs card reader's ability to re-read card columns is used to 
distinguish the various card types. 
Other PDP9L software includes direct card program loaders, and 
program debugging aids. 
5. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LINK 
The general software requirements of the IBM36O - PDPQL link 
are considered in this chapter: first in relation to the IBM36O 
computer, and then in relation to the PDPQL. 
5.1 IBM36O Software Considerations 
The IBM36O - PDPQL link appears as 128 different devices to 
the IBM36O computer. 
Before the IBM36O user can access any input-output device 
under the normal IBM operating system (OS), the existence of each de-
vice to be used must be made known to the resident operating system. 
This is done when initially preparing the operating system to run on 
a particular IBM36O configuration. The procedure for doing this is 
called a SYSGEN procedure, and consists of a succession of MACRO 
statement assemblies under some previously existing IBM36O operating 
system. The particular I/O configuration to be catered for is speci-
fied in MACRO statements, along with the software requirements of the 
installation. 
Although it is possible under the SYSGEN procedure to specify 
non standard devices, this would have required the writing and incor-
poration into the generated system of special error recovery and 
handling routines for these devices. It was decided to represent the 
link by a standard IBM magnetic tape controller attached to selector 
channel 2, with a number of specified 7-track magnetic tape units. 
The particular SYSGEN MACRO statement chosen to represent the magnetic 




With space in the IBM36O core resident sections of the 
operating system at a premium, the actual number of apparent 7-track 
magnetic tape units to include at SYSGEN time had to be decided upon. 
As each additional I/O magnetic tape device required an additional 
90 bytes of resident core in the IBM36O, it was obviously uneconomic 
to allocate over 10000 bytes for the 128 possible link addresses. It 
was decided, as a first step, to allocate three of these addresses to 
the IBM36O operating system. 
In allocating these addresses, the addressing conventions to 
be adopted in communicating with a network of computers and their 
various peripheral devices had to be determined. 
Of the eight device address bits sent from the IBM36O in any 
link address selection, the second bit identifies the link itself. 
It was decided to allocate the third, fourth and fifth bits to iden-
tify the particular computer within the network, with the sixth, 
seventh and eighth bits not all zero identifying the selected periph-
eral device on that computer. The first bit in the device address 
was to be held in reserve, to be used as the network expanded either 
to double the number of available computer addresses within the net-
work or to double the number of addressable devices on any particular 
computer. 
SPARE COMPUTER DEVICE 
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The sixth, seventh and eighth bits all being zero were chosen 
to represent the core storage of the particular computer selected 
for program transfers. 
The PDPQL computer, having a privileged ppsition within the 
network, was allocated the three bits address 000, 
The three hexadecimal channel and device addresses chosen as 
apparent y-^track IBM magnetic tape units for SYSGEN purposes were 2^1, 
2^2 and 243- The corresponding SYSGEN MACRO statements were 
lODEVICE UNIT=2401 ,M0DEL=2, ADDRESS=24l, FEATURE=:7-TRACK 
lODEVICE UNIT=2401 ,M0DEL=2,ADDRESS=242,FEATURE=7-TRACK 
10DEVICE UNIT=2401,M0DEL=2,ADDRES3=243,FEATURE=7-TRACK 
A program lOCP (Richardson I968) was chosen for use in communi-
cating with other link addresses, and, in particular, for program 
transfers to the PDPQL at hexadecimal address 240. 
lOCP is an input-output control program, fully compatible with 
the IBM36O operating system, that allows the user to perform any de-
sired input-output operation on any desired attached device in parallel 
with normal OS input-output activity. Devices may also be shared by 
both lOCP and OS, 
The features of lOCP that make its use attractive for link 
communication purposes are that OS need have no previous knowledge of 
the device, that no control cards are needed to specify the device to 
be used, and that the user may exercise as much or as little control 
over the progress of any lOCP input-output operation as he chooses. 
The PDPQL pseudo-core concept, outlined earlier, is used to 
arrange programs within the IBM36O for transmission to the PDPQL. 
These PDPQL programs may reside as load modules on IBM360 disks, or 
be read in to the IBM360 in source or object deck form prior to trans-
mission to the PDP9L. 
Three items of information are required by the PDPQL before 
any program can be sent over the link. These are: 
(i) Where to put the program 
(ii) The size of the program 
(iii) The entry point for the program. 
For this reason the following conventions have been adopted in 
sending programs from the IBM36O to the PDPQL, Twenty four bytes of 
information in a fixed format are first sent to the PDPQL, followed 
separately by the program itself. The primary write from the IBM36O 
of 24 bytes includes the program's location, size and entry point. 
An IBM36O write command code of 5 is used to distinguish a primary 
write from the normal data transfer write command code of 1, 
Following the primary write, a secondary write with an IBM36O write 
command code of 9 is used to transmit the actual PDPQL program from 
pseudo core within the IBM36O to the PDPQL, 
The two primary and secondary write commands are usually 
chained together within a single START I/O instruction» As well as 
being a compact transmission form, this has the advantage that any 
error detected during the primary write transmission automatically 
stops command chaining within the IBM360 and prevents possible 
erroneous program transmission. 
The format of the primary write transmission and the conven-
tions adopted relating to program transmissions are discussed under 
PDPQL software considerations. 
When one of the network computers wishes to communicate with 
the IBM36O central computer it is first necessary for that network 
computer to signal the IBM360 since only the IBM360 itself may initiate 
input output activity over the link. The asynchronous presentation 
of a status byte with the 'attention' bit set is a convenient method 
for signalling this intention to the IBM36O. The IBM36O software 
must include routines for detecting and handling this type of inter-
rupt. 
The typewriter consple attacl^ed to the IBM36O and used for 
c?ommunieating with the IBM36O operator already has these facilities. 
If the operator wishes to communicate with the IBM36O he presses the 
'Request' key on the console typewriter, and when the console type-
writer 'Proceed' light comes on, he types his instructions to the 
IBM36O operating system. It is planned to allow the network computers 
to communicate with the IBM36O in exactly the same way. 
The first way considered for setting up the IBM36O software 
necessary to control this communication was to use a program, based 
on lOCP, permanently resident in a partition of the OS operating 
system and monitoring all input-output interrupts received by the 
IBM36O. This approach was rejected as being wasteful of interrupt 
computing time, since both lOCP and OS would need to monitor all the 
ordinary housekeeping interrupts of normal OS operations to ensure 
the trapping of the relatively infrequent link interrupts. This in-, 
efficiency did not arise in the use of lOCP to send programs from the 
IBM36O to destinations over the link, since lOCP and OS only shared 
the interrupt handling responsibilities for the actual duration of 
the program transfer itseJrf. 
The alternative approach was to use the facilities of OS for 
monitoring the network computer communication requests. 
Provision already exists in the standard OS nucleus for an 
additional 'attention' interrupt handler pointer word, and this 
additional pointer word has been earmarked to point to a general 
'attention' interrupt handler for the link. 
When an interrupt is received by OS, the unit control blocks 
resident in the operating system's nucleus are scanned until the one 
matching the device causing this interrupt is found. If none is found, 
the interrupt is ignored. In the case of the console typewriter, a 
section of the corresponding console typewriter unit control block 
contains a displacement reference to an address in the nucleus which 
points to an 'attention', or other unexpected interrupt handling 
routine for the console typewriter. All other unit control blocks in 
the nucleus contain zeros in this reference position. 
As each stage of the computer network is set up, it is planned 
to include a unit control block for each computer in the network at 
SYSGEN time, as well as for each peripheral device or address requir-
ing access under the IBM36O operating system. The same general 
'attention' interrupt handling routine will be used for all the net-
work computers, and each corresponding unit control block will be 
set to refer to the one pointer word pointing to this handler. The 
handler itself will have the ability to discriminate between the 
different network computers. Only a small part of this handler need 
reside in the operating system's nucleus. The remainder will reside 
in the operating system's data set SYSl.SVCLIB. The standard re-
sponse of the handler to each computer's 'attention' request will 
be to issue a special read command to that computer to ascertain that 
computer's wishes and then to act upon them. 
Preliminary work has shown that this approach is quite 
feasible, and that no internal conflict arises in OS in recognising 
asynchronous 'attention' signals sent over the link. 
The use of standard operating system facilities for sending 
data to and from peripheral devices via the link is quite straight-
forward where these devices have been included in the operating system 
at SYSGEN time. Standard Job Control Language (JCL) cards are used 
in exactly the same way as for any normal IBM device. 
Because of space limitations within the PDP9L, the maximum 
blocksize for data sent via the link is currently 8OO bytes. Data 
transmissionsexceeding this maximum length are signalled as error 
transmissions to the IBM36O, the excess data sent being lost. Even 
blocksizes should be used wherever possible for data sent over the 
link, as the PDPQL packs IBM36O data bytes two per PDPQL word. No 
information is lost, though, if odd blocksizes are used. The PDPQL 
software recovers the last byte sent by the IBM360 in such cases, 
and adds an extra zero padding byte to make the blocksize even. 
Another important area of IBM36O software in relation to the 
link is in the provision of suitable stand-alone facilities for com-
munication over the link. Such facilities are very useful for diag^ 
nostic purposes and for the rapid sending of standard programs over 
the link. 
A special version of IPL text has been written for use on 
any disk pack other than a system residence disk pack (Sanger, 1970). 
This IPL text enables the rapid loading into core and subsequent 
execution of any selected load module program on the disk. Such 
programs may be used either as stand-alone programs, or accessed when-
ever desired under the normal IBM36O operating system. 
5*2 PDPQL Software Considerations 
All information transfers that occur over the IBM36O-PDP9L 
link are controlled by the PDPQL. The PDPQL program responsible for 
this control must:-
(i) Respond appropriately within the IBM36O time-out limit 
to all IBM36O Initial Selection sequences 
(ii) Maintain up-to-date status information for all possible 
link devices or addresses 
(iii) Determine the nature of each operation requested by 
the IBM36O and interpret these operations in terms of 
the equipment and facilities available to the PDPQL 
(iv) Arrange and supervise all necessary PDPQL program and 
peripheral activity to meet these IBM36O requests 
(v) Inform the IBM36O if any errors are detected during 
input-output operations 
(vi) Inform the IBM36O appropriately when PDPQL devices or 
addresses under the control of the IBM36O change from 
'not ready* to 'ready' status, or, more generally, 
when any 'attention' status condition arises, 
(vii) Maintain up-to-date sense information for the IBM36O 
on the detailed outcome of previous input-output 
activity for all possible link devices or addresses. 
In addition to controlling the link, the PDPQL must be capable 
of accepting and running other programs. These programs may eriter 
the PDPQL from one of its own peripherals, such as the card reader, 
or may be sent to the PDPQL over the link from the IBM36O computer. 
Such programs may either replace some or all of the currently operat-
ing PDPQL programs, or run in parallel with previously operating pro-
grams. 
In order to provide these facilities, the concept of partitions 
and partition programs was adopted for the PDPQL, 
A single program running in the PDPQL and using the automatic 
priority interrupt system normally has a lowest priority or background 
loop within the program. In seeking to run a number of different 
programs within partitions of the PDPQL, some method of servicing each 
of these programs' background loops had to be found. 
It was decided to divide the PDPQL core, for program purposes, 
into eight segments, and to reserve locations 70 to 77 octal as a 
primary waiting loop area, with NOP instructions in locations 7O to 
76 and a JMP 7O instruction in location 77, Programs requiring back-
ground loops connect their background loops to the primary waiting 
loop with JMS subroutine jump instructions. In this way, up to seven 
different background loops can be catered for. The eighth partition 
of the PDPQL normally contains the card listing facility which re-
quires no special background treatment. 
The responsibility for servicing these partitions and pro-
viding other necessary monitoring facilities, was given to the link 
handling program. This link handling program is itself one of the 
partition programs. 
The general allocation of storage space within the PDPQL, apart 
from the fixed hardware interrupt servicing locations, is 
2 - 7 octal : the primary write reception area. 
70 - 77 ,: the primary waiting loop. 
100 - 256 : a binary program loader. 
This routine may be used either directly to load programs and 
transfer control cards, or as a subroutine of other programs. 
270 - 277 : a general program communication area. 
300 - 4777 : the link handler 
This program will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
5000 - 6777 2 spare 
7000 - 7777 : the card listing facility. 
The use of locations 2 - 7 will be discussed later in this 
chapter. The binary program loader's chief use is for initial program 
loading. 
Locations 270 - 277 octal have been reserved for program inter-
communication purposes. Location 277, example, contains an entry 
point to a routine within the link handling program which is used by 
incoming and outgoing partition programs to connect or sever their 
own individual background loops to or from the primary waiting loop. 
Certain programming conventions must be followed by all par-
tition programs. Apart from the method of setting up or severing 
background loop connections the mode of entry of the program to its 
partition must be considered. If a program is to be sent over the 
link to the PDPQL, for example, certain link signalling instructions 
need to be included at the start of the program. Another obvious 
convention is the continuance of the automatic priority interrupt 
operation. Apart from these requirements, the only overall restriction 
imposed on all PDPQL programs is that never more than 10 PDP9L cycles 
may occur in any sequence of programming code without enabling a prog-
ram interrupt to occur. Since a chain of lOT or execute instructions 
may not be interrupted until after the next following instruction 
which is not itself an lOT or execute instruction (DEC, I968), this 
restriction precludes the use of more than two successive lOT 4-cycle 
instructions. This restriction was imposed to ensure no undue delay 
in acknowledging an IBM36O Initial Selection sequence API level 0 
interrupt request within the required IBM36O time-out limitation. 
Although provision exists for servicing up to seven different 
PDP9L partitions within the primary waiting loop, this does not imply 
any size restriction on individual programs. The link handler itself, 
for instance, spreads over five partitions when all of its buffer 
space is included. 
An important facet to consider in any multiprogram environment 
is the question of program integrity. With the present PDPQL, the 
areas of concern are:-
(i) One partition program may inadvertently change another 
partition program, 
(ii) New programs may be read in indiscriminately by the 
card listing facility during partition operations, 
(iii) New programs may be sent from the IBM36O, overwriting 
currently running partition programs. 
The first of these possibilities is the most troublesome. 
Without hardware storage protection features it is not possible to 
stop one program from interfering with other programs. The only way 
to minimize this possibility is to ensure that only thoroughly tested 
programs are allowed to run in ijaxt̂ ilriisŝ d̂ê  
The second and third possibilities are relatively easy to 
safe-guard against. In the case of the card listing facility, the 
card codes for recognizing object and transfer cards were changed 
within the listing facility, thus ensuring that no program deck could 
be loaded without a special "password" card. Before discussing the 
safeguards against the unexpected arrival of PDPQL programs from the 
IBM36O, the mechanism of such transfers will be described from the 
viewpoint of the PDPQL. 
The concepts of primary and secondary writing in program 
transfers addressed to the PDPQL computer core were discussed earlier 
from the viewpoint of the IBM36O, Both primary and secondary write 
information from the IBM36O is read by the PDPQL from the link in four 
byte per PDPQL word mode. This ensures automatically that each 
pseudo-core word within the IBM36O computer reads into and corresponds 
exactly to a PDP9L word. 
The PDPQL recognizes each primary and each secondary write 
from the special command codes reserved for these uses. Every 24 
byte primary write has the same format, and is read into PDP9L 
locations 2 - 7 . 
The resulting PDPQL words are:-
2 s 
3 SOLCF 
4 JMP 3 
5 JMP I 2 
6 n 
7 a 
where s is the entry point 
s 
n is the 2' complement word count 
and a is the first location - 1 
of the following secondary write PDP9L program. 
As well as normal error checking of the primary write data 
transfer, the PDPQL link handler program checks that exactly 6 PDPQL 
words were received before accepting the transmission. If all is 
correct, and a secondary write request is received from the IBM36O, 
the PDP9L program checks that location l\ contains the instruction 
JMP 3 before proceeding. If so and the PDPQL wishes to proceed with 
the transfer, locations 6 and 7 are transferred to the link's word 
count and current address words, the API and PI systems are disabled, 
the secondary write from the IBM36O is started, and control is 
transferred to the small waiting loop at locations 3 and 4. When 
the program transfer is complete, the Link Control flag will be 
set. Because API is disabled, the Skip on Link Control Flag in-
struction at location 3 causes a skip to location 5 and the new 
program is entered at the starting location specified in location 2. 
It is the responsibility of the incoming program to turn off 
the Link Control flag, signal channel and device ends to the IBM36O, 
and restore the interrupt systems if required. 
Aft er the primary write has been completed, and before the 
secondary write has been started, the link handler may check the 
currently operating partitions against the received locations for the 
forthcoming program before deciding whether or not to proceed with 
the secondary transfer. This provides a sufficient safeguard for 
currently operating partitions. 
A more pleasing, but more space consuming method of organizing 
secondary transfers, is to save location 2 within the original mon-
itor program and JMS to location 3 after transfer has started if it 
is known that the original monitor program will not be overwritten. 
In this way, return is made to this original program after the secpnd-
ary transmission has completed, and checks may be made for any transfer 
errors before control is actually passed to the incoming program. 
This method also has the advantage that all link handling operations 
remain under the control of the original program. No special link 
handling instructions are needed at the start of the incoming program. 
Because of space limitations, the former transfer method has been 
used in the link handling program. 
A separate mode of program transfer from the IBM36O to the 
PDPQL is associated with the magnetic tape buffer facility. This is 
described later in this chapter. 
The link handling program actively services four device 
addresses 
240 hexadecimal : the PDPQL computer core 
241 : an apparent Q-track magnetic tape 
242 : an apparent 9-track magnetic tape 
and 243 : an apparent 9-track magnetic tape double buffer 
well. 
The use of the PDPQL computer core as a device address has 
already been discussed. The three device addresses 24l, 242 and 243 
correspond to the three apparent 7-track magnetic tape units included 
in the SYSGEN of the IBM36O operating system. 
Device addresses 24l and 242 within the PDPQL are identified 
with TU-20 magnetic tape transports dialled to 1 and 2 respectively. 
Information sent from the IBM36O to these addresses is packed, two 
bytes right justified per PDPQL word, and written out onto magnetic 
tape as three six bit characters from each PDPQL word. Densities of 
200, 556 or 800 bits per inch are available, at the option of the 
IBM36O programmer. The exact converse applies when reading from one 
of these units. 
This procedure allows the two available D.E.C. 7-track 
magnetic tape units to be used as though they were additional IBM 9-
track magnetic tape transports, the only restrictions being that the 
blocksize should be even, and must not (currently) exceed 8OO bytes. 
For 7-track communication with other computer installations, 
two stand-alone PDP9L programs have been written to convert between 
these apparent 9-track tapes.and standard 7-track tapes. Variable 
translate tables have been used to give appropriate 6-bit to 8-bit 
character conversions. 
Device address 2^3 within the PDPQL does not correspond to a 
single specific device. It is used to provide a high speed, double 
buffered facility for use with slower peripheral devices such as 
the graph plotter or paper tape punch. 
Information sent from the IBM36O to the PDPQL addressed to 
unit 243 is written onto either tape unit 6 or tape unit 7, both of 
which are normally dialled and ready. Facilities are provided within 
the link handling programs and the program intercommunication area 
for a separate partition program to be able to read this buffered in-
formation at leisure whilst output is still proceeding from the 
IBM36O. 
Programs as well as data may be transferred to this buffer 
facility. Programs addressed to this buffer have the same primary 
and secondary write formats as those addressed directly to the PDPQL 
core, except that the secondary write information is split where 
necessary into a number of blocks so as not to exceed the buffer 
blocksize limitation, and that the normal magnetic tape two byte per 
PDPQL word packing is used. 
Location 276 in the program intercommunication area is used 
for the reading of the buffer well. This location contains a sub-
routine jump instruction to a routine within the link handler which 
organizes the reading of this information and all necessary buffer 
unit switching. 
When a partition user wishes to obtain the next information 
record, he issues the instruction 
XCT 276 
on every pass through his background loop. Until the requested record 
is ready for the user, return is to the following instruction which 
would normally exit from the partition's background loop. When the 
record is ready, return is to the second instruction following the 
X C T instruction, with the PDPQL accumulator containing a pointer to 
an area within the link handling program. The first word of this area 
contains a word count, in 2'S complement form, of the following record 
size. Information is packed in the normal 2 byte per PDPQL word 
m a n n e r . 
When a valid primary write record is encountered by a partition 
program during the reading of the buffered output, the partition pro-
gram terminates its activities and passes the primary write record 
pointer back to the link handler. The link buffer monitor then uses 
this record and the following secondary write records to replace the 
currently operating buffer reading partition program. In the absence 
of a buffer reading program, the link buffer monitor itself scans the 
buffer well for primary write records. 
Partition programs have been written both for graph plotting 
and for the punching of paper tape using this facility. 
Buffered output onto unit 243 ^^Y be accumulated over many 
IBM36O computer job boundaries. This is achieved by treating IBM36O 
rewind, file spacing mode set, and write tape mark commands as NOP 
commands. Rewind and unload commands, which normally occur at the end 
of every IBM36O job, are also effectively treated as NOP commands when 
they are addressed to unit 243- The PDPQL, though, on receipt of this 
command, marks the device as *not ready*. To continue operation on a 
buffered device when a new IBM36O job requests the readying of this 
device, the operator momentarily sets the device physically not 
ready, and then ready again^ 
The remaining 124 possible device addresses accessible over 
the link are all currently treated as passive devices and always 
return a 'not ready' status byte or 'intervention required' sense 
bytes when interrogated by the IBM36O computer over the link. 
6, THE LINK HANDLER 
The PDPQL link handler will be discussed in some detail in 
this chapter. Particular emphasis will be given to the interactions 
of this handler and the IBM36O operating system OS. 
A copy of the PDPQL link handler program is given in 
Appendix E. This assembly was prepared by the IBM36O computer using 
the link and a PDPQL magnetic tape unit as the SYSIN unit. The sub-
headings used in this present chapter relate in the main to correspond-
ing sections in this program. 
Initial Entry and Background Initialization 
The link handler program may be entered into the PDP9L either 
through the card reader, or directly over the IBM360»PDP9L link. A 
test is made on entering the link handler to determine the mode of 
entry and if necessary to finalize any link program transfer activity 
before continuing, A small 33 Word bootstrap routine is available to 
condition the PDPQL to accept program transfers across the link. 
The link handler then seis up the primary waiting loop area, 
an illegal instruction recovery routine and a program interrupt 
handling area. Location 275 within the program intercommunication 
region is then cleared. This location may be set minus or cleared 
by partition program to safeguard themselves against, or to permit, 
subsequent core to core program transfers. This location is also 
used to indicate the presence of a new program primary write record 
within the magnetic tape buffer well. 
Link Handler Set Up 
This routine sets the API level 0 and level 1 link address 
flag and link control flag interrupt handler pointers, together with 
the API level 2 magnetic tape flag interrupt handler pointer. API is 
enabled, the link to the IBM36O is set operational, and the standard 
program intercommunication area instruction at location 277 is used 
to attach the link handlerown background loop to the primary 
waiting loop. This completes the link handler setting up phase. 
The link handler may be re-initialized at any later time by 
transferring manually to location 3OO octal. 
Link Address Flag Handler 
This is the heart of the link handler« Initial device select-
ions from the IBM36O Model 50 must be completed within 76»5 M-s, or 
51 PDP9L machine cycles, by the presentation of an appropriate status 
byte for the device selected. 
Tests have shown that the link has a latency of approximately 
10 las, or 7 PDPQL machine cycles, from the time of initial IBM36O 
selection to the time of raising of the Link Address flag and the 
signalling of an API level 0 interrupt request. To this delay must 
be added a possible 10 cycle program delay before the interrupt re-
quest can be granted. After the granting of this request, a maximum 
path time of 29 PDPQL machine cycles through the link address flag 
handler may occur: a total of at most 46 PDPQL machine cycles. 
The link address register contents is used with a base status 
LAC instruction to generate a status LAC instruction for the currently 
selected device status stored within the PDPQL, If the current IBM36O 
command is not a SENSE command and no parity error was detected, this 
status is then presented to the IBM36O, If the IBM36O command was 
TEST I/O, no further PDP9L or IBM36O activity occurs. In the case of 
a parity error, 'unit check' status alone is presented to the IBM36O, 
Control commands were originally presented as 'immediate' 
IBM36O commands by including the 'channel end' bit in the status 
returned to the IBM36O. This different treatment proved quite un-
necessary, as the IBM360 operating system almost always treats 
'immediate' commands as ordinary commands by simulating an I/O 
interrupt whenever an immediate command is detected. An exception 
to this rule occurs during the routine checking of loaded magnetic 
tapes by the automatic volume recognition section of OS, The way in 
which the link handler detects and treats this case is described 
later in this chapter under the heading "Command Analysis Routine". 
The present treatment of control commands allows for the possibility 
of transferring control data, such as occurs during the loading of 
printer character set buffers. 
IBM360 commands are classified under four broad headings 
during an Initial Selection sequence analysis by the PDPQL: as Data 
Transfer, Control, Sense or Test I/O commands. The first three 
cases require further action by the PDPQL, and an indicator is set 
to -1, -2, or -3 "to inform the background program that an initial 
selection sequence requiring further action has taken place, and 
indicating the type of operation requested. 
The possibility exists that an IBM36O program may issue re-
peated START I/O or TEST I/O instructions to the link waiting for a 
device to become ready. This could result in both computers entering 
tight loops, with the PDPQL taking repeated API level 0 interrupts. 
To cope with this case, and to allow time for background processing, 
the PDP9L sets the link busy after eight successive 'not ready* 
selections without a pass through the link handler's background loop. 
This 'link busy' state is cleared after one pass through the back-
ground loop. 
Link Handler Background 
The link handler background consists of an inner loop and an 
outer loop. Whenever an initial selection sequence requiring data 
transfer is detected, the link background remains entirely within the 
inner loop until all data transfers relating to this initial selection 
sequence have been completed. This ensures the fastest possible PDPQL 
responses to these selections. 
During outer loop passes the link background checks the current 
state of each possible active link device and appropriately adjusts 
the stored device status and sense information. This outer loop also 
monitors all possible device status words and arranges asynchronous 
status presentations to the IBM3ÓO when needed. The outer background 
loop also services all buffer read requests from other partition 
programs. 
A 'next subroutine' concept has been adopted for monitoring 
and servicing the various possible data transfers under the control of 
the link handler's background program. 
Every device attached to the PDPQL's automatic priority interrupt 
system requests a hardware interrupt when its current activity has 
completed. Associated with each of the fight possible TC-59 tape 
control unit addresses, and the Link Control flag, is a 'next sub-
routine' word. When the link handler program initiates any data 
transfer activity requiring later servicing, the appropriate 'next 
subroutine' word is set with the address of the routine to be entered 
after completion of this activity. When the associated API interrupt 
is taken, the relevant 'next subroutine' word is examined. If it is 
non-zero, indicating a following subroutine request, this word is set 
into one of two locations accessible to the link handler's background 
program and the original word is cleared, A =ve sign indicates that 
the corresponding subroutine is to be entered during the next inner 
loop pass of the link background, a +ve sign indicates that entry is 
to be made during the next outer loop pass. In this way priorities 
can be assigned to 'next subroutine' requests. 
Command Analysis Routine 
During each inner loop pass of the link handler background, 
the operation type word is examined to see if a new operation has 
been requested by the Link Address Flag handler. If so, the sign of 
this word being ~ve, the Command Analysis Routine is entered. 
The command analysis routine first sets the sign of the 
operation type word +ve, to indicate that processing of the Initial 
Selection request has started, A +ve, non-zero operation type word 
also instructs the link handler to remain within the inner background 
loop. The link handler always sets this operation type word to zero 
just prior to releasing the IBM36O channel with a status byte including 
channel end. 
The command analysis routine determines the initial process-
ing requirements of the current IBM36O request, taking the de¥ice 
address selected as well as the command into consideration. 
A diagnostic print routine is available within the command 
analysis routine. This routine has proved invaluable in tracing the 
sequences of commands issued by the IBM36O operating system. This 
diagnostic print routine is under console switch control. 
If this switch is on, the PDPQL teletypewriter prints the 
current address selected by the IBM36O, the current command type, 
and the command itself. In addition, or separately, a one second 
delay can be imposed before processing of the current command com-
mences. This delay was used in checking the correctness of various 
signal levels within the link. 
When the automatic volume recognition section of the IBM36O 
operating system discovers that a magnetic tape is loaded and 
ready, it issues a rewind command preceded by a mode set command 
to that unit prior to reading the first magnetic tape record and 
checking for possible volume labels» In the case of the PDPQL 
magnetic tape units, the rewind command is treated initially as a 
possible data transmitting control command although channel end is 
given subsequently without any data transmission^ During automatic 
volume recognition, the IBM36O operating system noted that its re-
wind command was not treated as an immediate command, and proceeded 
to reissue mode set and rewind commands endlessly. 
To overcome this, the command analysis routine maintains a 
count of the number of times this pair of commands is issued with-
out any other intervening command. After a predetermined count is 
reached, the next command received by the PDPQL is signalled back to 
the IBM36O as an immediate command. OS is then satisfied, and pro-
ceeds with the normal tape label analysis. 
Core I/O and Buffered Tape Handler 
This routine is used by the Command Analysis routine to check 
if either the PDPQL computer core, as device 240, or the buffered 
tape handler, as device 243 has been selected. 
If device 240 has been selected, only the sense, primary, and 
secondary write commands are allowed to proceed. All other commands 
are treated as NOP commands and channel end, device end status is 
returned to the IBM36O, 
If device 243 ^as been selected, all magnetic tape commands 
are allowed to proceed normally except for mode set, rewind, unload, 
write tape mark, backspace file, and forwardspace file. These commands 
are treated as NOP commands^ In the case of the unload command, a 
simulated not-ready state is provided to subsequent IBM36O selections 
until after the appropriate magnetic tape unit has been made physically 
not ready. 
This choice of permitted and barred commands for device 243 
was made to permit the IBM36O to use record spacing commands and 
read commands for error recovery after write operations. 
All Job Control Language cards used to point to unit 243 con-
tain the LABEL sub»parameter BLP, This by-passes label processing 
and stops initial reading at the beginning of each buffered unit 
243 job. 
Sense Information 
The IBM36O computer requires each of its control units to main-
tain up-to-date information, in the form of sense data bytes, which 
give a detailed breakdown of the current state and capabilities of 
each attached device on the control unit together with the reasons 
for any errors that may have been detected during the last previous 
use of that device other than by another sense command or by a test 
I/O or NOP control command. 
A variable number, from one to eight bytes, may be used to 
specify this detailed state, depending on the type of control unit. 
Magnetic tape control units, for example, maintain six sense bytes 
for each attached tape drive« 
The first six bits of the first, or only, sense byte always 
have a standard meaning. They are 
bit 0 : Command reject 
1 ; Intervention required 
2 : Bus-out check 
3 : Equipment check 
4 : Data check 
5 ; Overrun 
Detailed information on the remaining sense bytes usages is 
given in the various IBM control unit information publications. 
With 128 different link devices and addresses each requiring 
the storage of up-to-date sense information, it seemed uneconomic to 
maintain separate sense information for each device. It was decided 
to seek a set of standard sense information bytes, accessible to all 
the link devices and addresses, which would cope with all the 
situations which might arise with devices used under the control of 
the IBM36O operating system. 
A set of 13 sense byte data groups was chosen as sufficient 









End Point Write 
Load Point Read 
Command Reject, File Protect 
Error End Point Write 
Error Load Point Read 
In computing the location of the current status byte data 
from the Initial Selection address, the 128 different PDPQL words 
containing this data are, of necessity, stored in two separate blocks 
of 64 words, with a 6I\ word gap in between the blocks. It was de-
cided to use the spare 128 words of the contiguous 256 word block to 
store pointers to these standard sense information bytes, the first 
three bits of each of these pointer words to be used in specifying 
the number of sense bytes of data required in any particular case. 
A change of sense byte information for any device would then only 
involve a single pointer change. This has been done, and has proved 
completely satisfactory. 
Sense Routine Handler 
Each different type of device accessible to the PDPQL needs a 
different program to determine the device's current status. It is 
necessary, also, to be able to convert this information to IBM36O 
sense byte form. A set of common codes was chosen, to be returned in 
the PDPQL accumulator by each device status subroutine. A zero code 
indicates that the device is not ready» A +ve code indicates one of 
the ready conditions. A -ve code indicates that the device is busy. 
The Sense Routine Handler relates a pair of PDPQL words to each 
device. The first word is a JMS instruction pointing to the particular 
device status routine. The second word of each pair is the correspond-
ing IBM36O device address. As a result of the status code returned to 
the sense routine handler, a new sense bytes pointer is chosen and 
the IBM36O stored status word within the PDPQL is updated. 
Certain conventions have been adopted with the device status 
words. These ares-
(i) Device status is cleared by the PDPQL after presentation 
to the IBM36O only if the device status word has a +ve sign. This 
allows for the repeated signalling of status such as *not ready' or 
'busy', if required. 
(ii) Device status words with a -ve sign but a zero second 
bit are not reset as a result of device status checking, nor is the 
sense byte pointer changed, unless the device has become 'not ready'. 
This allows for program simulated status in the case of a previous 
'unload' command. 
When a device changes from 'not ready' or 'busy' to 'ready' 
status, a device status word with a +ve sign and containing both 
control unit and device end bits is set in the appropriate device 
status word location. Control unit end was included to satisfy 
the IBM36O operating system when presenting separate ending status 
after certain control command operations such as rewind or write 
tape mark. This is discussed further under Status Presentation. 
Sense Routines Sequencer 
The scanning of all PDPQL devices for status testing is under 
the control of the Sense Routines Seque ncer. Adjacent pairs of 
sense routine handler words are processed until a zero word is 
encountered, the scan then returning to the first pair. 
Status Presentation 
In between processing IBM360 requests, all link device and 
address words within the PDP9L are scanned for status words with a 
+ve sign. If command chaining is not in progress, and the link is 
not active, the IBM36O address corresponding to each such word is 
loaded into the Link Address register, raising Request In to the 
IBM36O. 
The device status is sent to the IBM36O during the subsequent 
Link Control flag level 1 interrupt. 
If command chaining is in progress, as evidenced by a SOSUP 
instruction showing that Suppress Out is up from the IBM360, only 
ending status from the currently chaining device can be presented 
asynchronously. In this case, any control unit end bit is suppressed, 
as this bit would cause command chaining to stop. 
Control unit end with device end is ignored by the IBM36O 
operating system when 'not ready' to 'ready' transition signals are 
being processed. 
Link Control Flag Handler 
The functions of this handler are three-fold. 
(i) To detect the ending of link data transfers, determine 
any link error conditions, and set the next subroutine 
in any 'next routine' sequence, 
(ii) To arrange the asynchronous presentation of status 
following a loading of the Link Address register, 
and (iii) To reset the link handler following a Halt I/O or 
Disconnect sequence from the IBM360. 
In addition to detecting the ending of all link data transfer 
sequences, the link control flag handler also recovers the last byte 
sent from the IBM36O during odd byte data write or data control 
commands. 
Magnetic Tape Operations 
The various magnetic tape operation sections of the Link 
Handler may be considered conveniently under this heading. 
All IBM36O magnetic tape commands have been either implemented 
or simulated. Mode set control commands set the requested tape 
density for reading or writing, but are otherwise treated as NOP 
control commands. 
Four basic hardware differences exist between IBM and DEC 7-
track magnetic tape units. These are 
(i) DEC magnetic tape units can rewind but cannot rewind 
and unload under program control. 
Rewind and Unload has been simulated by a Rewind with a 
programmed 'not ready' condition, 
(ii) Erase Gap commands cause immediate action with IBM units, 
but are saved until the next write command with D.E.C. 
units« A single Erase Gap command is correctly imple-
mented on the D.E.Co units, 
(iii) Read backwards is available with IBM 2400 series magnetic 
tape units, but is not included in the D.E.C. magnetic 
tape instruction set. 
Read backwards has been simulated on the D.E.C. units 
by backspacing one record, and sending arbitrary data 
to the IBM36O together with an error indication. This 
allows IBM36O error recovery routines which use both 
forward and backward reading to function correctly, 
overall. 
(iv) The D.E.C. magnetic tape units contain no facility for 
detecting the absence of a file protect ring prior 
to an actual write instruction. 
The PDPQL signals unit check, with illegal command and 
file protect set as sense data information, if writing 
is attempted on a file protected tape. 
Magnetic Tape Buffer Well Operation 
The concepts of the buffer well, using unit 243, ^^ave already 
been described. Two points should be noted in the Link Handler's 
implementation of these concepts« The first point is that full error 
recovery facilities are available to the IBM36O when using this 
address. No magnetic tape switching is permitted until after an 
error free write operation or a rewind and unload request. This 
avoids the possibility of tape switching during attempts at error 
recovery. The second point is that one or other magnetic tape unit 
is always ready for IBM36O use. Delays during magnetic tape rewinds 
only affect partition read operations. The PDPQL always writes a 
tape mark on a buffer well tape unit prior to rewinding the unit. 
This tape mark is used when detected during reading to request the 
next magnetic tape switch. 
7. CX)NCLUSION 
The present investigation has shown the effectiveness of a 
multi-address type computer to computer interface, A computer to 
computer interface has been designed and built that enables the user 
of an IBM36O central computing facility to communicate with up to 
128 different devices or destinations through the interface under 
the control of a normal IBM36O operating system, without any special 
device oriented programming. 
The application of the interface to communication within a 
computer network has been indicated, and the software necessary to 
enable this communication to take place between an IBM36O central 
computer and a PDPQL computer has been written and demonstrated 
for computer to computer program transfers, and PDPQL magnetic tape 
operations under the control of the IBM36O computer. 
The concept of a buffer well for program as well as data 
transfers across an interface has been introduced. The usefulness 
of such a program and data buffer well for scheduling the activities 
of slower peripheral devices has been demonstrated for incremental 
graph plotting and paper tape punching. 
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APPENDIX Ao 
A SUMMARY OF IBM36O INPUT OUTPUT HARDWARE 
All IBM36O input output activity takes place over either 
selector or multiplexor channels. The main difference between these 
two channel types is that a selector channel remains occupied and 
unavailable for other use during the entire period of each data 
transfer, whereas a multiplexor channel may time-share its facil-
ities over a number of concurrent data transfer operations. Multi-
plexor channels are normally used for lower data transfer rate de-
vices such as card readers and printers» Magnetic tape and disk 
drives, being relatively much faster data transfer rate devices, 
are usually connected to selector channels. 
As computer to computer information transfers are normally 
relatively high speed transfers, it was decided to connect any inter-
face developed to a selector channel of the IBM36O/5O computer. The 
second selector channel of the IBM36O/5O computer was chosen, to 
allow maximum overlap for disk and interface operations. 
There are in general three definite stages, in any input-
output activity initiated by the IBM36O computer» These are 
(i) An Initial Selection sequence 
(ii) A Data Transfer sequence 
(iii) An Ending sequence. 
In some cases, the information passed during the Initial 
Selection sequence completely specifies the input-output activity 
to be performed. In these cases, the Data Transfer sequence may be 
omitted and the Ending sequence may be part of the Initial Selection 
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sequence. A command addressed to a magnetic tape unit is an example 
of this type of activity. 
During the Initial Selection stage, the following decisions 
need to be made. 
(i) Which device is to be communicated with, 
(ii) The type of operation to be performed on the device, 
(iii) Whether the device is ready or able to perform the 
requested operation, 
(iv) Whether a Data Transfer sequence shall or shall not 
follow the Initial Selection sequence. 
These decisions need to be passed back to the IBM36O, and 
must be received by the IBM36O within a fixed maximum time limit. 
If this time limit is exceeded, the IBM36O stops all channel activity 
and signals a time-out machine check. 
As there is a wide variety of possible input output devices 
that may be attached to the IBM36O, a variety of different control-
lers is needed to supervise them. These control units all commun-
icate with the IBM36O selector or multiplexor channels in a standard 
manner (IBM, 1968). The signal lines used ares-
Operational Out Request In 
Hold Out Operational In 
Select Out Address In 
Address Out Status In 
Command Out Service In 
Service Out Metering In 




Bus Out (9 lines) 
Metering Out, Metering In and Clock Out refer only to equip-
ment usage meters, and are not of relevance here. 
Information to be sent from the IBM36O is always sent in 
multiples of eight bit bytes and is placed together with an odd 
parity bit on the nine lines of Bus Out. The remaining out-lines 
are used to signal the validity and to describe the type and meaning 
of the information placed on Bus Out. 
Information to be sent to the IBM36O is likewise placed on 
Bus In, and the remaining inclines are used to describe this inform-
ation. 
There are four input-output instructions available within the 






Test channel is not of relevance to any computer to computer 
interface. 








The Test I/O instruction appears to a control unit as a 
Start I/O instruction followed by the command 
Test 
The Halt I/O instruction causes Address Out to rise and the 
Hold Out and Select Out lines to fall. This signals 'Interface 
Disconnect' to the currently operating control unit. 
The IBM36O central processing unit associates each command 
with a byte count and a core storage location for any data transfers. 
The success or otherwise of each IBM36O input-output operation 
is summarized within two 8~bit status bytes available to the pro-
grammer. One byte summarizes channel conditions and will not be 
considered further. The other status byte is provided by the relevant 
control unit as each I/O operation progresses. The eight information 
bits within this byte are 
Attention 
Status Modifier 








The basic interconnections between the link and the PDPQL for 
PDPQL program communication and control purposes are 
(1) Link Address flag to PDPQL priority interrupt level 0 
(highest priority). 
This enables the link to signal the PDPQL at the start of 
each IBM36O initiated Initial Selection sequence recog-
nized by the link« 
(2) Link Control flag to PDPQL priority interrupt level 1 
(the next lower priority level)„ 
. This flag is used by the link to signal the PDPQL either 
that an IBM36O operation command is available for reading 
by the PDP9L, or that the link requires status information 
from the PDPQL for transmission to the IBM36O, 
B.l Link Communication Registers 
The link registers for communication and control purposes are:-
(1) Link Address register 
This 8-bit register is set with the 8--bit device address placed 
by the IBM36O on Bus Out during an Initial Selection sequence whenever 
both the Link Not Operational and Link Busy flags are down and the 
link has recognized this address. Recognition of this address occurs 
when the second most significant bit position of this address is 1. 
This bit position was chosen as conflicting least with addressing 
conventions in use with IBM devices and control units» Setting of 
this register from the IBM36O also sets the Link Address flag, causing 
a PDPQL priority level 0 interrupt request. 
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The Link Address register may be read by the PDPQL. Reading 
the Link Address register by the PDPQL clears the Link Address flag 
and associated interrupt condition. 
The Link Address register may also be set by the PDPQL when-
ever the Link Active flag is down» Setting the Link Address register 
from the PDPQL causes the link to raise Request In to the IBM36O, 
If the IBM36O acknowledges this request, the address is passed to 
the IBM36O, and the Link Control flag is ultimately raised, sig-
nalling a priority level 1 interrupt request to the PDPQL, when the 
IBM36O raises Command Out. This Link Address register setting is 
used by the PDP9L to specify the device before any asynchronous pre-
sentation of device status to the IBM36O. 
(2) Link Control register 
This 8»bit register is set with the 8-bit operation command 
placed by the IBM36O on Bus Out during each Initial Selection sequence 
Setting of this register from the IBM36O also sets the Link Control 
flag, causing a PDPQL priority level 1 interrupt request. 
This register may be read by the PDP9L. Reading the Link 
Control register by the PDP9L clears the Link Control flag and assoc-
iated interrupt condition^ The Link Control register is normally 
read and the associated Link Control flag cleared during the priority 
level 0 interrupt resulting from the raising of the Link Address 
flag in an Initial Selection sequence. 
This 8-bit register may also be set by the PDPQL with any 
desired equipment status information for transmission to the IBM36O. 
Whenever this register is set by the PDPQL, the link raises Status 
In to the IBM36O. 
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B.2 Link Communication Flags 
The link flags for interface signalling are:-
(1) Link Not Operational flag 
This flag may be set and cleared by the PDPQL. No device 
address is recognized by the link when this flag is up« No interrupt 
condition is associated with this flag« 
(2) Link Busy flag 
This flag may be set and cleared by the PDP9L. Recognition 
of any device address by the link when this flag is up causes a hard-
wired 'busy' status to be returned to the IBM36O without reference 
to the PDPQL, No PDPQL interrupt condition is raised by the link 
while this flag is up, 
( 3 ) Link Address flag 
This flag is raised, signalling a priority level 0 interrupt 
to the PDP9L whenever both the Link Not Operational and the Link Busy 
flags are down and the link recognizes a device address sent from the 
IBM36O, The Link Address flag and its associated interrupt request 
are cleared whenever the PDPQL reads the Link Address register, 
(4) Link Control flag 
This flag is raised, signalling a priority level 1 interrupt 
to the PDPQL whenever one of the following occurs 
(i) Command Out is raised by the IBM36O and recognized by 
the link. 
(ii) The link detects an end-of-link data zero word count 
within the PDPQL. 
(iii) The link detects an "Interface Disconnect", "Selective 
Reset", or "System Reset" fcom the IBM36O, 
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The Link Control flag and its associated interrupt request 
may be cleared by the PDPQL, 
(5) Link Suppress flag 
This flag is raised whenever Suppress Out from the IBM360 is 
detected by the link. This flag falls only when Suppress Out falls. 
This flag may be tested by a PDPQL test and skip instruction, and 
should always be tested prior to returning asynchronous device 
status to the IBM36O. If this flag is up, indicating command 
chaining within the IBM36O for the current device, the Link Address 
register must not be loaded by the PDPQL, 'Device end' status for 
the current device should be loaded directly into the Link Control 
register in this case. No interrupt condition is associated with 
this flag, 
(6) Link Active flag 
This flag is raised whenever the link raises Operational In 
to the IBM36O, and falls when Operational In falls. This flag may be 
tested by a PDPQL test and skip instruction. The Link Address 
register may be loaded by the PDPQL prior to returning asynchronous 
device status to the IBM360 only if the Link Active flag is down. 
No interrupt condition is associated with this flag. 
APPENDIX Co 
EXAMPLES OF LINK USAGE 
C„1 Start I/O, To Read a Record from a Magnetic Tape Unit 
Attached to the PDPQL 
(i) Initial Selection sequence 
The IBM36O places the device address on Bus Out, and raises 
Address Out, Hold Out and Select Out. If the link is not busy, and 
the link recognizes this address, the link responds immediately with 
Operational In. At the same time, the link places this address in 
the Link Address register and raises the Link Address flag, signalling 
a priority level 0 interrupt request to the TErP9L. Whilst this in-
terrupt is being taken by the PDPQL, the IBM36O, on receipt of 
Operational In, drops Address Out„ The link then places the acknowl-
edged address on Bus In and raises Address In, The IBM360 responds 
by placing the desired operation command - in this case, a Read 
command - on Bus Out and raising Command Out. On receipt of Command 
Out, the link sets the command in the Link Control register and 
raises the Link Control flag, signalling a priority level 1 interrupt 
request to the PDPQL, The link now drops Address In and the IBM36O 
responds by dropping Command Out, The IBM36O is now waiting for 
status information from the link. 
While the PDPQL is processing the priority level 0 interrupt, 
it cannot accept the lower priority level 1 interrupt request. This 
is important in discriminating between the two possible responses 
to the Link Control flag. In processing the priority level 0 
interrupt the PDPQL reads the Link Address register, thus clearing 
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the Link Address flag and its associated interrupt request. This 
device address is used to point to a set of possible status responses 
for this device. The PDP9L may test the Link Control flag to ensure 
that Command Out has been received from the IBM36O before proceeding. 
The PDP9L now reads the IBM36O read command from the Link Control 
register, clearing the lower priority level 1 interrupt request, 
selects the appropriate status response - 8 zero bits if no abnormal 
conditions are present - and loads the Link Control register with 
this status» The PDPQL may now return from the priority level 0 
interrupt. The link places the status information on Bus In and 
raises Status In to the IBM36O. On receipt of status, the IBM360 
returns Service Out and the link drops Status In, This completes 
the Initial Selection sequence. 
(ii) Data Transfer sequence 
The PDPQL must now obtain the necessary magnetic tape data for 
the Data Transfer sequence either by reading the magnetic tape record 
or by transferring the record from a previously filled buffer area. 
This information is set up in a link buffer area, the necessary PDPQL 
word count and data address words are established, and an input-
output transfer (JOT) Write instruction is issued by the PDP9L to 
the link. Data transfer now takes place between the PDP9L and 
IBM36O, using the Bus In lines and the Service In and Service Out 
signals. This stage does not involve any user programming, and is 
entirely monitored by the link. The Data Transfer sequence is ter-
minated either when the IBM36O issues Command Out instead of Service 
Out in response to a Service In, or when the link detects a zero 
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PDPQL data word count. In the former case the IBM36O drops Command 
Out when the link drops Service In. In the latter case, Service In 
is not raised by the link. In each case the link raises the Link 
Control flag to signal a priority level 1 interrupt request to the 
PDP9L, This concludes the Data Transfer sequence. 
C.2 Start I/O, to Write a Record onto a Printer Attached to 
the PDPQL 
The Initial Selection and Data Transfer sequences are similar 
to the magnetic tape writing case, but the Ending sequence is quite 
different. Because a printer is considered to be a slow device, 
'device end' does not accompany 'channel end' in the Ending sequence 
status presentation, and the Ending sequence completes before 'device 
end' is sent to the IBM36O. The sending of 'channel end' in the 
Ending sequence frees the IBM36O selector channel for other input 
output activity in the absence of IBM36O command chaining. The method 
of presenting 'device end' status, when all printer activity has fin-
ished depends on the Link Suppress flag. 
If the Link Suppress flag is up when printer 'device end' is 
ready to be presented to the IBM36O, command chaining within the 
IBM36O is indicated. In this case, the PDPQL simply loads the Link 
Control register with the required status, and another Initial 
Selection sequence for the printer will follow immediately in the 
absence of any error indication. If the Link Suppress flag is down 
when printer 'device end' is available, the link must first recapture 
the IBM36O channel. The PDP9L enables the link to do this by loading 
the Link Address register with the 8-bit printer address. If the 
IBM36O acknowledges the resultant Request la signal , tb-: ce 
address is transferred to the IBM36O and a Link Control flag 
priority level 1 interrupt request to the PDPQL follows in due 
course. The required printer 'device end' status is loaded into 
the Link Control register during the course of this interrupt. 
This form of status presentation to the IBM36O is called 
Asynchronous Status presentation. With appropriate programming 
conventions this method of status presentation is also used by the 
PDPQL when it wishes to initiate an input-output operation itself. 
The 'attention' status bit may be used for this purpose. 
It is important to note that while the Link Suppress flag is 
up for a particular device no other device status may be presented 
to the IBM36O, 
C.3 Start I/O, to Rewind a Magnetic Tape Attached to the PDPQL 
The Initial Selection sequence proceeds as for the magnetic 
tape reading case until Status In time. Instead of presenting an all-
zero status byte, the PDPQL after noting the control command may return 
'channel end' with the status byte. The presence of 'channel end' 
signifies no following Data Transfer sequence to the IBM36O, This 
type of IBM36O command is called an Immediate command. All IBM36O 
control lines fall after the Service Out response to Status In unless 
command chaining is indicated by Suppress Out and the Link Suppress 
flag. The PDPQL is now free to rewind the requested tape unit and 
present device end to the link when the magnetic tape load point has 
been detected. This is done exactly as in the previous printer 
example. 
If it is necessary to suspend all link activity until some con-
trol function has been completed by the PnPQL, the PDP9L may set the 
Link Busy flag. 
C5. 
C.4 start I/O, with a Sense Command 
This is identical to the read command case^ except that the ' 
data bytes transferred are stored within the PDPQL itself and are 
always available on request. These sense bytes represent the detailed 
state of the specified device, and the detailed outcome of the last 
read, write or control operation on the specified device. They are 
maintained and updated by the PDP9L as required. 
C.5 Test I/O 
Although this is a separate IBM36O instruction, Test I/O is 
handled in the IBM36O channel as though it were Start I/O followed by 
the command Test, 
The Initial Selection sequence proceeds exactly as for a read 
command, except that the IBM360 always terminates the operation after 
the Service Out response to Status In, regardless of the status byte. 
No Data Transfer or other Ending sequence follows the Initial Selection 
sequence» 
C.6 Halt I/O 
This terminates any link activity, causing the Link Active 
flag to fall and the Link Control flag to rise. The fall of the Link 
Active flag distinguishes this case. Devices attached to the PDPQL 
may subsequently present asynchronous status to the link. 
APPENDIX D. 
THE LINK INSTRUCTION SET 
The octal numeric operation codes, assembler mnemonics, and a 
brief description of each instruction are given. 
705012 RDLAR Read Link Address register 
The accumulator (AC) of the PDPQL is cleared and the 8 bit 
contents of the Link Address register read into AC bits 10 to I7. 
705004 CLLAF Clear Link Address flag 
705016 RCARF RDLAR CLLAF 
The two instructions Read Link Address register and Clear Link 
Address flag can be micro-coded together. 
705244 LDLAR Load Link Address register 
The contents of AC bits 10 to I7 are or-ed with the current 
contents of the Link Address register, and the result is placed into 
the Link Address register. Request In is raised to the IBM360 if the 
Operational In flip-flop is down. 
705241 CLLAR Clear Link Address register 
705245 CLDAR CLLAR LDLAR 
The two instructions Clear Link Address register and Load 
Link Address register are micro-coded together 
705232 RDLCR Read Link Control register 
The AC is cleared and the contents of the 8-bit Link Control 
register are transferred to AC bit positions 10 to 17. The link 
parity error flip-flop state is transferred to AC bit position 0. 
705221 CLLCF Clear Link Control flag 
705124 CLHD Clear Halt I/O and Disconnect flags 
705233 CRLCR CLLCF RDLCR 
D2. 
The two instructions Clear Link Control flag and Read Link 
Control register are microcoded together 
LSLCR Load Status to LCR 
The Link Control register is cleared and the contents of AC 
bit positions 10 to 17 are transferred to the Link Control register. 
The ES flip=flop is set to 1 if the IS flip-flop is zero, and Status 
In is raised to the IBM36O if the Operational In flip-flop is up 
705104 STLOP STLOP Set Link Operational 
The Link Operational flip=flop is set, enabling the link to 
acknowledge any IBM36O link address selection 
705164 CLLOP Clear Link Operational 
The Link Operational flip=flop is cleared. The link will 
not acknowledge any IBM36O link address selection» 
705161 SNLOP Skip Not Link Operational 
A program skip will occur if the Link Operational flip-flop 
is O. 
705122 STLBY Set PGM Link Busy 
The PGM Link Busy flip-flop is set, A 'Control Unit Busy' 
type response is returned to the IBM36O with Status Modifier and 
Busy status bits set whenever both the Link Operational and PGM Link 
Busy flip-flops are up and the ES flip-flop is down during a link 
device selection from the IBM36O. No PDPQL interrupts are requested, 
705102 CLLBY Clear PGM Link Busy 
The PGM Link Busy flip-flop is cleared. 
705141 SOPLB Skip on PGM Link Busy 
A program skip will occur if the PGM Link Busy flip-flop is 
set. 
D3-
705041 SOLE Skip on Link Busy 
A program skip will occur if the Link Busy flip-flop is set» 
flip^-flop is set or cleared from the contents of the PGM Link 
Busy flip=flop whenever Select Out rises from the IBM36O and a link 
recognized address is on Bus Out„ 
705001 SNLAF Skip Not Link Address flag 
A program skip will occur if the Link Address flag is down. 
705021 SOLCF Skip on Link Control flag 
A program skip will occur if the Link Control flag is up, 
705101 SNHIO Skip Not Halt I/O 
A program skip will occur if the Halt I/O flip-flop is not set, 
705121 SNDSC Skip Not Disconnect 
A program skip will occur if the Disconnect flip-flop is not 
set, 
705201 SOSUP Skip on Link Suppress 
program skip will occur if Suppress Out is up from the IBM360. 
SOLAC Skip on Link Active 
A program skip will occur if either Operational In is up for 
the link or the ES flip=flop is 1, 
705032 RDLSP Read Link Set>up 
The PDPQL accumulator is cleared and the states of various 
link flip-=flops are transferred to the AC as follows 
AC 10 Initial Selection (IS) flip-flop 
AC 11 Request In flip=-flop 
AC 12 Ending Sequence (ES) flip-flop 
AC 13 Parity Error flip-flop 
A 
AC 1 4 
Pack Byte Count O (PBCO) £lip=flop 
AC 15 Pack Byte Count 1 (PBCl) flip=flop 
AC 16 Read/Write (RA^) flip=>flop 
AC 17 Data Transfer (DT) flip=flop 
705142 LDLSP Load Link Set-up 
Various link flag and control flip=-flops are set from the 
contents of the PDI9L accumulator as follows: 
AC 13 0 I Clears the Parity Error flip-flop 
1 t No function 
AC li| 0 : Clears the Pack Format 0 (PFO) and PBCO flip. 
1 : Sets the Pack Format O (PFO) and PBCO flip--
flops 
0 : Clears the Pack Format 1 (PFl) and PBCl flip» 
flops 
1 : Sets the Pack Format 1 (PFl) and PBCl flip=-flops 
flip-flop (360 reading) 
1 : Sets the RAi flip-flop (36O writing) 
AC 17 0 t No function 
1 : Sets the Data Transfer (DT) flip-flop 
RDBI Read Bus in Tags 
RDSBI Read Simulated Bus In Tags 
LDSBO Load Simulated Bus Out Register 
The instructions RDBI, RDSBI and LDSBO relate to the link's 
built-in IBM36O channel simulator. They are used as diagnostic and 
maintenance aids and will not be considered here. 
The link word count and word address locations are 3 6 and 3 7 
octal, Tlie API address locations are 64 octal for the Link Address 
flag and 65 octal for the Link Control flag. 
D5. 
The link is attached to a Data Channel of the PDPQL. The 
instruction LDLSP is used to start all link Data Transfer sequences, 
the word count and word address locations having been appropriately 
set beforehand. 
Four different IBM36O byte to PDPQL word packings are avail--
able, A PDP9L word may be made to correspond to one, two, three or 
four IBM36O bytes dependent on the choice of PFO and PFl when the 
link set-up is loaded during the LDLSP instruction. Information is 
right justified within PDPQL words and read or written in 8-bit 
bytes from left to right within a PDPQL word^ Any excess bits to 
the left of a PDPQL word are lost during a write to the PDPQL, or 
set to zero during a read from the PDP9L, Once set, the PFO and PFl 
flip=-flops are not changed during a data transfer. The PBCX) and PBCl 
flip==flops represent the current relative byte position next to be 
filled within a group of data transfer bytes, 
Ihe two main uses of the RDLSP instruction are to detect any 
data transfer parity errors, and to examine the residual PBCO and 
PBCl values at the end of multi-byte PDPQL word data transfers, 
PDP9L words are built up within the link in an l8-bit Link 
Data register (LDR), the right hand 8 bits of which also form the 
Link Control register. Every 8-bit byte transferred through the link 
during data transfers first passes through the Link Control register. 
When data transfers terminate normallyj one of the following 
four conditions applies. 
D6. 
(i) IBM360 Read and IBM^60 Byte Count Overflow 
The last word transferred by the PDPQL into the 
LCR/LDR is not transferred to the IBM36O. 
(ii) IBM.36O Write and IBM36O Byte Count Overflow 
The last word transferred to the PDPQL from the 
LCR/LDR is valid, 
(iii) IBM36O Read and PDPQL Word Count Overflow 
The last word loaded into the LCR/LDR is not trans-
ferred to the IBM36O. 
(iv) IBM.36O Write and PDPQL Word Count Overflow 
The last word transferred to the PDPQL from the 
LCR/LDR is valid. 
The RDLCR instruction may be used to recover the last data 
byte sent from the IBM36O. In the case of two bytes per PDPQL word 
data transfers, this allows complete recovery of data sent from the 
IBM36O, even if the byte count is odd. 
APPENDIX E. 
THE LINK HANDLER PROGRAM 
/ / D J R JOB 
• • J S T T a c i l i 
/ / P 0 P ^ 3 EXEC 
/ / S T E P L I & 00 
/ /SYSPRINT 00 
//SYSPUNC« 00 
A/SYSUTl 00 
/ / S Y S m DO 
I 6 F 2 3 6 I ALLOC. FOR DJR 
I E F 2 3 7 I STEPLIB ON 134 
I Ê F 2 3 7 I SYSPUNCH ON OOO 
I E F 2 3 7 I SYSUTl ON 137 
I E F 2 3 7 I SYSIN ON 241 
• ,0001»»Û.J . f t lCHAWîSûh,MSGLEVEL» l 
Ç. 5 2 . 3 9 CCOCO R . 1 7 
PGM=POPÇLA SM »PARI*«oseK 
O SNAME=AA£H B.LMOOA »OI S P M CtD ,PÄSS» 
SYSOUT«A 
UNIT^SYSCP 
O SNAME= SY SLTl»01SP*QLO 
# 
P0P9L3 
AS&EflELY LIST INC PAG£ 
LOG Q W CODE ERRORS STMT SCtRCE STATEIfeWT 
007000 2 CD» 7000 / 
700202 3 PCFa 700202 / 
002TA 4 CRG 274 
00274 T4O0C0 5 hCF / 
00275 000000 6 0 / 
00276 103176 7 J M PLP / 
00277 100317 a LNBGS / 
00300 200313 9 L N S J , LAC L N B J I J / 
00 301 0A0C64 10 DAC 64 / 
00302 200314 11 lAC LN6J2 J / 
00303 OA0065 12 DAC 65 / 
00 3 OA 200315 13 LAC LNBJ3J / 
00305 04GC45 14 OAC 45 / 
00 306 760CC0 15 LA hi 0 / 
00307 70550A 16 ISA / 
00310 70510A 17 STLCP / 
0031X 200316 18 LAC LNBJ4 J f 
00312 400277 19 XCT 277 / 
00313 100343 20 LNB J1 Uf LN / 
0031 A 101526 ¿1 LNBJ2 J« J f S LNK / 
00315 101732 22 LNBJ3 J . JfS LNT / 
00316 101162 23 LNB J4 J , J f S LNB / 
CARD LISTER LOCATION - «AY VARY, 
CLEAR PLOTTER FLAG 
SET TO JMS FOR OIAG PRINT 
BUFFER CONTROL INDICATOR 
PLOTTER RECORD HANDLER 
SACK GROUND HANDLER SET LP 
L INK ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
SET ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
L INK CONTROL FLAG HANDLER 
SET CONTROL FLAG HANDLER 
MAGNETIC TAPE FLAGS HANDLER 
SET TAPE FLAGS HANDLER 
ENSURE AC BIT 0 A 1 
ENABLE API 
SET LINK OPERATIONAL 
L INK BACKGROUND HANDLER 
SET AND ENTER BACKGROLNO 
LINK ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
LINK CONTROL FLAG HANDLER 
MAGNETIC TAPE FLAGS HANDLER 
LINK BACKGROUND HANDLER 
ASSEFBLY LISTING PAGE 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SGURCE STATE HEKT 
25 / BACKGRCUNO HANDLER SET AND ENTRY 
00317 oooooo 26 LNBGS, 0 / BACKGROUND HANDLER SET LP 
00320 7412C0 27 S^A / SKIP IF AC NOT ZERO 
00321 200337 28 LAC LNBGSIR / SET NOP IF AC ZERO 
003 22 040342 29 OAC LNBGSIW / SAVE AC 
00323 200317 3C LAC LKBGS / ADDRESS OF CALLER 
00324 742020 31 PTF / SET 
0 0 3 2 5 742C2C 32 RTF / CALL ING 
00326 742020 33 RTP / PARTITION 
00327 742020 34 FITF / IN 
00330 740020 35 PAF / AC BITS 15-17 
003 31 50C34C 36 ANC LN8GS1M / ISOLATE CALLING PARTITION 
00332 340341 37 TAD LNBGS2R / SYNTHESIZE BACKGROUND OAC 
00333 0 4 0 3 3 5 38 CAC LNBGSL / SET BACKGROUND OAC 
00 3 34 200342 39 LAC LNBGSIW / BACKGROUND JMS OR NOP 
00335 74C0<I0 40 LN8GS1, HLT / SET BACKGROUND JMS OR NOP 
00336 620335 41 JFF I LN3GS1 / ENTER BACKGROUND 
0 0 3 3 7 740C00 42 LNBGSIR. NCF / NOP INSTRUCTION 
00340 00CC07 A3 LNBGSLI'. DC 7 / TO ISOLATE PARTITION 
00341 0 4 0 0 7 0 44 LNBGS2RF DAC 70 / BASE BACKGROUND OAC 
00342 OOOOOO 45 LN8GSIW, C 
ASSEMELY LISTING PAGE 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SGLRCE STAIEKEKT 
47 / LINK ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
00343 OOOOGO 48 LNt 0 / API 0 ENTRY POINT 
003A4 040436 49 OAC LMW / SAVE AC 
00345 705016 50 PCARF / CLEAR AC,READ LAR CLEAR INT 
00346 340442 51 TAD LNIF / SYNTHESIZE STATUS LAC 
00347 040361 52 OAC L M F / SET LAC INSTRUCTION 
00350 705233 53 CfiLCR / CLEAR AC, READ LCR CLEAR INT 
00351 040443 54 CAC L M C / SAVE COMMAND 
00352 747323 55 SNA SPA CLL Ci'L CMA RTR / SEE IF TEST I/O OR ERROR 
00353 600412 56 JMf LN5 / TEST I/O OR ERROR 
00354 740520 57 SNL SMA RAR / SEE IF CONTROL 
00355 60C376 58 jMf LN2 / CONTROL 
00356 740C01 59 Cffi 
00 3 57 7552C0 60 SNA CLL CLA / SEE IR SENSE 
00360 600432 61 JNf LN9 / SENSE 
ASSEKBLY L I S T I N G PAGE 
LOG OBJ COOE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
00 361 20045C 64 L N I P , LAC LNIA / SET TO STATUS LAC 
00362 705162 65 IS ICR / LOAD STATUS 
00363 741100 66 SFA / SKIP I F NOT PERMANENT STATLS 
00364 600421 67 J f f LN6 / STATUS NOT TO BE CLEARED 
00365 740200 68 SZA / TEST FOR ZERO STATUS 
00366 600404 69 J f F LN3 / BRANCH I F NON ZERO 
00367 777777 70 LAtf 0 - 1 / LOAD - 1 FOR DATA TRANSFER 
00370 040444 71 UNI , DAC L M T / SET TYPE IN INDICATOR 00371 760020 72 LAh 20 / NON-CLEARABLE DEVICE BUSY 
00372 060361 73 CAC I L M F / SET IN STATUS WORD 
00373 200436 74 lAC LMW / RESTORE AC 
00374 703344 75 DBF / PREPARE FOR E X I T 
00375 62C343 76 Ji 'F I LN / EXIT 
77 / CCNTRCL 
00376 400361 78 LN2, XCT LNl F / PICK UP STATUS 00377 705162 79 LSLCR / LOAD STATUS 
00400 741100 80 SFA / SKIP I F NOT PERMANENT STATUS 
00401 600421 81 Ji-F LN6 / STATUS NOT TO BE CLEARED 
00402 741200 82 SNA / TEST FOR NON ZERO STATUS 
00403 600410 83 Ji-F LN4 / BRANCH I F ZERO 
00404 160361 84 LN3 . oz^ I L M F / CLEAR STORED STATUS 
00405 200436 85 LAC LNIW / RESTORE AC 
00406 703344 86 06F / PREPARE FOR E X I T 
00407 62C343 87 ^ f f I LN / EXIT 
00410 777776 88 LN4, LAW 0 - 2 / LOAD - 2 FOR CONTROL 
00411 600370 89 J -̂F LNl / SET INDICATORS AND E X I T 
ASSEHCLV LISTING 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SOWCE STATBHEHT 
0 0 4 1 2 7 4 0 0 0 1 
91 / TEST I / C CR PARITY ERRCB 
92 LN5, C M CML / RE-COMPLENENT AC AND LINK 
0 0 4 1 3 7 4 0 2 0 0 93 SZA / SKIP IF TEST I / O 
0 0 4 1 4 6 0 0 4 2 7 94 JKF LN8 / PARITY ERROR 
0 0 4 1 5 4 0 0 3 6 1 95 XCT LNIP / PICK UP STATUS 
0 0 4 1 6 7 0 5 1 6 2 96 LSLCR / LOAD STATUS 
a 0 4 1 7 7401 CO 97 SKA / SKIP IF PERMANENT STATUS 
00420 6 0 0 4 0 5 98 J^F LK3 
00421 4 4 0 4 4 6 99 LH6« ISZ LMN / TEST COUNTER 
0 0 4 2 2 7 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 SKF / SKIP IF NOT EXHAUSTED 
0 0 4 2 3 7 0 5 1 2 2 101 STL8Y / SET LINK BUSY 
0 0 4 2 4 2 0 0 4 3 6 1 0 2 LN7, LAC LNIW / RESTORE AC 
0 0 4 2 5 7 0 3 3 4 4 1C3 OBF / PREPARE FOR EXIT 
0 0 4 2 6 6 2 0 3 4 3 1C4 4fF I LH / EXIT 
0 0 4 2 7 7 6 0 0 0 2 105 LN8» lAI^ 2 / SET UNIT CHECK STATUS IN AC 
0 0 4 3 0 7 0 5 1 6 2 106 LSLCR / LOAD STATUS 
0 0 4 3 1 6 0 0 4 2 4 1C7 
108 / SENSE 
J^f Lfi7 / GO TO EXIT 
0 0 4 3 2 7 0 5 1 6 2 109 LN9, LSLCR / LOAD ZERO STATUS 
0 0 4 3 3 777775 1 1 0 LAh 0 - 3 / LOAD - 3 FOR SENSE 
0 0 4 3 4 040444. 111 OAC LNIT / SET TYPE IN INDICATOR 
0 0 4 3 5 6 0 0 4 2 4 112 4KF LK7 / GO TO EXIT 
PAGE 
ASSEMELY L I S T I N G PAGE 
LOC OBJ CaOE E R R O R S 
000621 
0 0 4 3 6 
0 0 4 3 7 
0 0 4 4 0 
0 0 4 4 1 
0 0 4 4 2 
0 0 4 4 3 
0 0 4 4 4 
0 0 4 4 5 
0 0 4 4 6 
0 0 4 4 7 
0 0 4 5 0 
0 0 4 5 1 
0 0 5 5 0 
0 0 5 5 1 
0 0 6 5 0 
0 0 6 51 
0 0 7 5 0 
0 0 7 5 1 
0 1 0 5 0 
0 1 0 5 1 
0 1 0 5 2 
0 1 0 5 3 
0 1 0 5 4 
0 1 0 5 5 
0 1 0 5 6 




0 1 0 6 3 
0 1 0 6 4 
0 1 0 6 5 
0 1 0 6 6 
0 ) 0 6 7 
0 1 0 7 0 
0 1 0 7 1 
0 1 0 7 2 
0 1 0 7 3 
0 1 0 7 4 
0 1 0 7 5 
0 1 0 7 6 
0 1 0 7 7 
O l l O O 
O I L O l 
000000 
o o c o o o 
000000 
O C O l O O 




7 7 7 7 7 0 
OOOOOG 
7 6 0 C 0 2 
7 6 0 0 0 2 
3 0 1 1 0 1 
3 0 1 1 0 1 
7 6 0 0 C 2 
7 6 0 0 0 2 
3 0 1 1 C I 
3 0 1 1 0 1 
1 C 1 6 4 C 
O C O l O O 
1 0 2 1 6 4 
O O O I C I 
1 0 2 1 6 4 
000102 
1 0 2 1 6 4 
0 0 0 1 0 3 
OOCOGG 
3 0 1 1 0 1 
3 0 1 1 0 4 
3 0 1 1 0 7 
3 0 1 1 1 2 
3 0 1 1 1 5 
3 0 1 1 2 C 
3 0 1 1 2 3 
3 0 1 1 2 6 
3 0 1 1 3 1 
3 0 1 1 3 4 
3 0 1 1 3 7 
3 0 1 1 4 2 
3 0 1 1 4 5 
3 0 1 1 5 0 
3 0 1 1 5 3 
3 0 1 1 5 6 
0 0 3 3 3 3 
STMT SCURCE STATEMENT 
1 1 4 / LINK DATA AREA 
1 1 5 LNBliFF = 6 2 1 / BUFFER AREA LENGTH 
1 1 6 L N l b , 0 / AC STORE 
i 1 7 L N I X , C / L I N K NEXT R O U T I N E A D D R E S S 
1 1 8 L N 2 X , c / PLOT NEXT R O U T I N E A D D R E S S 
l i s L M D , DC 1 0 0 / S T A T U S - S E N S E P O I N T E R DIF.F 
1 2 0 L N I R , LAC LNl A - l O O / LAC BASE 
1 2 1 L M C . DC 0 / CURRENT COMMAND 
1 2 2 L N I T , DC 0 / COMMAND T Y P E 
1 2 3 L N I Z , 0 / ERROR I N D I C A T O R 
1 2 4 L N 1 N » DC - 1 0 / MAXIMUM S U C C E S S I V E S E L E C T S 
1 2 5 L M U . 0 / CURRENT A D D R E S S 
1 2 6 L N I A , LAh 2 / 2 4 0 NOT READY I N I T I A L L Y 
1 2 7 REPEAT 7 7 / 2 4 1 - 2 7 F 
1 2 8 CC 3 0 0 0 0 0 - i - L N l S - l / 2 4 0 NOT READY SENSE P O I N T E R 
• 1 2 9 REPEAT 7 7 / 2 4 1 - 2 7 F 
1 3 0 LAk 2 / 2 C 0 NOT READY I N I T I A L L Y 
1 3 1 REPEAT 7 7 / 2 C 1 - 2FF 
1 3 2 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N l S - l / 2 C 0 NOT READY SENSE P O I N T E R 
1 3 3 REPEAT 7 7 / 2 C 1 - 2FF 
1 3 4 L N I E , U^S LNSH / 2 4 0 SWITCH SENSE R O L T I N E 
1 3 5 DC 1 0 0 / 2 4 0 3 6 0 A D D R E S S 
1 3 6 J f S LNTS / 2 4 1 TAPE SENSE ROUTINE 
1 3 7 DC 1 0 1 / 2 A 1 3 6 0 A D D R E S S 
1 3 8 J ^ S LNTS / 2 4 2 TAPE SENSE ROUTINE 
139 DC 1 0 2 / 2 4 2 3 6 0 A D D R E S S 
1 4 0 JFS LNTS / 2 4 3 TAPE SENSE ROUTINE 
1 4 1 DC 1 0 3 / 2 4 3 3 6 0 A D D R E S S 
1 4 2 C / SENSE R O U T I N E S TERMINATOR 
1 4 3 / SENSE I N F C R H A T I C h POINTERS 
1 4 4 L N 1 L » DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N l S - l / 0 0 0 0 NOT READY SENSE POINTER 
1 4 5 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 2 S - 1 / 0 0 0 1 READY WRITE 
1 4 6 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 3 S - 1 / 0 0 1 0 READY READ 
1 4 7 CC 3 0 0 0 0 0 • L N 4 S - 1 / 0 0 1 1 REWINDING 
1 4 8 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 - H N 5 S - 1 / 0 1 0 0 COMMAND R E J E C T 
1 4 9 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 - Í - L N 6 S - 1 / 0 1 0 1 ERROR WRITE 
1 5 0 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 7 S - 1 / 0 1 1 0 ERROR READ 
1 5 1 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 8 S - 1 / 0 1 1 1 SPARE 
1 5 2 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 9 S - 1 / 1 0 0 0 F I L E P R O T E C T 
1 5 3 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 0 S - 1 / 1 0 0 1 END P O I N T WRITE 
1 5 4 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L M l S - l / 1 0 1 0 LOAD P O I N T READ 
1 5 5 OC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 2 S - 1 / 1 0 1 1 SPARE 
1 5 6 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 3 S - 1 / 1 1 0 0 COMND R E J E C T , F I L E PROT 
1 5 7 DC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 4 S - 1 / 1 1 0 1 ERROR END P T WRITE 
1 5 8 OC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 5 S - 1 / 1 1 1 0 ERROR LO P T READ 
1 5 9 OC 3 0 0 0 0 0 + L N 1 6 S - 1 / 1 1 1 1 SPARE 
I 6 C L N 2 P t L N l B - 1 / BUFFER AREA ADORESS - 1 
ASSEMELY L I S T I N G PAGE 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCURCE STATEFEKT 
162 / SENSE INFCR»«ATIGK WCRCS 
0 U 0 2 040C64 163 LNIS, DC 040064 
01103 0014C2 164 001402 01104 000000 165 0 
01105 000124 166 LN2S. CC 000124 
0) 106 OC140C 167 001400 
0LIC7 OOOCOO 168 0 
O H I O 000120 I as LN3S, CC 000120 01111 0G140C 17C 001400 
01 U 2 OOOCOO 171 0 
01113 000160 172 LN4S, DC 000160 0 H 1 4 001402 173 001402 
01115 OCOOCO I 74 0 
01116 101124 175 LN5S» DC 101124 01117 00140C 176 001400 
01120 OOOOCC 177 0 
Oil 21 004124 178 LN6S t DC 004124 
01122 00150C 17«? 001500 
01123 OOOGOC lec 0 
01 1 24 004120 1 81 LN7S, DC 004120 01125 0015CC 1 82 001500 
0112 6 OOOGOC 1 63 0 
01 1 27 000000 1 84 LN8S, DC 0 
01130 OOOOCC 1 85 0 
01131 OOOOOC 1 66 0 
01132 000122 I 87 LN9S » DC 000122 
01133 001400 188 001400 01134 OCOCCC 189 0 
01135 000124 19C L M C S , DC 000124 
03 136 00140C i<;i 001400 
0) 1 37 OOOOCC i«;2 0 
01140 00013C 193 L M I S , CC 000130 
01141 001402 1 94 001402 
01142 OOOCCC IS5 0 
01 143 OCOOCO 196 LK12S , DC 0 
Oi ( iiH OCOCCC 197 0 
01145 OOCCOC 1 98 0 
Oil 46 0^1C66 199 LN13S , DC 041066 01-1 47 001400 2C0 001400 
01150 000000 2 CI 0 
01151 004124 2C2 LN14S , DC 004124 
Oi i52 OC1500 2C3 001 500 
01153 OCOOOC 2C4 0 
01 I 54 0C413C 205 LN15S, DC 004130 
0 M 5 5 001502 2C6 001502 
o n 56 OCOOCO 2C7 0 
01 1 57 OCCCCC 2C8 L M 6 S . CC 0 
C] 160 OOOOCC 2C9 0 
D M 6» OOOOCO 210 0 
/ NOT READY SENSE 
/ READY WRITE SENSE 
/ READY READ 
/ REWINDING 
/ COMMAND REJECT 
/ ERROR WRITE 
/ ERROR READ 
/ SPARE 
/ F I L E P R O T E C T 
/ £N0 POINT WRITE 
/ LOAD POINT READ 
/ S P A R E 
/ COMMAND R E J E C T , F I L E P R O T E C T 
/ ERROR END P O I N T WRITE 
/ ERROR LOAD P O I N T READ 
/ S P A R E 
ASSEMBLY LISTINC- PA6E 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STWT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
0 1 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 L N B , 0 / LINK BACKGROUND 
0 1 i 6 3 7 7 7 7 7 0 21.4 LAh 0-1 0 / MAX SUCCESSIVE SELECTS 
0 1 1 6 4 0 4 0 4 4 6 2 1 5 DAC L M K / RESET SELECTS COUNTER 
0 1 1 6 5 7 0 5 1 0 2 2 1 6 CLIBY / CLEAR LINK BUSY 
0 1 1 6 6 2 0 0 4 4 4 2 1 7 LAC LN^ T / OPERATION TYPE 
0 1 1 6 7 7 4 1 1 0 0 2 1 8 LNBl , SFA / SKIP IF + VE 
0 1 1 7 0 1 0 1 2 4 4 2 1 9 J^S LKBC / COMMAND ANALYS IS ROLTINE 
0 1 1 7 1 2 0 0 4 3 7 2 2 0 LAC L M X / LINK NEXT ROUTINE ADDRESS 
0 1 1 7 2 7 4 1 I C O 221 SFA / SKIP IF NOT FOR LINK 
0 1 1 7 3 1 0 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 JFS LNBA / TO LINK ROUTINE HANDLER 
o n 74 2 0 0 4 4 4 223 LNB2 , LAC L M T / OPERATION TYPE 
0 1 1 7 5 7 4 0 2 0 0 224 SZA / SKIP IF ZERO 
0 1 1 7 6 6 0 1 2 1 3 2 2 5 Ji-f LNB4 I TEST COUNTER IF NOT 
0 1 1 7 7 2 0 0 4 4 C 2 2 6 lAC LN2X i PLOT NEXT ROUTINE ADDRESS 
0 1 2 0 0 7 4 0 3 0 0 2 2 7 SPA s ZA / SKIP IF NOT ALT PGM 
01 201 1 0 1 2 3 7 2 2 8 LNB8 / TO PLOT NEXT ROUTINE HANDLER 
0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 3 6 4 2 2 9 J^S LKR / TO SENSE ROUTINES HANDLER 
0 1 2 0 3 6 2 1 1 6 2 2 3 0 I LNB / EXIT 
0 1 2 0 4 2 0 C 4 4 4 2 31 LNB3 , LAC L M T / OPERATION TYPE 
0 1 2 0 5 74C2C0 232 SZi / SKIP IF NONE WAITING 
0 1 2 0 6 6 0 1 1 6 7 2 3 3 ¿hf- LNBl / REPEAT IF OPERATION REQLESTED 
0 1 2 0 7 1 0 1 4 5 6 2 34 Ji'S LNS / STATUS HANDLER 
0 1 2 1 0 6 0 1 2 0 4 2 3 5 Ui-F LNB3 / CHECK OPERATION PENDING 
0 1 2 U I 030C1 2 3 6 LNME / TO MONITOR LINK SUFFER 
0 1 2 1 2 6 2 1 1 6 2 2 3 7 J M I LNB / EXIT 
01 213 4 4 1 2 2 2 2 3 8 LNB4 » ISZ LNBIN / SEE IF TIME L I M I T EXCEEDED 
0 1 2 1 4 6 0 1 1 6 7 2 3 9 LNBl / REPEAT LOOP IF NOT 
0 1 2 1 5 1 4 1 6 0 7 24C DZF LNKIX / CLEAR LINK NEXT ROUTINE hORD 
0 1 2 ) 6 152103 2 41 OZf I LNTTlx / CLEAR TAPE NEXT ROUTINE WORD 
0 1 2 1 7 7 6 0 0 1 6 2 4 2 LA^ 16 / CHANNEL, DEVICE END , LWI T CHK 
01220 101611 243 J^S LNSF / PRESENT CHECK STATUS IF OPNL 
01221 6 2 1 1 6 2 2 4 4 J^F I LNB / EXIT 
0 1 2 2 2 COGCCC 2 4 5 LNBIN , C / TIMING COUNTER 
ASSEMBLY LISTING PAGE 




















































/ BACKGRClihC flCUTINE SETTING 
LNBS, 0 
SFA 
DAC L M X 
S^A 
OAC LN2X 
UKF I LN8S 
/ LINK NEXT RGUTINE HANCLER 
LNBA , 0 
LNIX 





















/ BACKGROUND ROUTINE SETTING 
/ SKIP IF NOT LINK 
/ SET LINK NEXT ROUTINE 
/ SKIF IF NOT PLOT 
f SET PLOT NEXT ROUTINE 
/ RETURN 
/ LINK NEXT ROUTINE HANDLER 
/ CLEAR ENTRY 
/ SET FOR JMS I 
/ ENTER ROUTINE 
/ RETURN 
/ JMS AGORESS 
/ PLOT NEXT ROUTINE HANDLER 
/ CLEAR ENTRY 
/ SET FOR JMS I 
/ ENTER ROUTINE 
/ RETURN 
/ J M S ADDRESS 
ASSEMBLY L I S T I N G PAGE 10 
LOC 0 8 J CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
269 / CC •̂>'A^D AhALYS IS ROUTINE 
012A4 000000 2 70 LN8C, 0 / COMMAND ANALYS I S ROtT INE 
012A5 141222 2 71 OZ^ LNBIN / RESET T IMING COUNTER 
012A6 301307 2 72 ADO LN8C1S / ADO BASE JMS 1 
01247 041272 2 73 OAC LNBCl / SET FOR EXECUTION 
0 1250 200444 2 74 LAC L M T / OPERATION TYPE 
01251 501305 275 ANC LNBCIM / CLEAR SIGN AND 
01252 040444 276 OAC L M T / SET • VE OPERATION TYPE 
0 )253 200361 277 LAC L M F / BASE LAC • ADDRESS 
012 5't 041472 278 DAC LNS I P / ENSURE THE SAME STATUS LAC 
01255 341306 27S TAC LNBC2« / CURRENT ADDRESS IN AC 
01256 0^0447 2 a c OAC L M U / SAVE CURRENT ADDRESS 
01257 400274 2 81 XCT 274 / SEE I F D U G PRINT REQUIRED 
OÍ.260 200443 2 82 LAC L M C / CURRENT COMMAND 
01261 5413C4 2 83 SAC LNBC3C / SEE I F REWIND 
012 62 601267 2 84 J^F LNBCl I / BRANCH I F SO 
01263 5013C4 285 ANC LN8C3C / ISOLATE LAST 3 B I T S 
01264 5413C3 2 86 SAC LNBC2C / SEE I F MODE SET OR NOP CONTROL 
01265 601274 287 J f f LNac: 3 / BRANCH I F SO 
01266 141301 288 DZ^ LN8C1Z / CLEAR REW LOOP INDICATOR 
01267 441301 289 L N 8 C 1 1 , I S 2 LN8C1Z / INCREMENT REW LOOP IND 
01270 20044 7 2 90 LNBC12, LAC L M U / RESTORE 360 ADDRESS 
01271 101313 291 LNC / SEE IF CORE l A ) OR PLOTTER 
01272 740040 2 92 LNBCl , HLT / JMS 1 SET 
01273 621244 2 93 I LK8C / RETURN 
01274 777775 2 94 LNBC13 , LAW 0-3 / SET REW LOOP COUNT TEST 
01275 341301 2 95 TAC L^BC1 2 / AOD R£W LOOP INDICATOR 
012 76 7401C0 296 Sf-A / SK I P I F NOT AT MAX 
0.211 1413C1 297 oz^ LNBCl Z / SET REW LOOP INDICATOR 
01300 601270 298 Lhec i2 / PROCESS MODE SET 
01 301 OOOOCl 299 LN3C1Z, I / REWIND LOOP INDICA fOR 
0( 302 000000 3CC LN8C1C, 0 / CURRENT P0P9L COMMAND 
01303 000CC3 301 LN8C2C , oc 3 / 2 B I T MASK 
01304 000CC7 3 02 LN8C3C, DC 7 / REWIND COMMAND 
01305 3 7 7 7 7 7 3C3 LNBCl DC 377777 I SIGN MASK 
0 1 3 0 6 577430 3 04 LNBC2 100- L M A-LAC / INVERSE BASE LAC 
01307 121312 305 L N B C l S , J^S I LNBClfi / BASE MS I 
01310 002332 306 / SENSE COMMAND 
01311 002613 3C7 l^KC / CONTROL COMMAND 
01312 002403 3C8 LNBCIR » ^hUD / DATA COHMAND 
ASSEMBLY LISTING PAGE 11 























































































STMT SCLUCE STATEMENT 
310 / CCRE I/C AND 8UFFEREC TAPE HANDLER 
311 LNC , 0 / CORE I/O, PLOTTER HANDLER 
312 SAO LNCID / SEE IF CORE I A] ADDRESS 
313 Ji'F LKC3 / CORE I/O 
314 SAC L^C2D / SEE IF PLOTTER ADDRESS 
315 SKF / SKIP IF SO 
316 J^F I LSC / RETURN IF NOT 
317 LAC LNIC / CURRENT COMMAND IN AC 
318 SAC LNC4C / SEE IF REWIND 
31S Ji-F LNCl / NOP IF SO 
320 SAC LNC5C / SEE IF UNLOAD 
321 J^F I LNC / SIMULATE UNLOAD IF SO 
322 Ahü LNCIW / ISOLATE AC BITS 14-17 
323 SAD LKCIM / SEE IF WTM,BSF OR FSF 
324 J^F LNCl / NOP IF SO 
325 AhO LNC2M / ISOLATE BITS 15-17 
326 SAO LNC6C / SEE IF MODE SET OR NOP CONTROL 
327 SKP / SKIP IF SO 
328 J^F I LNC / PROCESS IF NONE OF THESE 
329 LNCl , IS2 LhC / INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
330 LNC2, LAh 14 / CHANNEL, DEVICE AND 
331 J^S Lf^SF / PRESENT STATUS 
332 «•f I LISC / EXIT 
333 LNC3, LAC LNIC / CURRENT COMMAND IN AC 
3 34 SAC LfsClC / SEE IF SENSE 
335 «i-F I LhC / PROCESS IF SO 
336 1 S2 L^c / INCREMENT RETURN IF NOT 
337 SAC LNC2C / SEE IF PRIMARY fc« ITE 
338 JhF / BRANCH IF SO 
339 SAC tNC3C / SEE IF SECONDARY WRITE 
340 Ji-f LNC5 / BRANCH IF SO 
341 LNC2 / NOP IF NONE OF THESE 
342 LNC4, J^S LhCfi / PRIMARY WRITE SUBROUTINE 
343 JPf I LNC / EXIT 
344 LNC5e J^S LNCE / SECONDARY WRITE SLBROLTINE 
345 JfF I LNC / EXIT 
346 LhClD» cc 100 / CORE I/O ADDRESS 
347 LNC2D , DC 103 / PLOTTER ADDRESS 
348 L^CiC i DC 4 / SENSE COMMAND 
349 LNC2C oc 5 / PRIMARY WRITE COMMAND 
3 50 LKC3C . ÜC 11 / SECONDARY WRITE COMMAND 
3 51 LNC4C ̂  i^EC3C / REWINT' CO MA NO 
352 LNC5C . ÖC 17 / UNLOÄ?. CO.^MAND 
3 53 LNC6C= l^£C2C / 2 B I T ¡^ASa 
3 54 LNClf»» i^C5C / AC BITS 14^11 
355 LNC2f^ lfiSC3C / 3 B I T nASK 
ASSEMBLY LISTING PAGE 12 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SOURCE STATEMENT 
01364 000000 358 LNR, 0 / SENSE ROUTINE SEQUENCER 
01365 75C0C0 35S CL* / CLEAR AC 
01366 441407 360 IS2 LNR2A / INCREMENT POINTER 
01367 5614C7 361 SAC I LNR2A / SKIP IF NON-ZERO 
01370 6014C2 362 Ji-F LNRl / END OF CYCLE 
01371 201407 363 LAC LNR2A / PICK UP POINTER 
01372 241406 3 64 XCF LNRl 4 / SEE IF STILL IN PHASE 
01373 74402C 365 CLl RAR / LINK 1 IF SO 
01374 740400 366 S M / SKIP IF IN PHASE 
01375 601402 367 J^F LNRl / RESET POINTER IF NOT 
01376 2014C7 368 LAC LNR2A / RESTORE POINTER 
01377 101410 369 J^S LNRS / ENTER SENSE ROUTINE HANDLER 
01400 441407 370 IS2 LNR2A / INCREMENT POINTER 
01401 621364 371 I Lî R / EXIT 
01402 201406 372 LNRl , LAC LNRl^ / INITIAL SENSE ROUTINE PTR 
01403 041407 373 OAC LNR2/S / RESET CURRENT POINTER 
01404 441364 374 IS2 LNR / INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
01405 621364 3 75 J^F I LŜ R / RETURN 
01406 001047 3 76 LNRIA , LME- 1 / INITIAL SENSE ROUTINE POINTER 
01407 001047 377 LNR2A , LM£- 1 / CURRENT SENSE ROUTINE POINTER 
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ASSEMBLY L I S T I N G 
STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
3 7 9 / SENSE RCUTINE HANDLER 380 LNRS, 0 / 3 81 DAC LNRSiS / 382 DAC LKRSIA / 3 83 ISZ LNRSIA / 3 84 LAC I LNRSIA / 385 XCl I LNRSIS / 3 86 S F i / 3 8 7 I LNRS / 388 TAC LNRSIL / 38«5 CAC LNRS3 / 3<;o LAC LNRSID / 3 51 TAD I LNRSIA / 3S2 DAC LNRS2 / 3 93 TAD LNID / 3 94 DAC LNRS4 / 395 LAC L M T / 3 96 SfA S2A / 3 97 Jhf LNRS3 / 398 LAC LNRS3 / 399 SAD LNRSIL / 400 Jhf LNRSi / 4 0 1 LAC I LNRS2 / 4 02 S i ' i RAL / 4C3 I LNRS / 404 S i ' i / 4C5 Jff I LNRS / 4C6 LAC LNRSiC / 4C7 SXf / 4C8 LNRSl» LAk 2 / 4C9 LNRS2 . H L l / 410 LNRS3 , HLT / 4 1 1 LNSS4 , HLT / 412 Jff I LNPS / 413 LNRSIC , DC 44 / 4 1 4 L N R S l L , LAC L N I L / 4 1 5 LNRS IC , DAC L N l ^ - l G O / 4 1 6 LNRSl S . 0 / 417 LN'RSIA, 0 / 
PAGE 13 
SENSE ROUTINE HANDLER 
STORE SENSE ROUTINE ADDRESS 
SAVE AC 
POINT TO 36C ADDRESS 
360 ADDRESS IN AC 
EXECUTE SENSE HANDLER 
SKIP I F NOT BUSY 
EX IT I F BUSY 
BASE SENSE POINTER LAC 
SET SENSE POINTER LAC 
BASE STATUS DAC 
SYNTHESIZE STATUS DAC 
SET STATUS DAC 
SENSE-STATUS DIFFERENCE 
SET SENSE POINTER DAC 
SEE I F OPERATION IN PROGRESS 
SKIP I F NOT PROCESSING 
RESET POINTERS I F SO 
SENSE POINTER LAC 
SKIP I F NOW READY 
FOR NOT NOW READY 
STORED STATUS 
SKIP IF PERMANENT STATUS 
EXIT IF NOT 
SKIP I F NOT PGM NOT READY 
E X n I F PGM NOT READY 
DEVICE END B I T 
SKIP 
UNIT CHECK 
FOR STATUS DAC 
SENSE POINTER LAC 
SENSE POINTER OAC 
EX IT 
CONTROL AND DEVICE END B I T S 
BASIC SENSE POINTER LAC 
BASIC STATUS OAC 
POINTER TO DEVICE SENSE ROUTINE 
POINTER TO 36C ADDRESS 
ASSEÍ«ELY L I S T I N G PAGE l A 
LOG DBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
01456 000000 420 LNS, 0 / STATUS PRESENTATION 
01A 57 750000 4 2 1 CLA / FINAL 360 ADDRESS 1 
01A60 441523 422 ÎSZ LNSIC / INCREMENT 36C ADDRESS 
0 1 4 6 1 5^1523 423 SAC LNSIC / SKIP I F DIFFERENT 
01462 601517 4 2 4 J f F LNS3 / SCAN FINISHED 
01463 201523 425 LAC LNSIC / CURRENT 36C ADDRESS 
01464 500441 426 A^G LNSIM / ISOLATE 2ND. B I T 
01 465 7412C0 4 2 7 SNA / SKIP I F NON-ZERO 
0 Ï 4 6 6 621456 4 2 8 J ^ f I LNS / EXIT IF ZERO 
01467 201523 42S LAC LNSIC / CURRENT 36C ADDRESS 
01470 3 4 i 5 2 5 430 TAG LNSIL / SYNTHESIZE STATUS LAC 
0 L 4 7 1 041472 431 DAC LNSIP / SET STATUS LAC 
014 72 20045C 432 L N S I P , LAC LN l A / 360 STORED STATUS 
01473 741300 433 SNA SPA / SKIP I F +VE AND NON ZERO 
01A74 621456 434 J^^ I LNS / EXIT IF - V E OR ZERO 
01475 705201 435 SCSUP / SKIP I F SUPPRESS OUT 
0L476 Ô01512 436 LNS2 / BRANCH I F NOT 
01477 201472 437 LAC LNSIP / STOREC STATUS LAC 
01500 540361 438 SAC L M F / SEE IF CURRENT STATUS 
0 1 5 0 1 7A1CCC 439 SKF / SKIP IF SO 
01502 621456 440 J^F I LNS / EXIT IF NOT 
01503 4 0 0 3 6 1 4 4 1 XCl LNIF / PICK UP CURRENT STATUS 
01504 501524 442 ANC LNS2?' / CLEAR CONTROL UNIT END 
01505 7 0 5 0 6 1 443 SCLAC / CHECK LINK STILL ACTIVE 
0 1 5 0 6 621456 444 J ^ f I LNS / EXIT IF NOT 
01507 705162 445 LSICP J LOAD STATUS 
0 1 5 Í 0 1 6 0 3 6 1 4A6 DZi- I LNi F / CLEAR STORED STATUS 
0 1 5 U 621456 447 J ^ f I LNS / EXIT 
01512 201523 448 LN<2 » LAC LNSIC / CURRENT 360 ADDRESS 
01 5} 3 7051C2 449 CLL8Y / CLEAR PGM L INK BUSY 
0 1 5 1 4 705061 450 SCLAC / SKIP IF L INK ACTIVE 
0 1 5 1 5 705245 4 5 1 CLCAR / CLEAR AND LOAD LAR 
0151 6 621456 452 ^ ^ f I LNS / EXIT 
01517 777477 453 LNS3 , LAV) 777477 / FIRST 360 ADDRESS - 1 
01520 041523 454 DAC LNSIC / SET ADDRESS 
01521 441456 455 IS2 LNS / INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
01522 621456 456 JNF I LNS / RETURN + 1 
01523 777477 4 5 7 LKSIC , LA?» 77747? / I N I T I A L 36C ADDRESS - 1 
000 441 4 5 8 LNSl i ' = I M O / LINK RECOGNITION B I T 
0 1 5 2 4 777737 4 5 9 LNS2f , OC 777737 / CONTROL UNIT END MASK 
0 1 5 2 5 200750 4 6 0 LNSIL s LAC L M / + 3 0 0 / BASE STATUS LAC 
ASSEKELY LISTING PAGE 15 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
462 / LIM« CCMFCL FLAG HA^OLeR 
01526 000000 463 LNK, 0 / API 1 ENTRY POINT 
0152T 041606 464 CAC LNKIW / SAVE AC 
01530 7051C1 465 s^HIC / SKIP IF NOT HALT I /O 
01531 60156C 466 LhKl / HALT I/O 
01532 705121 467 s^csc / SKIP IF NOT DISCONNECT 
01533 601560 468 LNKl / DISCONNECT 
0 . 5 3 4 705221 469 CLLCF / CLEAR LINK CONTROL FLAG 
01535 201607 470 LAC LNKIX t L INK NEXT ROUTINE WORO 
01536 141607 471 DZ^ LNKIX / CLEAR LINK NEXT ROUTINE hORO 
01537 7412CO 472 s^A / SKIP IF NON ZERO 
01540 601574 473 LNK2 / 60 TO PRESENT STORED STATLS 
01541 101223 474 J^S LNBS / SET FOR BACKGROUND 
01542 705032 475 PDLSP / READ LINK SET UP 
01543 041610 476 CAC LNKIF / AND SAVE FOR LATER USE 
01544 541605 477 SAC LNKIM / SEE IF ODD BYTE WRITE 
01545 741000 478 SKf / SKIP IF SO 
01546 601602 479 Ji-f LNK3 / EXIT IF NOT 
01547 705232 480 POLCR / READ LINK CONTROL REGISTER 
01550 746010 481 CI I RTL / SHIFT 
01551 742010 482 R7L / BYTE 
01552 74201C 4 83 PTl / TO 
01553 742010 4 84 RTl / AC 2-9 
01554 440037 4 85 ISZ 37 / INCREMENT WORD ADDRESS 
01555 440C36 4 86 IS2 36 / INCREMENT WORD COLNT 
01556 060037 487 OAC I 37 / SET NEXT WORO 
01557 601602 488 Jt-F LNK3 / GO TO EXIT 
01560 705221 489 LNKl , CLICF / CLEAR LINK CONTROL FLAG 
01561 705124 490 CLHO / CLEAR HALT I /O £ DSC FLAGS 
01562 705iC2 491 CLLBY / CLEAR LINK BUSY 
01563 200444 492 LAC LNIT / OPERATION COMMAND TYPE 
0156A 7412C0 493 Shi / SKIP IF OPERATION CURRENT 
01 565 601602 494 JKf LNK3 / GO TO EXIT IF NOT 
01566 201607 495 LAC LNKIX / L INK NEXT ROUTINE WORD 
01567 141607 496 D2^ LNKIX / CLEAR NEXT ROUTINE WORD 
01570 741200 497 SN^ / SKIP IF NEXT ROUTINE PRESENT 
01571 601602 498 Jff LNK3 / GO TO EXIT IF NOT 
01572 760016 499 LAW 16 / CHAN END, DEV END, UNIT CHK 
01573 741OC0 5 00 SKF / GO TO PRESENT STATUS 
0157-«̂  401472 501 LNK2, XCl LNSIP / PICK UP STORED STATUS 
01575 7051C2 5C2 CLLBY / CLEAR LINK BUSY 
01576 705061 5C3 SCIAC / SKIP IF LINK STILL ACTIVE 
01577 741000 504 SKf / SKIP IF NOT 
01600 705162 5C5 LSLCR / LOAD STATUS 
01601 161472 5C6 CZ^ I LNSIP / CLEAR STORED STATUS 
01602 201606 507 LNK3, LAC LNKIW / RESTORE AC 
01603 703344 508 oef: / PREPARE FOR EXIT 
01604 621526 5C9 I LNK / EXIT 
01605 000002 510 DC 2 / ODD BYTE TRANSFER SET UP 
01 606 000000 511 LNKIW, 0 / AC STORE 
01607 000000 512 LNKIX, 0 / LINK NEXT ROUTINE WORO 
01610 000000 513 LNKIF , 0 / LINK SET UP STORE 
ASSEMELY LISTING 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEi'EhT 
515 / LCAO STATLS - LINK A a i V E 
01611 0 0 0 0 0 0 516 LNSF , 0 / LOAD STATUS, LINK ACTIVE 
01612 0 4 1 6 3 7 517 DAC LNSFIW / SAVE STATUS 
01613 740020 518 RAF / EXCEPTION BIT IN LINK 
01614 741420 51S PAF SZL / UNIT CHECK BIT IN LINK 
01615 601620 520 LNS Fl / EXCEPTION BIT PRESENT 
01616 740420 521 RAF SNL / DEVICE END BIT IN LINK 
01617 7414CG 522 SZL / SKIP IF NOT DEVICE END 
01620 160361 523 LNSPl • cz^ I L M F / CLEAR STORED STATUS 
01621 201301 524 LAC LNBCIZ / PICK UP REW LOOP INDICATOR 
01622 741200 525 SKA / SKIP IF NOT SET 
01623 601632 526 J^f LNSF3 / BRANCH IF SET 
01624 140444 527 D l f LNIT / CLEAR CURRENT OPERATION ViORO 
0 1 6 2 5 201637 528 LAC LNS FIW / RESTORE STATUS 
01626 705061 5 2 9 LNSP2 . SC LAC / SKIP IF LINK ACTIVE 
01627 74100C 530 SKF / SKIP IF NOT 
01630 705162 531 LS LCR / LOAD STATUS 
01631 621611 532 JMf I LNSF / RETURN 
0 1 6 3 2 441301 5 33 LNSP3 , ISZ LKBCl Z / CLEAR REW LOOP INDICATOR 
01633 2 01636 5 34 LAC LNSFIC / CHANNEL END, DEVICE END 
0 1 6 3 4 060361 535 CAC I L M F / SET FOR FOLLOWING REWIND 
0 1 6 3 5 601626 536 JNF LNSF2 / AND ALSO FOR MODE SET 
01636 000014 537 LNSFIC , DC 14 / CHANNa END, DEVICE END 
0 1 6 3 7 000000 538 LNSFl»., 0 / AC STORE 
PAGE 16 
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SFA CLA CFA 
LAh 777775 
Ci-A 
JKF I LNSW 
/ SWITCH SENSE ROUTINE 
/ TEST PARTITION READINESS 
/ SKIP IF READY, SET 0 IN AC 
/ RETURN 
/ READ SWITCHES 
/ SKIP IF SIGN ZERO 
/ SET FOR READY READ 
/ S E T 0 OR 2 IN AC 
/ RETURN 
ASSEMCLY L I S T I N G PAGE 1 8 
LOC O&J CODE ERRORS STMT SCtRCE STAl£|i»EKT 
0 1 6 5 1 
0 1 6 5 2 
0 1 6 5 3 
0 1 6 5 4 
0 1 6 5 5 
0 1 6 5 6 




0 1 6 6 3 
0 1 6 6 4 
0 1 6 6 5 
01666 
0 1 6 6 7 
0 1 6 7 0 
0 1 6 7 ^ 
0 1 6 7 2 
0 1 6 7 3 
0 1 6 7 4 
0 1 6 7 5 
0 1 6 7 6 
0 1 6 7 7 
0 1 7 0 0 
0 1 7 0 1 
0 0 1 6 3 6 
0 0 CO CO 
T 7 7 7 7 1 
0 4 0 0 3 6 
2 0 1 6 6 3 
0 4 0 0 3 7 
2 0 1 6 6 4 
0 4 1 6 0 7 
7 6 0 0 1 7 
7 0 5 1 4 2 
6 2 1 6 5 1 
OOOOCl 
4 0 1 6 6 5 
OOGCCO 
201610 
5 0 1 7 0 1 
7 4 0 2 C 0 
6 0 1 6 7 5 
2 0 0 0 3 6 
7 4 0 C C 1 
7 4 0 2 0 0 
7 6 0 C C 2 
3 4 1 6 3 6 
101611 
6 2 1 6 6 5 
0 0 0 0 2 0 
5 5 1 
5 5 2 
5 5 3 
5 5 4 
5 5 5 
5 5 6 
5 5 7 
5 5 8 
5 5 S 
5 6 0 
5 6 1 
5 6 2 
5 6 3 
5 6 4 
5 6 5 
5 6 6 
5 6 7 
5 6 8 
5 6 9 
5 7 0 
5 71 
5 7 2 
5 73 
5 7 4 
5 7 5 
5 76 
5 7 7 
5 7 8 
/ PRIMARY CCRE I / C HANCLER 
L N C A , 
LNCAX L , 











J ^ f I 





















0 - 7 
3 6 
I N C A i L 
3 7 




4 0 0 0 0 0 










/ PRIMARY CORE I / O HANDLER 
/ PRIMARY WC IN AC 
/ SET IN L I N K WC 
/ PRIMARY INPUT AREA POINTER 
/ S E T IN L I N K WA 
/ LINK E X I T HANDLER, PRIM WRITE 
/ SET IN L I N K E X I T WORD 
/ 3 6 0 W R I T E , 4 PER WORD 
/ S T A R T LINK URITE 
/ RETURN 
/ PRIMARY INPUT AREA - 1 
/ PRIMARY L I N K E X I T HANDLER 
/ PRIMARY L I N K E X I T HANDLER 
/ LINK SET UP 
/ ISOLATE P A R I T Y B I T 
/ S K I P I F NOT P A R I T V ERROR 
/ P A R I T Y ERROR 
/ RESIDUAL L I N K WC 
/ SHOULD SECOME 0 
/ S K I P IF ZERO 
/ SET UNIT CHECK B I T 
/ ADO D E V I C E , CHANNEL END 
/ PRESENT STATUS 
/ E X I T 
/ LINK P A R I T Y ERROR B I T 
/ CHANNEL AND DEVICE END 
ASSEi 'ELY L I S T I N G PAGE 1 9 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT S C t R C E S T A T E N T 
0 3 7 C 2 
0 1 7 0 3 
0 1 7 0 A 
0 1 7 0 5 
01 7 0 6 
0 1 7 0 7 
0 1 7 1 0 
0 1 7 ) 1 
0 3 7 1 2 
0 1 7 1 3 
0 1 7 1 4 
0 1 7 1 5 
0 1 7 1 6 
0 1 7 1 7 
0 1 7 2 0 
0 1 7 2 1 
0 J 7 2 2 
0 1 7 2 3 
0 1 7 2 4 
0 1 7 2 5 
0 1 7 2 6 
0 J 7 2 7 
0 1 7 3 0 
0 1 7 3 1 
OOOOCC 
2 0 1 7 3 0 
5 4 0 0 C 4 
6 0 1 7 1 1 
7 6 0 0 1 6 
1 0 1 6 1 1 
6 2 1 7 C 2 
2 0 0 0 0 6 
0 4 0 0 3 6 
7 5 0 0 0 4 
7 4 2 0 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 7 
0 4 0 0 3 7 
3 4 1 7 3 1 
7 4 0 0 0 1 
7 4 0 5 C C 
6 0 1 7 0 6 
1 4 0 4 4 4 
7 0 0 0 C 2 
7 0 5 5 1 ^ 
7 6 0 0 1 7 
7 0 5 1 4 2 
6 0 0 0 0 3 
7 7 3 0 0 1 
5 8 0 
5 81 
5 8 2 
5 8 3 
5 8 4 
5 8 5 
5 8 6 
5 8 7 
5 8 8 
5 8 9 
5 ? 0 
5 5 1 
5 5 2 
5 5 3 
5 S 4 
5 9 5 
5 5 6 
5 9 7 
5 9 8 
5 9 9 
6 0 C 
6 01 
6 02 
6 0 3 
6 0 4 
/ SECCNDAFY CCRE I / O HANDLER 




L N C 8 1 D » 
LAC L K C e 3 / JMP 3 IN AC 
SAC 4 / S K I P I F D I F F E R E N T 
JKF LNCE2 / BRANCH I F EQUAL 
LAk 1 6 / CHANNEL, DEV END, UNIT CHK 
JKS LNSF / PRESENT STATUS 
J f F I LhCE / E X I T 
LAC 6 / NEW PROGRAM WC 
CAC 3 6 / SET IN LINK WC 
LAS / READ SWITCHES 
BTL / AC 1 IN L I N K 
LAC 7 / NEW PROGRAM WA 
DAC 3 7 / SET IN LINK WA 
TAC L N C e i D / COMPARE WITH PROGRAM L I M I T 
CFA / COMPLEMENT AC 
S M SMA / S K I P IF MINUS OR NON ZERO LINK 
Ji-F LNCEl / R E J E C T IF NEITHER 
DZ^ L M T / CLEAR CURRENT OPERATION kORD 
I C F / TURN OFF P I 
I S A 1 0 / TURN OFF A P I 
LAh 1 7 / 3 6 0 W R I T E , 4 PER WORD 
L O I S P / START L I N K WRITE 
3 / WAIT IN PRIMARY LOOP 
DC - L N E N D / - V E PROG UPPER L I M I T 
ASSE>»eLY L I S T I N G PAGE 20 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCIRCE STATE « N T 
6C6 / KAGNfiTIC TAPE INTERRUPT HAKCLER 
0^732 000001 6C7 L N T , 1 / MAGNETIC TAPE INTERRUPT HANDLER 
01733 041773 6C8 CAC LhTlW / SAVE AC 
05734 707312 6C9 • TFC / R tAD COMMAND REGISTER 
0 -735 041774 610 OAC LNTIB / SAVE COMMAND 
01736 501775 611 AhC LNTIH / ISOLATE U N I T ADDRESS 
01737 746010 612 CLL PTL / AND SET IN 
0' 7A0 742C10 613 PTL / RH AC 
0 I 7 A i 341777 614 TAD LNTIR / ADD COMMAND DAC BASE 
01742 041752 615 OAC L N T l / SET COMMAND OAC 
01743 342CCC 616 TAD LNT2R / ADD STATUS - COMMAND 
01744 041755 617 DAC LNT2 / S£T STATUS DAC 
01745 342C00 618 TAG LNT3R / ADD COUNT - STATUS 
01746 041757 619 DAC LNT3 / SET COUNT OAC 
01747 342001 620 TAD LNT4R / NEXT SUB LAC - COUNT OAC 
01750 041762 621 CAC LNT4 / SET NEXT ROUTINE LAC 
01751 201774 622 lAC LNTIB / PICK UP COMMAND 
01752 740040 623 LNT l , H I T / COMMAND OAC 
01753 707352 624 • TFS / READ STATUS REGISTER 
01754 341776 625 TAD LNT2M / SET AC 17 TO I 
01 755 74C040 626 LNT2, H IT / STATUS OAC 
01756 200032 627 lAC 32 / WORD COUNT RESIDUE 
01757 740C40 628 LNT3, H IT / COUNT DAC 
0/ 760 760J 00 629 LAW 100 / SET FOR A P I 1 LEVEL 
01761 705504 630 ISA / R A I S E TO LEVEL 1 
01762 74C040 631 LNT4, HL7 / NEXT ROUTINE WORD LAC 
01 763 161762 632 CZ»- I LNT4 / CLEAR NEXT ROUTINE WORD 
01764 7402C0 633 SZA / SKIP IF NONE SPECIF IED 
01765 101223 634 LNBS / SET BACKGROUND I F REQLIRED 
01766 703304 635 • BK / RESTORE PREVIOUS LEVEL 
01767 201773 636 LAC LNTIW / RESTORE AC 
0.1770 707322 637 f -T iF / CLEAR MAG TAPE FLAGS 
01771 703344 638 DBfi / PREPARE FOR E X I T 
01772 621732 639 Ji<F I LNT / E X I T 
01773 OOOOCO 640 L M I W , 0 / AC STORE 
01774 CCOOOC 641 L N T I B , 0 / COMMAND STORE 
01 775 7C0000 642 L K T l f t DC 700000 / COMMAND UNIT MASK 
01776 000001 643 L M 2 i « , oc 1 / AC 17 B I T 
01777 042002 644 L M I R t DAC LNTIC / BASE COMMAND DAC 
onoco OOCCIO 645 LNT2R, L M I S - LNTIC / STATUS - COMMAND DIFFERENCE 
002000 646 L M 3 R = l^T2f ! / COUNT-STATUS DIFFERENCE 
02001 140010 647 LNT4R , LAC - DAC + LNT IX - LNT IN / SUB LAC-COUNT DAC 
02002 000000 648 L M i C , 0 / UNIT 0 COMMAND 
02003 lOOOCC 649 100000 / UNIT 1 COMMAND 
02004 200000 650 200000 / UNIT 2 COMMAND 
02005 3C0C0C 651 300000 / UNIT 3 COMMAND 
02006 400000 652 400000 / UNIT 4 COMMAND 
02007 5CC0C0 6 53 5CCOOO / UNIT 5 COMMAND 
02010 6C0100 654 6CCi00 / UNIT e COMMAND - 556 BPI 
02011 700100 655 700100 / UNIT 7 COMMAND - 556 BP I 
02012 OOOOCO 656 L N T I S , 0 / UNIT C STATUS 
02013 ooocoo 657 BE FEAT 7 / UNITS 1 - 7 STATUS 
02022 000000 658 L N T I N , 0 / UNIT 0 RESIDUAL COUNT 
02023 ocoooc 659 PE FEAT 7 / UNITS 1 - 7 COIWTS 
02032 oooooc 66C L M I X , 0 / UNIT 0 NEXT SUBROUTINE 
0^2033 ooococ 661 RE FEAT 7 / UNITS 1 - 7 SUBROUTINES 
ASSEMBLY LISTING PAGE 21 
LOC QBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SOURCE STATE^^ENT 
ASSE>«ELY L I S T I N G FAGt 22 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCURCE STATEMENT 
6 63 / TAPE U M T A L L C C A T I C N 
0 2 0 4 2 OOOGOO 6 6 4 L N T U . 0 / T A P E U N I T A L L O C A T I O N 
0 2 0 A 3 50130A 6 6 5 ANC LNTU IM / R E T A I N L A S T THREE B I T S 
0 2 0 A 4 34-2050 6 6 6 TAC LNTU IA / ACQ LAC B A S E 
0 2 0 ^ 5 042C<»6 6 6 7 DAC LNTUl / SET LAC I N S T R U C T I O N 
0 2 0 A 6 7 4 0 0 4 0 6 6 8 L N T L l , H I T / P I C K UP U N I T NUMBER 
0 2 0 4 7 6 2 2 C 4 2 6 6 9 J ^ f 1 LNTU / AND E X I T 
00f 304 6 7 0 L N T L I L^EC3C / 3 B I T MASK 
0 2 0 5 0 2 0 2 0 5 1 6 71 L N T L l A , LAC LNTU lU / BASE U N I T LAC 
0 2 0 5 1 OOOOCO 6 7 2 L N T L l U v 0 / U N I T A D D R E S S TABLE 
020 52 OCOCCl 6 7 3 1 
0 2 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 7 4 2 
0 2 0 5 4 0Q0CC7 6 7 5 7 
0 2 0 5 5 OOOCC4 6 76 4 
0 2 0 5 6 0 0 0 C 0 5 6 7 7 5 
0 2 0 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 7 8 3 
0 2 0 6 0 000CG3 6 7 S 3 
ÄSSEi«ELY L I S T I N G PAGE 23 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SC IRCE STA1EP»ENT 
6 81 / »»AGNETIC TAPE ÎNFCR»« ÎT ÎC« POINTERS 
0 2 0 6 1 000000 6 82 LNTT, 0 / MAGNETIC TAPE INFORMATION PO INTERS 
02062 501304 6 83 AhO LNTTlM / I SOLATE UN IT 0 - 7 
0 2063 042077 6 84 DAC LNTTIU / AND SAVE UN IT 
02064 342C76 685 TAC LNTTlê / UNIT 0 COMMAND ADDRESS 
02065 042100 6 86 OAC LNTTlC / CURRENT UN IT COMMAND ADDRESS 
02066 342000 687 TAC LNTT l0 / STATUS-COMMAND D IFFERENCE 
02067 0 4 2 1 0 1 688 OAC LNTT IS / CURRENT UN IT STATUS ADDRESS 
020 70 342CC0 689 TAC LNTT2D / COUNT-STATUS D I FFERENCE 
0 2 0 7 1 042102 6Ç0 DAC LNTTlN / CURRENT COUNT R E S I D U E ADDRESS 
02072 342000 6 91 TAC LNTT30 / NEXT SUB-STATUS D I FFERENCE 
0 20 73 0421C3 6S2 DAC L NT T l x / CURRENT NEXT ROUTINE kORO 
0207A 202077 6S3 LAC LNTT lü / RtSTORE UN IT ADDRESS 
02075 622061 6 94 Î LNTT / RETURN 
001304 695 L N I T I ^ = I M U l t* / U N I T S MASK 
02076 002002 6 96 L N T T I A , L^T1C / UNIT 0 COMMAND ADDRESS 
002000 697 LNTT1D= L^T2S / STATUS-COMMAND DIFFEREI^CE 
002000 698 LNT720= L M 2 S / COUNT-STATUS D I FFERENCE 
002000 699 LN7T30= LhT2P / NEXT SUB-COUNT DiFFEREIMCE 
020 77 000000 700 L N l T l t , 0 / CURRENT UNIT ADDRESS 
02100 ooooco 7 Cl LN7T1C, 0 / CURRENT COMMAND ADDRESS 
02 [ 0 Î o c o c c o 702 L N T T l S , 0 / CURRENT STATUS ADDRESS 
02102 000000 7 03 L N I T I K , 0 / CURRENT RES IDUAL COLT^T ADDRESS 
02103 ooocoo 7C4 L N T T l X , 0 / CURRENT NEXT SUB ADDRESS 
ASSEMBLY L I S T I N G PAGE 2 4 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCIRCE STATEMENT 
7 0 6 / f A G h E T I C TAPE COLMANO EXTRACTION 
0 2 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7 L N T D , 0 / MAGNETIC TAPE COMMAND 
0 2 1 0 5 2 2 2 1 0 0 7 C 8 LAC I L N T T I C / P R E V I O U S COMMAND 
0 2 1 0 6 7 4 2 0 2 0 7 0 9 RTF / S H I F T 
0 2 1 0 7 7 4 2 C 2 0 7 1 0 RTF / COMMAND 
0 2 1 1 0 7 4 2 C 2 0 7 1 1 RTF / B I T S 
0 2 1 1 1 7 4 2 0 2 0 7 1 2 RTF / TO 
0 2 1 1 2 7 4 0 0 2 0 7 1 3 FAR / AC 1 5 - 1 7 
0 2 1 1 3 5 0 1 3 0 4 7 1 4 A^D LNTDIM / ISOLATE COMMAND S I T S 
0 2 1 1 4 6 2 2 1 C 4 7 1 5 J^F I LNTC / RETURN 
0 0 1 3 0 4 7 1 6 L N ^ D 1 ^ » LNTUIM / COMMAND B I T S MASK 
ASSEMELY L I S T ING PAGE 25 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STAÌEf-ENT 
7 1 8 / f^AGNÊTiC TAPE CO'^ 'ANC S Y N T H E S I S 
0 2 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 9 L M C , 0 / TAPE COMMAND S Y N T H E S I S 
0 2 1 1 6 0 A 2 1 3 5 7 2 0 OAC LNTCIS / SAVE WC 
0211 7 2 0 0 4 4 7 721 LAC LN\U / 360 ADDRESS 
0 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 0 4 2 7 2 2 J ^ S LNTU / DETERMINE TAPE UNIT 
0 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 C 6 1 7 2 3 J ^ s LNTT / SET UP P O I N T E R S 
o n 22 I 0 2 Ì 3 7 7 2 4 Ji-S LNSP / WAIT FOR TAPE CONTROL RE 
0 2 1 2 3 7 0 7 3 2 1 7 2 5 ^TCR / TAPE CONTROL READY TEST 
0 2 1 2 4 2 2 2 1 C 0 7 2 6 LAC I LNTTIC / PREV IOUS COMMAND 
0 2 1 2 5 5 0 2 X 3 6 72 7 A ^ c LNT CI M / REMOVE B I T S 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 , S ? S 
0 2 1 2 6 3 4 1 3 0 2 7 2 8 TAC LNBCIC / SYNTHES IZE NEW COMMAND 
0 2 1 2 7 0 6 2 1 C 0 7 2 9 OAC I LNTTIC / SET CURRENT COMMAND 
0 2 1 3 0 7 0 7 3 2 6 73C i-TlC / LOAD COMMAND 
0 2 1 3 1 1 0 2 1 3 7 731 J ^ S LNSF / WAIT FOR TAPE UN IT READ"? 
0 2 1 3 2 7 0 7 3 C I 7 3 2 ^TTR / TAPE UNIT READY TEST 
0 2 1 3 3 2 0 2 1 3 5 7 3 3 LAC l . ^ T C l s / RESTORE AC 
0 2 1 3 ^ 6 2 2 1 1 5 7 34 I LNTC / EXIT 
0 2 1 3 5 OOOGCC 7 3 5 L M C I S , 0 / WC STORE 
0 2 1 3 6 7103CC 7 3 6 L M C l ^ f DC 7 1 0 3 0 0 / COMMAND MASK 
ÔSSE^gLY LISTING 
PAGE 26 
IOC c ÎSvS CODE ERRORS STMT 
7 3 8 
C213? OOOCOO 739 
02i4Q Ì.42Ì52 7 4 0 
02141 4 2 2 1 3 7 741 
02142 7510C0 742 
021^3 6 0 2 1 5 0 743 
0 2 1 4 4 541732 744 
0 2 1 4 5 6 0 2 1 4 4 745 
0214Ó 4 4 2 1 5 2 746 
0 2 1 4 7 6 0 2 1 4 1 747 
02150 4 4 2 1 3 7 748 
02151 ¿ 2 2 1 3 7 749 























^ KS F 
î i^S F 
LNSRlW, 0 
/ SKÎP TEST SUBROUTINE 
/ RESET COUNTER 
/ EXECUTE TEST INSTRUCTION 
/ SKIP IF NOT READY 
/ BRANCH IF READY 
/ SKIP IF TAPE INTERRIPT 
/ WAIT IF NOT 
/ INCREMENT COUNTER 
f REPEAT READY TEST 
/ INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
/ RETURN 
/ COUNTER 
ASSEMBLY L l S T i N C PAGt 27 
LOC 0 8 J cooe ERRORS STMT SGLRCE S T A T E N T 
752 / SPECIFIC frAG TAPE UNIT STATUS 02153 OOOCQO 753 LN7TS, 0 / SPECIF IC MAG TAPE UNIT STATUS 
02154 0^-2163 754 OAC LNTTS lR^ i / SET 360 ADDRESS IN HANDLER 02155 202161 755 LAC LKTTSIL / DOUBLE WORD ADDRESS 02156 101410 756 LNRS / SET TAPE STATUS 02157 202163 757 LAC LNTTSlR+l / RESTORE AC 02160 622153 758 Jf^f I LNTTS / EXIT 02161 002162 759 L NTT S I L , L M T S I R / LOCAL SENSE HANDLER 
02X62 102164 7 6 0 L N T T S I R , J>S LNTS / MAGNETIC TAPE SENSE 02163 000000 761 C 
ASSEHELY LISTING 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATE>«ENT 
PAGE 28 
02164 
763 / ^•AG^ETIC TAPE STiTUS ROUTINE 
OOOOCO 764 LNTS. 0 / MAGNETIC TAPE STATUS ROLTINE 
02165 102042 765 Ji'S LNTU / OETERMmE TAPE UNIT NUMBER 
02166 102061 766 LNTT / SET UP INFORMATION POINTERS 
02167 707321 767 •TCR / SKIP IF CONTROL UNIT READY 
02170 602301 768 Jt»f LNTS8 / TO SEE IF BUSY 
02171 746020 76S RTF CLL / CONVERT TO 
02172 742C20 770 RTF / NOP COMMAND 
02173 707326 771 »•TIC / ISSUE COMMAND 
02174 707352 772 •TFS / READ STATUS 
02175 0423C6 773 DAC LKTSIS / SAVE STATUS 
021 76 740010 774 RAL / REWINDING BIT IN AC 0 
02177 755100 775 SFA CLL CLA / SKIP IF NOT REWINDING 
02200 602277 776 Ji'f LNTS7 / TO SET BUSY AND EXIT 
02201 200444 777 LAC LNIT / SEE IF OPERATION CURRENT 
02202 740300 778 S f A SZA / SKIP IF NOT PROCESSING 
02203 6023C4 779 J^F L^TS9 / BRANCH IF PROCESSING 
02204 776CC0 780 LAW 776000 / FOR APPROX 3C MS DELAY 
02205 042307 781 DAC LNTSIH / SET IN COUNTER 
02206 222101 782 LNTSll , LAC I LNTTIS / PREVIOUS STATUS 
02207 502331 "783 ANC LNTS9M / REMOVE AC BIT 17 
02210 707301 784 •TTR / SKIP IF UNIT READY 
02211 602266 785 Ji-F LhTS5 / TO CLEAR PREVIOUS FIELDS 
02212 062101 786 CAC I LNTTIS / RESET STORED STATUS 
02213 7402C0 787 SZA / SKIP IF ZERO 
02214 0423C6 788 LN1S12. DAC LNTSIS / RESET SAVED STATUS 
02215 2221C0 789 LAC I LNTTIC / PREVIOUS OPERATION COMMAND 
02216 502326 790 A^C LNTS6M / ISOLATE WRITE BIT 
02217 754200 791 SZA CLA CLL / CLEAR LINK IF READ 
02220 7400C2 792 C M / SET LINK IF WRITE 
02221 202306 793 LAC LNTSIS / UNIT STATUS 
02222 502323 794 A^0 LNTSl H / ISOLATE ILLEGAL BIT 
02223 7412C0 795 SNA / SKIP IF ILLEGAL 
02224 602232 796 J^F LNTSl / 8RANCI- IF NOT 
02225 102104 797 JfS LNTC / OBTAIN COMMAND BITS 
02226 342310 798 TAD LNTSlR / SYNTHESIZE CODE LAC 
02227 042230 799 DAC / SET CODE LAC 
02230 740040 800 HLT / OBTAIN CODE 
02231 622164 801 Ji-F I LNTS / EXIT 
02232 2023C6 8 02 LNTSl , LAC LNTSIS / UNIT STATUS 
02233 502324 803 AND LNTS4M / ISOLATE LOAD AND END POINTS 
02234 7412C0 8 04 SNA / SKIP IF EITHER 
02235 602254 8C5 J^F LNTS3 / BRANCh IF NEITHER 
02236 502325 8C6 AND LNTS5M / ISOLATE LOAD POINT 
02237 7412C0 807 S^A / SKIP IF LOAD POINT 
02240 602252 8C8 LNTS2 f BRANCH IF END POINT 
02241 7601C0 809 LAk 100 / SET FOR API 1 LEVEL 
02242 7055C4 810 ISA / RAISE TO LEVEL 1 
02243 2221C3 811 LAC I LNTTIX / NEXT ROUTINE 
02244 1 621C3 812 D Z h I LNTTIX / CLEAR NEXT ROUTINE WORD 
02245 7402 CO 813 SZA / SKIP IF NOT SPECIFIED 
02246 101223 814 Ji-S LN8S / SET FOR BACKGROUND EJiECLTION 
02247 7033C4 81 5 DBK / RESTORE PREVIOUS LEVEL 
02250 202311 816 LAC LNTS5C / SET 1010 FOR LOAD POINT 
02251 602257 817 J^f LNTS4 / TO ERROR ANALYSIS 
022 52 7514CC 818 L M S 2 , SZL CLA / SKIP IF READ, CLEAR AC 
ASSEMCLY L I S T I N G PAGE 29 
LOC OBJ CODE HRRORS 
0 2 2 5 3 
0 2 2 5 4 
0 2 2 5 5 
0 2 2 5 6 
0 2 2 5 7 
0 2 2 6 0 
0 2 2 6 
0 2 2 6 2 
0 2 2 6 3 
0 2 2 6 4 
0 2 2 6 5 
0 2 2 66 
0 2 2 6 7 
0 2 2 7 0 
0 2 2 7 1 
0 2 2 7 2 
0 2 2 7 3 
0 2 2 7 4 
0 2 2 7 5 
0 2 2 7 6 
022 77 
02 300 
0 2 3 0 1 
0 ? 3 0 2 
0 2 2 0 3 
0 2 3 0 4 
0 2 3 0 5 
0 2 3 C 6 
0 2 3 C 7 
0 2 3 » 0 
023 n 
0?.3 t 2 
0 2 3 1 3 
0 ? 3 i 4 
Oi:3l 5 
0 2 3 1 6 
0 2 3 1 7 
0 2 3 2 0 
0 2 3 2 1 
02 3 22 
002311 
0 0 1 7 7 6 
0 2 3 2 3 
0 2 3 2 4 
0 ^ 3 2 5 
0 2 3 2 6 
0 2 3 2 7 
0^3 30 
0 2 3 3 1 
2 0 2 3 2 1 
7 4 0 4 C 0 
3 4 1 7 7 6 
3 4 1 7 7 6 
0 4 2 3 C 7 
2 0 2 3 0 6 
5 0 2 3 2 7 
7 4 0 2 C 0 
2 0 2 3 2 2 
3 4 2 3 C 7 
6 2 2 1 6 4 
5 6 2 1 C I 
6 0 2 2 7 2 
4 4 2 3 C 7 
6 0 2 2 0 6 
1621C1 
2 2 2 1 C 0 
5 0 2 3 3 C 
0 6 2 i C C 
7510C0 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
6 2 2 1 6 4 
2 0 0 4 4 4 
7 5 1 3 0 1 
6 2 2 1 6 4 
2221C1 
6 0 2 2 1 4 
ooooco 
ocococ 
2 0 2 3 1 1 
0 0 0 C 1 2 
o n o o . 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
OOOCCO 
C0CC14 







; c o c c c 
OO40C0 
0 2 2 6 C 0 
7 6 0 7 C 0 
7 7 7 7 7 6 
STMT SCtRCE STATE »^hT 
8 1 9 LAC LNTS2C / SET 1000 IN AC 
82C L M S 3 , S^L / S K I P IF WRITE 
621 TAC LNTS6C / ACD 1 TO AC 
8 2 2 TAC LKTS6C / ADD 1 TO AC 
823 L M S 4 , OAC LNTSIW / SAVE AC 
824 lAC LNTSIS / UNIT STATUS 
8 2 5 A^0 LKTS7M / ISOLATE ERROR B I T S 
8 2 6 Slfi / SKIP IF NO ERRORS 
8 2 7 LAC LNTS3C / AUO 0 1 0 0 FOR ERRORS 
828 TAC LNTSiW / ADD SAVED AC 
8 2 9 Ji-f I LNTS / EXIT 
8 3 0 LNTS5 , SAC I LNTTIS / SEE IF D IFFERENT 
831 Ji'f LNTS6 / NOT READY IF NOT 
832 ISZ LNTSIW / INCREMENT STORE 
833 LNTSll / TRY TAPE U N I T AGAIN 
834 LNTS6 « c z » I LKTTIS / CLEAR PREVIOUS STATLS 
8 3 5 LAC I LNTTl C / PREVIOUS COMMAND IN AC 
8 3 6 A^c LNTS8M / CLEAR IRG AND COMMAND 
8 3 7 OAC I LKTTiC / STOR^ RESET COMMAND 
8 3 8 SKf CLA / S K I P AND SET AC » C 
8 3 9 L M S 7 , LAk 0-1 / AC FOR BUSY 
84C I LNTS / EXIT 
841 L N T S 8 , LAC L M T / SEE IF OPERATION CURRENT 
842 S^A SFA CLA C f i / SKIP IF S O , SET AC — 1 
843 I LNTS / EXIT IF N O T , WITH AC — 1 
844 L N 1 S 9 , LAC I LNTTIS / PICK UP STORED STATLS 
845 J^F LNTS12 / AND GO TO ANALYSE IT 
8 4 6 L M S l S , C / CURRENT OR PREVIOUS STATLS 
8 4 7 L M S l V, 0 / WORKING STORE 
848 L N T S I R , LAC LKTSIN / BASE CODE LAC 
8 4 9 L M S I N , DC 12 / NOP ILLEGAL 
8 5 0 DC 12 / REW ILLEGAL 
851 DC 0 / READ ILLEGAL 
852 DC 0 / READ COMPARE ILLEGAL 
853 DC 14 / WRITE ILLEGAL 
854 DC 14 / WRITE EOF ILLEGAL 
855 OC 0 / SPACt FORWARD ILLEGAL 
856 OC 12 / SPACE BACK ILLEGAL 
8 5 7 L M S 2 C , DC 10 / FILE PROTECT 
858 L M S 3 C , CC 4 / COMM RE J OR ERROR 
8 5 9 L M S 5 C = l ^TSlN / LOAD POINT 
860 L M S 6 C = L^T2í' / CJNSTANT 1 
861 L M S I f . OC 0 4 0 0 0 0 / COMMAND REJECT 
862 L ^ ^ S 4 ^ , DC 1 0 4 0 0 0 / LOAD AND END P O I N T S 
863 L N ^ S 5 ^ , OC I 0 0 0 0 0 / LOAD POINT 
864 L ^ ^ S 6 ^ , DC 0 0 4 0 0 0 / COMMAND WRITE B I T 
865 L ^ 7 S 7 ^ , DC 0 2 2 6 0 0 / ERROR B ITS 
866 L M S 8 I ' » DC 7 6 0 7 0 0 / COMMAND RESET MASK 
8 6 7 LMS9f> , CC 7 7 7 7 7 6 / AC B I T 17 MASK 
ASSE»»ELY L I S T I N G 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
PAGE 30 
0 2 3 3 2 
8 6 9 / SENSE CCf>>AK0 
o o o c c o 8 7 0 L K f S » 0 / S 8 4 S E COMMAND 
0 2 3 3 3 7 6 0 0 2 0 871 LAb 2 0 / BUSY STATUS IN AC 
0 2 3 3 4 5 6 0 3 6 1 8 7 2 SAC I L M F / COMPARE WITH STORED STATLS 
0 2 3 3 5 6 0 2 3 5 6 873 ¿i-f LKKS3 / BRANCH IF EQUAL 
0 2 3 3 6 2 0 0 3 6 1 8 7 4 LAC L M f / PICK UP STATUS LAC 
0 2 3 3 7 3 4 0 4 4 1 875 TAC L M C / ADD STATUS-SENSE DIFFERENCE 
0 2 3 4 0 0 4 2 3 4 1 8 7 6 LNHSl , OAC LfKS2 / SET SBiSE POINTER LAC 
0 2 3 4 1 7 4 0 C 4 0 8 7 7 LM«S2 , HLT / SENSE POINTER LAC 
0 2 3 4 2 5 0 2 3 6 1 8 7 8 A^0 LhKSlM / SEPARATE ADDRESS 
02 343 0 4 0 0 3 7 87S OAC 37 / SET LINK ADDRESS MDRD 
0 2 3 4 4 2 6 2 3 4 1 8 8 0 xcf; I LNKS2 / SEPARATE COUNT 
0 2 3 4 5 744CC3 861 G i l CfA ChL / COMPLEMENT COUNT 
0 2 3 4 6 7 4 2 C 1 0 882 RTl / AND SET IN 
0 ? 3 4 7 7 4 2 0 1 0 883 FTl / RH ACCUMULATOR 
0 2 3 5 0 0 4 0 0 3 6 8 8 4 OAC 36 / SET LINK WORD COUNT 
0 2 3 5 1 2 0 2 3 6 2 8 8 5 LAC LNKSIA / L INK NEXT ROUTINE ADDRESS 
0 2 3 5 Ì 0 4 1 6 0 7 886 OAC LNKIX / SET IN L I N K HANDLER 
0 2 3 5 3 760CC5 8 8 7 LAk 5 / FOR WRITE TO 3 6 0 
0 2 3 5 4 7 0 5 1 4 2 8 8 8 LDISP / START TRANSFER 
0 2 3 5 5 6 2 2 3 3 2 88<) Ji-f I LNKS / RETURN 
0 2 3 5 6 2 0 2 3 6 0 8 S 0 LNKS3 » LAC LNKSIL / BUSY SENSE POINTER LAC 
0 2 3 5 7 6G234C 891 LNKSl / PROCESS BUSV SENSE 
0 2 3 6 0 2 0 1 C 6 4 892 LNKSl 1» lAC LNl L+3 / REWINDING SENSE POINTER 
0 2 3 6 1 0 7 7 7 7 7 893 LhKSl»-, DC 7 7 7 7 7 / ADDRESS MASK 
0 2 3 6 2 4 0 2 3 6 3 8 9 4 LNKSlA » LKPSA 4 0 0 0 0 0 / L INK SENSE NEXT ROUTINE 
895 / $£NSE CC^^AKO LIKK NFXT ROUTINE 
0 2 3 6 3 OOOOCO 896 LNKSA • C / WRITE TO 3eC TERMINATION 
0 2 3 6 4 2 0 1 6 1 C 8 9 7 LAC LNKIF / PICK UP L I N K FLAGS 
0 2 3 6 5 5017CI 898 í^c L N K S « M / ISOLATE ERROR B I T S 
0 2 3 6 6 7 4 0 2 0 0 8 9 9 SZA / S K I P IF NO ERRORS 
0 2 3 6 7 6 0 2 3 7 5 9C0 Jff LNKSAl / BRANCH IF LINK ERROR 
0 2 3 7 0 2 2 0 3 6 1 9 CI lAC I L M F / CURRENT STATUS 
0 2 3 7 1 7 4 0 1 C 0 9 0 2 St ' i / LEAVE IF NEGATIVE 
0 2 3 7 2 160361 903 OZ^ I L M f / CLEAR IF • V E 
0 2 3 7 3 76CC14 9C4 LAW 14 / CHANNEL, DEVICE END 
023 74 7 4 1 0 C 0 9C5 SKF / SK IP OVER ERROR STATLS 
0 2 3 7 5 76CC12 9 0 6 LNKSAl , LAk 12 / CHANNEL END, UNIT CHECK 
0 2 3 76 7 0 5 0 6 1 9 0 7 SCLAC / SKIP IF L I N K ACTIVE 
0 2 3 7 7 74Ì0CC 908 SHf / SKIP IF NOT 
0 2 4 0 0 7 0 5 1 6 2 9 0 9 LSICR / LOAD STATUS FOR 3 6 0 
0 2 4 0 1 1 4 0 4 4 4 910 DZ^ L M T / CLEAR OPERATION TYPE 
0 2 4 0 2 6 2 2 3 6 3 911 Ji-f I LNKSA / RETURN 
001701 9 1 2 LNKSA1?«= L^CEAIiM / L INK ERROR MASK 
ASSEMELY LISTING PAGE 31 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATE l»ENT 
914 / DATA I CCi'i'AKO ANALYSIS 
02^03 ooccco 915 LNKO , 0 / DATA COMMAND ANALYSIS 
200443 916 LAC L M C / CURRENT COMMAND IN AC 
02A05 501303 917 AhC LNKCIH / ISOLATE RIGHT TWO BITS 
02406 342421 918 TAC LKKCi R / SYNTHESIZE COMMAND LAC 
02407 042414 919 OAC LNKCl / SET COMMAND LAC 
02410 342422 920 TAC LNKC2R / SYNTHESIZE WC LAC 
02411 042416 921 CAC LNKC2 / SET WC LAC 
0ii4'2 342423 922 TAD LNKC3R / SYNTHESIZE APPROPRIATE JMS I 
02413 042417 923 CAC LNK03 / SET JMS I SUBROUTINE 
02414 740C40 924 LNI-Ol , HIT / COMMAND LAC 
024 5 041302 925 CAC LNBCIC / SET REQUIRED COMMAND 
02416 740040 926 LNKD2 , HIT / WC LAC 
02417 74CC40 927 LNK03 , HLl / JMS I SUBROUTINE 
07420 622403 928 J^F I LNKC / RETURN 
02421 202424 929 LNHDIR, LAC LNKCIC / BASE COMMAND LAC 
02422 000004 930 LNK02R t LM'02C •LNKDIC / WC-JMS I DIFFERENCE 
0' 423 720CC4 931 LNK03R, J^S+I+LNKC1S-LAC-LNKC2C / JMS I-LAC DIFFERENCE 
02424 047400 932 LNKDIC, 047400 / READ BACKWARDS COMMAND 
02425 044^00 933 044400 / WRITE COMMAND 
02426 0424C0 934 042400 / READ COMMAND 
02427 000000 935 0 / ERROR 
02430 777777 936 LNK02C, LAk 0-1 / SINGLE RECORD WC 
02431 777157 937 LAW 0-LKBUFF / STANDARD WC* WRITE 
02432 777157 938 LAki O-LKBUFF / STANDARD WC, READ 
02433 OOCGCC 939 0 / ERROR 
02434 002i25 94C LNI'Ol S, LM«SP / READ BACKWARDS SUBROLTINE 
02435 00244C 941 / WRITE SUBROUTINE 
02^36 002525 942 LM«SP / READ SUBROUTINE 
Q2437 ooocoo 943 0 / ERROR 
00\303 944 LN^Ol L^EC2C / AC BITS 16,17 MASK 
ASSeMBLV LISTING PAGE 32 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STHT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
946 / DATA TRANSFER-'WRITE 
02440 000000 947 LNfTli, C / DATA TRANSFER, WRITE 
02441 040036 946 CAC 36 / SET LINK WC 
02442 201101 949 LAC LN2F / BUFFER AREA POINTER 
02443 040037 950 OAC 37 / SET LINK WA 
02444 202451 951 lAC LNKTWIS / LINK EXIT HANDLER 
02445 041607 952 OAC LNKIX / SET IN LINK E*IT WORD 
02446 760CC7 953 LAW 7 / 360 WRITE, 2 PER WORD 
02447 705142 954 LD LSP I START LINK WRITE 
02450 622440 955 JKf I LNKTW / RETURN 
02451 402452 956 LNKTWIS « iM>ew 400000 / LINK EXIT HANDLER 
ASSEMBLY L I S T I N G PAGE 33 
LOC QBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SOURCE STATEMENT 
02452 OOOCCO 959 LNKEht 0 / LINK EXIT HANDLER, WRITE 
02453 201610 960 LAC LNKIF / LINK SET UP 
02454 501701 961 AhC LNKEWIM / ISOLATE P A R I T Y ERROR 
02455 040445 962 OAC LNl Z / ANO SAVE ERROR INDICATOR 
02456 1021J 5 963 Ji-s LNTC / LOAD TAPE COMMAND 
02457 200Q36 964 LAC 36 / WORD COUNT RESIDUE 
02460 7412C1 965 S^A CfA / SKIP IF NON ZERO 
02461 040445 966 CAC LNI Z / SET LNIZ I F ZERO 
02462 342477 967 TAD LKKEWIC / ADD STORED WC 
02463 7401CO 968 SfA / SKIP IF CHANGED 
02464 602474 969 LNKEWl / ZERO WORD COUNT 
02465 040032 970 OAC 32 / SET TAPE WC 
02466 2011G1 S71 LAC LN2F / BUFFER AREA POINTER 
02467 040033 972 OAC 33 / SET TAPE WA 
02470 202500 973 LAC LNKEWIS / TAPE E X I T HANDLER. WRITE 
02471 062103 974 OAC I L NT TJ X / SET UNIT NEXT SliSROLTlNE 
02472 707304 975 ^TGC / START OPERATION 
02473 622452 976 Jf-F I LNKEW / E X I T 
02474 760002 S77 LNKEkl , LAk 2 / UNIT CHECK STATUS 
02475 101611 978 J^s LNSF / PRESENT STATUS 
02476 622452 S7S I LNKEW / EXIT 
001701 9 80 LNHEVili's l^CEAl>' / LINK PARITY ERROR S I T 
02477 77 7160 981 LNMcklC t LAh O-LNBUFF-M / STANDARD WORD COUNT - 1 
02500 4025C1 982 LNKEVIS, LKTEV, 400000 / TAPE E X I T HANDLER 
ASSE^'CLY L ISTING 
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/ TAPE EXIT HANDLER, WRITE 
/ 360 ADDRESS 
/ S E T MAG TAPE STATLS 
/ UNIT SENSE DATA 
/ ISOLATE ERROR BITS AND EDT 




/ SKIP IF NO ERRORS 
/ S E T ERROR INDICATOR 
/ ERROR INDICATOR 
/ SKIP IF ZERO 
/ UNIT CHECK BIT 
/ SKIP IF NUT EOT 
/ UNIT EXCEPTION BIT 
/ CHANNEL £ DEVICE END 
/ PRESENT STATUS 
/ EXIT 
/ TAPE WRITE ERROR B ITS , EOT 
/ UNIT EXCEPTION BIT 
/ CHANNEL, DEVICE END 
ASSEHELY L I S T I N G PAGE 35 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCtRCE S T A T E friENT 
10C8 / READ »»CDE TRANSFER - RfcAC« RtAC BACKWARDS 
02525 000000 ! 0C9 LNKSR, 0 / READ MODE TRANSFER 
02526 102115 1010 J»»« LNTC / LOAD TAPE COMMAND 
02527 040032 1011 DAC 32 / SET TAPE WC 
0?. 530 201101 :C2 2 LAC LN2F / BUFFER AREA P O I N T E R 
02531 040033 1013 DAC 33 / SET TAPE WA 
025 32 202536 1014 LAC LNKSRIS / TAPE E X I T HANDLER, READ MODE 
02533 062103 ' 05 5 CAC I L N T T I X / SET U N I T N E X T SUBROUTINE 
0253A 707304 1016 • TGC / START OPERATI ON 
02535 622525 1017 J^P I LNKSP / E X I T 
02536 4 0 2 5 3 7 1018 LNKSRIS , I M E S 4 0 0 0 0 0 / TAPE E X I T HANDLER, READ MODE 
ASSÉfBLV L ISTING PAGE 36 
LOC 0 3 i CODE ERRORS STHl SCURCE STATE?'! E M 
1020 / TAPE EXIT HAKOLER - PEAC 
0 2 5 3 7 ooococ 1021 I M E R , 0 / TAPE EXIT HANDLER. READ 
02540 2 0 0 4 4 7 1022 LAC L M U / 360 DEVICE ADDRESS 
025^.1 102153 1023 LKTTS / SET MAG TAPE STATUS 
0 2 5 4 2 2221C1 :.02A lAC I iNTT\S / UNIT SENSE DATA 
0 2 5 4 3 5026C0 1025 khü INTERIM / ISOLATE ERROR B ITS AND EOF 
0 2 5 4 4 746010 1 0 2 6 PTl CLL / SET 
02S45 742C10 1C27 fíTl / EOF SIT 
02546 742Q1C 1028 STl / IN LINK 
025<«7 7414C0 1 0 2 9 32L / SKIP IF NOT EOF 
02550 602573 103C wî f 1?>TER1 / FOR EOF STATUS 
0 2 5 53 0404 45 1031 DAC LF l̂ 2 / SET OR CLEAR ERROR INDICATOR 
0 2 5 5 2 2221G2 1032 lAC ! LETTIN / RESIDUAL WORD COUNT 
0 2 5 5 3 74 I2C1 1033 s^A c / SKIP IF NON ZERO 
02 5 54 0 4 0 4 4 5 IC34 DAC Ihl I / SET ERROR IND IF ZERO 
0 2 5 5 5 342431 1035 TAC LKTERIC / ADD STANDARO WC 
0 2 5 5 6 04ÜC36 1036 DAC 36 / SET LINK WC ^ £3IRA ^ORO 
• 255T T40CCL 1 0 3 7 / COMPLEMENT AC 
G2560 7412 CO 1038 thfi / SKIP IF CHANGED 
02561 Ó02575 1039 L M E R 2 / ZERO WORD COUNT 
02 5 42 2OLI 01 i 04C 14C lv\2 f I BUFFER AREA POINTER 
025ö3 Ü40037 1041 DAC 37 / SET L INK WÄ 
025 64 7050 61 1042 3CIAC / SKIP IF LiNK STILL ACll\iE 
0 2563 6 2 2 5 3 7 1043 I LME.P / EXIT IF NOT 
dZStb 302 601 1044 lAC I M E R I S / LINK EXIT HÄNDLER, READ 
02-67 0 4 1 6 0 7 1045 OAC LSNitlX / SET LINK î S-ST Sl^BROtllNE 
76QCC5 1046 lAi). 5 / 360 READ« 2 PER WORD 
0 2 r ? l 7 05142 1047 LDISP / START LINK »READ 
0 2 'Í 7 2 6 2 2 5 3 7 1048 JPf I L M E R / RETURN 
C2 5'7 3 76CCC1 1C49 I N I E R I , LAk 1 / UNIT EXCEPTION BIT 
02 5 74 74 I0CÖ 1050 / SKIP 
C2Í75 1051 LNTER2 5 ÍAI» 2 / UNIT CHECK 83T 
02 r-D IQlbil 1052 L^S F f PRESENT STATUS 
0 2 3'"'7 6 2 2 3 3 7 1053 ! L M E P / EXIT 
0T2SCC 1054 LNTERl»' . DC 072 600 / TAPE READ ERROR BITS» SOF 
GOÍ iA 1055 LNTERIC 3 / STANDARD WORD COUNT 
4 0 2 & 0 2 1056 L^ IERIS » imEn 4 0 0 0 0 0 / LINK EXIT HANDLER, READ 
ASSEFELY LISTING PAGE 37 
LOC OBJ CODE tRRORS STMT 
1058 
02602 000000 1059 
02603 20161C 1060 
02604 5017C1 1061 
02605 3004^5 1062 
02606 7A02C0 1063 
02607 760CC2 1064 
02610 341636 1065 
02611 101611 1066 















L M Z 
LNKERIC 
LNSf 
JKF I LNKER 
L^CEA1P' 
L^SPlc 
/ LINK EXIT HANDLER, READ 
/ LINK INDICATORS 
/ ISOLATE PARITY ERROR 
/ ADO ERROR INDICATOR 
/ SKIP IF NO ERRORS 
/ INCLUDE UNIT CHECK IF ERRORS 
/ ADD CHANNEL» DEVICE END 
/ PRESENT STATUS 
/ EXIT 
/ LINK PARITY ERROR BIT 
/ CHANNEL9 DEVICE END B ITS 
ASSEiieLY L I S T I N G PAGÈ 38 
LOC OBJ CODc ERRORS 
0 2 6 1 3 
0 2 6 1 4 
0 2 6 1 5 
02616 




0 2 6 2 3 
0 2 6 2 4 
0 2 6 2 5 
0 2 6 2 6 
0 2 6 2 7 
02620 
0 2 6 3 1 
02632 
02623 
0 2 6 3 4 
0 2 6 3 5 
0 2 6 3 6 
0 2 6 3 7 
026A0 
0 2 6 ^ 1 
0 2 6 4 2 
0 2 6 4 3 
02Ó44 
02Ó45 
0 2 6 4 6 
0 2 6 ^ 7 
0 2 6 5 0 
0 2 6 5 1 
0 2 6 5 2 
0 2 6 5 3 
0 3 6 5 4 
0 2 6 5 5 
02 6 5Ó 
02651 
0266C 
0 2 0 6 1 
C26 62 
V2Ò63 








CU I an & 
o o o c o o 
2 0 0 4 4 3 





2 0 2 6 7 4 
3 4 2 6 3 6 
0 4 2 6 3 1 
3 4 2 6 3 7 
0 4 2 6 3 3 
342640 
0 4 2 6 3 4 
7 4 0 0 4 0 
0 4 1 3 0 2 
74CC4C 
7 4 0 0 4 0 
6 2 2 6 1 3 
2 0 2 6 4 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 










l O O G l l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
767700 
O l O O l i 
777777 
000000 
m i l l 
oooooc 
7774C0 
0 0 2 7 3 5 
G02Ó75 
0 0 2 7 4 4 
0 0 2 7 2 5 
0 0 2 7 7 0 
.-502770 
0 0 2 7 7 0 
3 0 2 7 7 0 
0 0 2 7 4 4 
a o o n i o 
STMT scuRce STATEÍ^ENT 
1 0 7 1 / CCNTRCL ANALYSIS BOUTINfc 
1072 0 / CONTROL A N A L Y S I S ROLTINE 
1073 LAC L M C / CURRENT COMMANO I N AC 
1074 OAC LhKClC + 10 / SET COMMAND FOR MODE SET LSE 
1C75 RTP CLL / SET MODE B I T 
1076 RAF / IN L INK 
1 0 7 7 AhC LNKC2M / ISOLATE CCC B I T S 
1 0 7 8 S M / SKIP IF CONTROL 
\07< ; LAC LNKCl»« / SET 1000 IN AC IF MODE SET 
1 0 8 0 TAC LKKCIR / SYNTHESIZE COMMANO LAC 
1 0 8 1 OAC LNKCl / SET COMMAND LAC 
1C82 TAC LNKC2R / SYNTHESIZE WC LAC 
1083 OAC LNKC2 / SET MC LAC 
1084 TAO LNKC3R / SYNTHESIZE APPROPRIATE JMS I 
1 0 8 5 OAC LNKC3 / SET JMS I SUBROUTINE 
1086 LNKCl , H L l / COMMAND LAC 
10 87 OAC LN8C1C / SET REQUIRED COMMANO 
i o e a LNHC2 » H IT / WC LAC 
1089 LNKC3, HLT / JMS i SUBROUTINE 
1050 J f f I LhKC / RETURN 
i.c<;i LNHCIR » LAC LNKCf C / BASE COMMAND LAC 
10S2 LNHC2R, L M i C Z C - L N K C l C / WC-JMS i DIFFERENCE 
1093 LNCC3R# J>S-»-I - i -LNKCiS-LAC-LNKC2C / JMS £»LAC DIFFERENCE 
io«;4 LNKCIC , 041400 / REWIND COMMAND 
1095 041400 / UNLOAD COMMANO 
1096 0 1 0 0 0 0 / ERASE GAP B I T 
1097 045400 / WRITS TM COMMAND 
1098 047400 / 8SR COMMAND 
1099 047400 / BSF COMMAND 
11 00 046400 / FSR COMMAND 
l i C l C46400 / FSF COMMAND 
1102 0 / MODE DENSITY INFORMATION 
1103 L N K C 2 C , l O C O I l / REW STATUS • AC 17 B I T 
15 04 0 / UNL, NOT USED 
1105 767700 / ERG MASK 
1106 O I C O I I / WTM STATUS ^ AC 17 B I T 
r 1C7 LAh O' i , / BSR WC 
11C8 0 / BSF WC 
11C9 LAis 0 - 1 / FSR WC 
I I I C 0 / FSF WC 
1111 7 7 7 4 0 0 / MODE DENSITY MASK 
1112 LNf<Ci S ff / r e w i n d s u b r c u t i n e 
1113 l^È<TU / UNLOAD SUSRGUTINfc 
1 1 1 4 / ERASE GAP S i JBROUT lNE 
1115- / WTM SUBRCUTii^E 
1 1 1 6 L^í íTS / BSR SUBRGUTIME 
l i l 7 L^5^TS / BSF SUS f tOUTINE 
1118 / FSR SUBROUT^i'^E 
1 1 1 9 l íVKTS / F S F SUBROUTL'^^ 
1120 L^fíTO / MODE SET SUBROUT INE 
1121 LNKCl^s, OC 10 / MODE SET 3ASS CONSTANT 
1122 / CCC HàSK 
âSS£?«fLY LSSTING 
lOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCURCÊ STÂTSMcNT 
PAQE 39 
Q2675 ooocco 1125 LNKTU» 0 / REUII^C AND UNtOAO 
02676 2004A7 1126 lAC L M U / 360 DEVICE AOORESS 
02677 042732 1127 OAC I h K T U l R n / SET IN »NOT READY* HANDLER 
02700 102CA2 1128 JÎ-S LNTU / DETERMINE UNIT 
027C1 102C61 1 1 2 9 L M T / SET UNÎT POINTERS 
027C2 202730 1130 lAC LNKTUIL / DOUBLE WORD AOORESS 
02703 10141C 1131 Ji-s LNRS / ENTER SENSE HANDLER 
02704 102137 1132 LhSf / WAIT fOR TAPE COiMÎROL READY 
02705 707321 1133 ^TCR / TAPfc CONTROL READY TEST 
02706 202734 1134 LAC LhKTUlC / PROGRA.'^ NOT READY 
0 2 7 0 7 060361 1135 CAC I L M F / SET PROGRAM NOT READY 
02710 222100 1136 LAC ï L M T I C / PREVIOUS COMMAND 
0271 î 502733 1 1 3 7 A^c LNKTUIW / REMOVE a iTS 3 , 4 . 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 
0 27Ì2 341302 1138 TAC INBCIC / SYNTHESIZE NEW COMMAND 
02713 0621C0 1139 OAC I L M T I C / SET RHWIND COMMAND 
0271^ 162ÌCI i l 4 C Dlh l L^TTiS / RESET I ^ Î T STATUS 
0 2 7 1 5 707326 1141 f^TLC / LOAD REWIND COMMAND 
027Ì6 2 0 0 4 4 7 1142 lAC LNIU / 360 DEVICE ADDRESS 
0 2 7 1 7 541357 1143 SAC làC20 / SEE IF PLOTTER 
02720 7410C0 1144 SKF / NO TAPE ACTION IF SO 
02721 7073C4 1145 ^TGC / START OPERATION 
027 22 760C16 1146 LA h 16 / C H A M N a , DEVICE END, IWIT CHECK 
02723 705C61 1147 SCLAC / SKIP IF LINK STILL ACTIVE 
0212^ 7410CO 1148 SKF / SKIP IF NOT 
0 2 7 2 5 705162 1149 ISICP / LOAD STATUS 
0;S72ò 140444 1150 D2H L M T / CLEAR OPERATION TYPE 
0 2727 622675 1151 JWF ! LKKTU / EXIT 
02 7 30 002731 1152 LNfTLlL« iM 'TUie / NOT READY SENSE HANDLER PTR 
02731 750CC0 Il 53 LNKTUIRff CLA / SET AC»0 FOR NOT READY 
02732 OOOOOC Il 54 0 / FOR 360 ADDRESS 
02733 7103CC 1155 LNKTUl^s DC 710300 / COMMAND MASK 
0 2 ? 3 400002 il 56 LNHTtiC® OC 400002 / PROGRAM NOT READY STATUS 
ASSEHCLf L I S T I N G PAGE 4 0 
t o c OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCtRCE SÎATEICNT 
1 1 5 8 / CCNTRCL - REWIND, WRITE 
0 2 7 3 5 OOOOOC 1 1 5 9 LM"TC . Q 
0 2 7 3 6 Ì 0 2 1 1 5 1 1 6 0 4¥< LftiTC 
0 2 7 3 7 0 6 2 1 C 1 1 1 6 1 OAC I LNTTIS 
0 2 7 4 0 5 0 2 3 3 1 1 1 6 2 A^C LNKTCIM 
0 2 7 4 1 7 0 7 3 0 4 1 1 6 3 »•TGC 
0 2 7 4 2 1 0 1 6 1 1 1 1 6 4 LNSF 
0 2 7 4 3 6 2 2 7 3 5 1 1 6 5 Î LNKTC 
0 0 2 3 3 1 1 1 6 6 LNHTCl?f= L M S 9 l ^ 
/ REWIND. WRITE TAPE NARK 
/ LOAD TAPE COMMAND 
/ SET P0P9L UNITS STATUS 
/ REMOVE AC 1 7 B I T 
/ START OPERATION 
/ PRESENT STATUS 
/ EXIT 
/ AC 1 7 BIT MASK 
ASS El» ELY L I S T I N G PA6£ 41 
.OC Gà i CODE ERRORS STMT SCIRCE SI^ie^EÉ^T 
uOOOCO 1169 LM<TD, 0 / ERASE MODE SET 
027^5 042767 1170 0/»C LKKTOIM / SAVE APPaOPRIATE MASK 02746 1C2137 1171 J f S LNSF / WAIT FOR TAPE CONTROL R£4kOY 
02747 707321 1172 P-TCR / TAPE CONTROL READY TEST 02750 200443 1173 LAC L M C / CURRENT COMMAND 
02751 ^ 1 3 C 3 1174 SAC LNKTOIC / SEE I F NOP COMMAND 
02752 602764 1175 LNKTOl / BRANCH If SO 
02753 200447 1176 iAC L M U / 360 DEVICE ADDRESS 
02754 102042 1177 JfS LNTU / DETERMINE UNIT 
02755 102061 1 1 7 8 LNTT / SET UNET POINTERS 02756 7Q7336 11 7S fTLC 10 / PREVENT INTERRUPTS 
02757 222100 1180 LAC I LNTTIC / PREVIOUS COMMAND 
027Ó0 50276? 11 ei A^C IKKTOIM / CLEAR ERASE OR DENSITY B I T S 
027<S1 341302 1182 TAC LNBCIC / SET NEW B I T S 
02762 062100 1183 CAC Î LNTTIC / RESET COMMAND BASE 
02Té3 1621 CI 1184 O Z ^ Î LNTTiS / RESET UrUT STATUS 
027^4 760014 1185 LNHTDl • LAW 14 / CHANNEL, DEVICE END 
02765 101611 1186 J fS LhS F / PRESENT STATUS 
0276S 622744 1 1 6 7 I L^KTO / EXIT 
02767 000000 1188 LNKTDIF , 0 / ERASE GAP OR DENSITY MASK 
001303 1189 LNIi701C = LhEC2C / NOP CONTROL COMMAND 
ASSEMCLY LISTING PAGE 42 
LOC 03JI CODE ERRORS STHT SCURCE STATEfEM 
i l Ç l / CONTROL - SPACE PfCCfiO CB FÎLE 
0 2 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 2 LNKTSt 0 / SPACE RECORD OR FILE 
0 2 7 7 1 1 0 2 1 1 5 1 1 9 3 LNTC / LÛAO TAPE COMMAND 
02772 0 4 0 0 3 2 i l «54 CAC 32 t SET RECORD COIMT 
0 2 7 7 3 1 6 2 1 0 1 1 1 9 5 DZf I L W T I S / RESET UNIT STATUS 
0 2 7 7 4 7 0 7 3 0 4 1 1 9 6 MGC / START OPERATION 
0 2 7 7 5 1 4 1 7 3 2 1 1 9 7 C2> LKT / SET TO DETECT TAPE INTERRLPT 
0 2 7 7 6 760C10 1 1 9 8 LAk 10 / CHANNEL END STATUS 
0 2 7 7 7 1 0 1 6 1 1 1 1 9 9 J f S LNSF / PRESENT STATUS 
03000 6227TC 12C0 ^Pf I LNKTS / EXIT 
ASSEMELY L I S Ü N G PAGE 43 
IOC OBJ cooe ERRORS STMT SGLRCE STATEfENT 
1202 / LINK SUFFER PCNITOR 
03001 o o o c c o 12 03 L K ^ B , 0 / LINK BUFFER MONITOR 
03002 200275 1204 LAC 275 / TEST READY INDICATOR 
03003 741100 12 C5 SFA / SK IP IF REAO¥ OR NEh PROG 
03004 623C01 12 C6 Jí-f I LhM€ / EXIT IF NOT READY 
0 3 0 0 5 541776 1207 SAC LKMEIC / SEE IF I 
0 3 0 0 6 603C42 1208 J h f LNM£3 / BRANCH IF SO 
03007 740200 12 09 SZA / SKIP PARTITION READY 
03010 603Q13 1210 J ^ f LKMEl / BRANCH IF PRIMARY RECORD 
03011 400276 1211 XCT 276 / SEEK NEXT RECORD 
03012 623C01 1212 U f f l LKME / EXIT IF NOT READY 
03013 040C44 1213 LNMBl , DAC LK>«T1S / SET CURRENT RECORD ADDRESS 
03014 203G55 1214 LN»'B2 t LAC LNMEIO / PRIMARY WRITE DESTINATION 
03015 040053 1215 DAC LNfiTlO / SET DESTINATION 
03016 14C275 1216 02> 275 / CLEAR INDXCATOR 
03017 777764 1217 LAh 0 - 1 4 / MAXIMUM 2»BYTE COLNT 
03020 560C44 1218 SAC I LNMTIS / SEE IF CORRECT RECORD SIZE 
03021 103057 1 2 1 9 J ^ S LNMT / TRANSFER I F SO 
030 22 623C01 1220 J ^ f 1 LNME / RETURN I F ERROR 
0 3 0 2 3 200050 1221 LAC LNMeiR4-2 / TEST THIRD MORO 
03024 541730 1222 SAC LNMEl J / SEE IF JMP 3 
03025 440275 1223 I S 2 275 / SET 1 IN INDICATOR IF SO 
03026 773001 1224 LAh 0-LhfcND / LOWER PROG L I M I T - 1 , 2 * S CQMP 
3 3 0 2 7 34CC53 1225 TAC LS«MElR+5 / SEE I F NEW PROG BELOh L I M I T 
03030 74 Í1G1 1226 S f í / SKIP IF NOT, COMPLEMENT AC 
03C31 1402 75 1227 o z ^ 275 / CLEAR INDICATOR I F SO 
030 32 340C52 1228 TAO L^HE1 R+4 / ADD 28$ COMP COUNT 
03033 343C5Ó 1 2 2 9 TAC LNMElf^ / ADD H0.X S U E 
0 3 0 3 4 7411C0 1230 SFA / SKIP IF LESS THAN MA* * 1 
0 3 0 3 5 Í 402 73 1231 o z ^ 275 / CLEAR INDICATOR I F NOT 
030 36 200CS2 1232 LAC Lhi 'E lR+4 / MAX PERMITTED COUNT 
0 30 37 744010 1233 CLL / CONVERT TO 2-SYTE COIMT 
03040 0-ÍÍ0054 1234 OAC LSvMTlW / SET MAXIMUM COUNT 
03041 623001 1235 I LKfE / EXIT 
03042 ¿,002 76 1236 LN>'B3 , XCT 2.76 / SEEK HE'^J RECORD 
0 3043 623CQI 1 2 3 7 J»»F I LM'E / EXIT IF NOT READY 
0 3 0 ^ 4 CAQC4-4 1238 OAC L^MTlS / SET SCISRCE ADDRESS 
03045 T77764 1 2 3 9 LAk 0 - 1 4 / PRIMARf WRITE ¿-BYTE COUNT 
0 30 46 5 60C44 1240 SAC I LNMTIS / SEE IF PRIMARY WRITE S IZE 
03047 603C14 1241 Ji^f LNMe2 / START AGAIM IF SO 
010 ?0 2ÜC054 1242 LAC l.hMTlN / MAXIMUM; COUNT 
Q1Q51 I 03057 1243 LMMT / TRANSFER RgCORD 
0Z05Z 623C01 1244 j ^ r l LNME t EXIT 
i4C27f5 12 45 02Í» 275 / CLEAR INDICATOR 
G30 5-V 620046 1246 ! LréMeiR / ENTER PROGRAM 
QO I 776 1247 tNTS?' / CONSTAT I 
C30 55 GCJCC^S L248 LN^B lD f LN^Bl i / PRIMAR-f JiRSTG DESI INATEON 
0 0 1 ? 3 0 1249 LNt'Bl / REFERB-ICE ¿HP 3 
•0 30 56 002 301 1250 LN^Bl i f" , OC CD-LhENO / MAXI^iyf-l PROGRAM S U E 
onco<-6 1251 46 / S I X «ORD PRSi^ARY ^ I T E AREA 
ASS£»(ELY LIST INC PAGE 4 4 
UOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCtRCE STATEKENT 
0 3 0 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 6 0 0 4 0 0 5 4 
0 3 0 6 1 2 2 0 0 4 4 
0 3 0 6 2 7 4 1 2 0 0 
0 3 0 6 3 6 2 3 C 5 7 
0 3 0 6 4 0 4 0 0 5 7 
0 3 0 6 5 2 0 0 0 5 7 
0 3 0 6 6 7 4 0 0 2 0 
0 3 0 6 7 4 4 0 0 4 4 
0 3 0 7 0 2 2 0 0 4 4 
0 3 0 7 1 7 4 5 4 C 0 
0 3 0 7 2 6 0 3 1 0 0 
0 3 0 7 3 7 4 0 0 2 0 
0 3 0 7 4 7 4 2 0 2 0 
0 3 0 7 5 5 0 3 1 1 3 
0 3 0 7 6 0 4 3 1 1 4 
0 3 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 3 
0 3 1 0 0 3 4 3 1 1 4 
0 3 1 0 1 4 4 0 0 5 3 
0 3 1 0 2 0 6 0 0 5 3 
0 3 1 0 3 4 4 0 C 5 4 
0 3 1 0 4 7 5 5 0 0 2 
0 3 1 0 5 6 0 3 1 1 1 
0 3 1 0 6 4 4 0 C 5 7 
0 3 1 0 7 6 0 3 0 6 5 
0 3 1 1 0 7 5 5 0 0 0 
0 3 1 1 1 4 4 3 0 5 7 
0 3 1 1 2 6 2 3 0 5 7 
0 3 1 1 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 3 
0 0 0 0 4 ^ 
0 0 0 0 5 4 
0 0 0 0 5 7 
1 2 5 4 LK^iT» 0 / BLOCK TRANSFBl ROUTINE 
1 2 5 5 OAC LKHTIN / SET MAXIMUM COUNT 
12 56 LAC I LNMTIS / CURRENT RECORD COUNT 
1 2 57 Shfi / SKIP IF NON ZERO 
1 2 5 8 Jhf I LKHT / EXIT IF ZERO 
12 59 OAC LNHT2N / SET CURRENT RECORD COUNT 
1 2 6 0 L N f T l . LAC LNMT2N / CURRENT RECORD COUNTER 
1 2 6 1 RAF / SEE IF ODD 
1 2 6 2 I S Z LNMTIS / INCREMENT SOURCE ADDRESS 
1 2 6 3 LAC I LNMTIS / OBTAIN NEXT SOURCE WORD 
1 2 6 4 SZL CLL / SKIP IF F I R S T WORD OF PAIR 
1 2 6 5 J f F LNMT2 / BRANCH IF SECOND WORD 
1 2 6 6 RAf / SET RH 2 B I T S 
1 2 6 7 RTF / INTO LH AC 2 B I T S 
12 68 AhC LNMTlM / ISOLATE THESE TWO B I T S 
12 69 DAC LNHTIW / SAVE THEM 
1 2 7 0 LNMT3 / FOR NEXT WORD 
Ì 2 7 1 LNfT2 . TAG LNMTIW / ADD LH TWO B I T S 
1 2 7 2 I S Z LNMTl0 / INCREMENT DESTINATION ADDRESS 
1 2 7 3 OAC I LNMTIO / SET DESTINATION WORD 
1 2 7 4 LN>'T3 , I S Z LNMTlN / TEST OVERALL COUNT 
1 2 7 5 SKF CLA CLL CML / S K I P , a E A R AC, SET LINK 
1 2 7 6 JPF LNMT4 / TO INCREMENT EXIT AND RETLUN 
1 2 7 7 I S Z LNMT2N / TEST CURRENT COUNT 
1 2 7 8 Jff LNi»Tl / REPEAT IF NOT EXHAUSTED 
1 2 7 9 SKF CLA CLL / S K I P , CLEAR AC, CLEAR LINK 
12 80 LN>'T4 , I S Z LNMT / INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
1 2 8 1 JPf I LNMT / EXIT 
12 82 L N f T l f , DC 6 0 0 0 0 0 / AC 0 AND I B I T S MASK 
12 83 LNI^Tlk, 0 / AC 0 AND 1 B I T S STORE 
1 2 8 4 LNFTlOs Lh» 'BlR>5 / PROG START - 1 
1 2 8 5 L N H I S » 4 4 / PROGRAM SOURCE LOCATION 
1 2 8 6 LNI»Tlh« 5 4 / MAXIMUM COUNT LOCATION 
12 87 L ^ ^ T 2 ^ « 5 7 / CURRENT COUNT LOCATION 
ASSEKELY L I S T I N G PAGE 4 5 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT 
1 2 8 9 
0 3 1 1 5 OOOGOl 1 2 9 0 
0 3 H 6 2 0 1 3 5 7 1 2 9 1 
0 3 1 1 7 1 0 2 0 4 2 1 2 9 2 
0 3 1 2 0 2 4 1 7 7 6 1 2 9 3 
0 3 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 6 1 1 2 9 4 
0 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 1 2 9 5 
0 3 1 2 3 5 0 2 6 0 0 1 2 9 6 
0 3 1 2 4 7 4 6 0 1 0 1 2 9 7 
0 3 1 2 5 7 4 2 0 1 0 1 2 9 8 
0 3 1 2 6 7 4 2 0 1 0 1 2 9 9 
0 3 1 2 7 7 4 0 4 C 0 1 3 0 0 
0 3 1 3 0 6 0 3 1 3 5 1 3 0 1 
0 3 1 3 1 7 5 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 2 
0 3 1 3 2 0 4 3 3 3 1 1 3 0 3 
0 3 1 3 3 2 0 2 6 4 1 ' 1 3 C4 
0 3 1 3 4 6 0 3 1 4 1 1 3 0 5 
0 3 1 3 5 4 4 3 1 5 4 1 3 0 6 
0 3 1 3 6 7 4 1 2 C O 1 3 C7 
0 3 1 3 7 6 0 3 1 4 3 1 3 C 8 
0 3 1 4 0 2 0 2 6 4 5 1 3 C 9 
0 3 1 4 1 0 4 3 3 3 0 J 3 1 0 
0 3 1 4 2 6 2 3 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 
0 3 1 4 3 7 7 7 7 7 4 1 3 1 2 
0 3 1 4 4 0 4 3 1 5 4 1 3 1 3 
0 3 1 4 5 2 2 2 1 0 2 1 3 1 4 
0 3 1 4 6 7 4 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 5 
0 3 1 4 7 3 4 2 4 7 7 1 3 1 6 
0 3 1 5 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 7 
0 3 1 5 1 6 2 3 1 1 5 1 3 1 8 
0 3 1 5 2 0 4 3 3 3 2 1 3 1 9 
0 3 1 5 3 6 2 3 1 1 5 1 3 2 0 
0 0 1 7 7 6 1 3 2 1 
0 0 2 6 0 0 1 3 2 2 
0 0 2 641 1 3 2 3 
0 0 2 6 4 5 1 3 2 4 
0 0 2 4 7 7 1 3 2 5 
0 3 1 5 4 7 7 7 7 7 4 1 3 2 6 
SCLRCE STATEMENT 
/ FLCTTER 
P L R E f t , 
TAPE E X I T PCUTINE 
P L R E R l , 
P L R E R 2 » 
P L R E R 3 , 
PLRERI i « » 
P L R E R 2 f = 
P L R E R I C s 
PLReR2C= 
P L R E R l R s 
P L R E R I N , 
1 / PLOTTER TAPE E X I T ROUTINE 
lAC LNC20 / UNIT 2 4 3 ADDRESS 
LNTU / 3 6 0 PLOTTER WRITE UNIT 
XCF PLRERl»« / CONVERT TO PLOTTER READ LNIT 
LNTT / SET UP TAPE POINTERS 
LAC I LNTTIS / PICK UP STATUS 
AhC PLRER2M / ISOLATE EOF AND ERRORS 
C L l BTL / S H I F T 
P T t / EOF BIT 
PTL / TO LINK 
S M / SKIP IF EOF 
Ji - f PLRERl / BRANCH IF NOT EOF 
CLA PAR / SET AC SIGN B I T 
OAC PLf i lB / SET UNIT REWINDING INDICATOR 
LAC PLRERlC / REWIND COMMAND 
J^F PLRER2 / TO START REWIND AND E X I T 
I S Z PLRERIN / TEST ERROR COUNTER 
SNA / S K I P IF ERROR 
JKf PLBER3 / BRANCH IF COUNT OR NO ERROR 
LAC PLRER2C / BACKSPACE COMMAND 
OAC PLRIX / SET COMMAND FOR PLR 
Ji-F I PLREH / AND EXIT 
LAk 0 - 4 . / - 4 
CAC PLRERIN / SET FOR 3 R E - T R I E S 
LAC I LKTTIN / RESIDUAL WORD COUNT 
Ci»* / COMPLEMENT I T 
TAD PLRERIR / ACD STANDARD COUNT 
SKA / S K I P IF CHANGED 
J f f I PLRER / EXIT IF NOT 
DAC FLR2B / SAVE 2*S COMPLEMENT COUNT 
JKF I PLRER / EXIT 




LAh 0 - 4 
/ UNIT REVERSAL MASK 
/ TAPE READ ERROR B I T S , EOF 
/ REWIND COMMAND 
/ BACKSPACE COMMAND 
/ STANDARD WORD COUNT - 1 
/ ERROR COUNTER 
ASSEKELY LISTING PAGE 46 




03156 042135 1330 
03157 707321 1331 
03160 623155 1332 
03161 222100 1333 
03162 503175 1334 
03163 342135 1335 
03164 707326 1336 
03165 7540C0 1337 
03166 707301 1338 
03167 623155 1339 
03170 707352 1340 
03171 746C10 1341 
03172 740410 1342 
03173 443155 1343 
03174 623155 1344 
03175 7103CC 1345 
002135 1346 
SCURCE STATEMENT 






























/ PLOTTER TAPE COMMAND SYNTHESIS 
/ S A V E COMMAND 8ITS 
/ SEE IP TAPE CONTROL READY 
/ EXIT IP NOT 
/ PREVIOUS COMMAND 
/ ReiOVE BITS 3 f4 , 6 , 7«8»9 
/ SYNTHESIZE NEW COMMAND 
/ LOAD COMMAND 
/ STOP lOT CHAIN 
/ TEST IF UNIT READY 
/ EXIT IF NOT 
/ R E A D STATUS 
/ REWINDING BIT IN LINK 
/ SKIP IF REWINDING,BOT LINK 
/ INCREMENT RETURN 
/ RETURN 
/ COMMAND MASK 
/ SAVE COMMAND BITS 
ASSE>»ELY L I S T I N G PAGE A7 
LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCARCE STATE liENT 
1 3 4 8 / PLCTTER BECCRD RECUEST ROUTINE 
0 3 1 7 6 OOOOOO 1 3 4 9 P L R , 0 / PLOTTER RECORD R E Q U E S T ROUTINE 
0 3 1 7 7 7 0 7 3 2 1 1 3 5 0 • TCR / S E E I F T A P E CONTROL READY 
0 3 2 0 0 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 3 5 1 J f f I PLR / E X I T I F NOT 
0 3 2 0 1 2 0 3 1 1 5 1 3 5 2 LAC PLRER / T A P E E X I T ROUTINE I N D I C A T O R 
0 3 2 0 2 7 4 1 2 C I 1 3 5 3 S^A C f A / S K I P I F E X I T ENTERED 
0 3 2 0 3 6 0 3 2 5 6 1 3 5 4 J ^ f F L P 3 1 / WAIT U N T I L NEXT TIME I F NOT 
0 3 2 0 4 2 0 1 3 5 7 1 3 5 5 LAC LNC2D / 3 6 0 U N I T ADDRESS 
0 3 2 0 5 1 0 2 0 4 2 1 3 5 6 J > £ LKTU / 3 6 0 PLOTTER TAPE 
0 3 2 0 6 2 4 1 7 7 6 1 3 5 7 XCF PLRIM / CURRENT PLOTTER TAPE 
0 3 2 0 7 1 0 2 C 6 I 1 3 5 8 J i -S LKTT / SET UP U N I T P O I N T E R S 
0 3 2 1 0 2 0 3 3 3 0 1 3 5 9 LAC PLRIX / S E E I F COMMAND WAITING 
0 3 2 1 1 7 4 0 2 C 0 1 3 6 0 SZA / S K I P I F NOT 
0 3 2 1 2 6 0 3 3 1 6 Ì 3 6 1 J ^ F FLR7 / TO S E T UP WAITING COMMAND 
0 3 2 1 3 2 0 3 3 3 1 1 3 6 2 LAC F L R 1 8 / U N I T INDICATOR 
0 3 2 1 A 7 4 5 1 1 0 1 3 6 3 SFA CLL RAL / S K I P I F NOT REWINDING 
0 3 2 1 5 6 0 3 2 3 0 1 3 6 4 J í - f P L R i / TO S E E I F REWOUND 
0 3 2 1 6 7 4 1 2 C 0 1 3 6 5 s ^ A / S K I P I F NOT EMPTY 
0 3 2 1 7 6 0 3 2 6 0 1 3 6 6 J ^ F PLR4 / BRANCH I F EMPTY 
0 3 2 2 0 2 0 3 3 3 2 1 3 6 7 LAC P L R 2 e / DATA READY INDICATOR 
0 3 2 2 1 7 4 1 2 0 0 1 3 6 8 ShA / S K I P I F DATA READY 
0 3 2 2 2 6 0 3 2 4 3 1 3 6 9 PLB2 / BR AN CI- I F NOT DATA READY 
0 3 2 2 3 1 4 3 3 3 2 1 3 7 C O Z f FLR2B / CLEAR DATA READ If INDICATOR 
0 3 2 2 4 0 6 3 3 3 3 1 3 7 1 OAC I P L R I L / SET RECORD S I Z E - 2 * S COMP 
0 3 2 2 5 2 0 3 3 3 3 1 3 7 2 LAC F L R I L / P I C K UP P O I N T E R 
0 3 2 2 6 4 4 3 1 7 6 1 3 7 3 I S 2 FLR / INCREMENT RETURN ADDRESS 
0 3 2 2 7 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 3 7 4 J f - f I FLB / RETURN • I 
0 3 2 3 0 0 4 3 3 2 5 1 3 7 5 P l R l . CAC FLRIW / SAVE AC 
0 3 2 3 1 2 0 2 4 2 6 1 3 7 6 LAC P L R I C / READ COMMAND 
0 3 2 3 2 1 0 3 1 5 5 1 3 7 7 J ^ S PLRTC / SET UP COMMAND 
0 3 2 3 3 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 3 7 8 J ^ f I FLR / E X I T I F NOT AVAILABLE 
0 3 2 3 4 7 4 0 4 C 0 1 3 7 9 ShL / S K I P I F AT LOAD P O I N T 
0 3 2 3 5 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 3 8 0 UhF I FLR / E X I T I F NOT 
0 3 2 3 6 2 C 3 3 2 5 1 3 8 1 LAC P L R I H / RESTORE AC 
0 3 2 3 7 0 4 3 3 3 Ì 1 3 8 2 OAC P L R I B / RESET U N I T INDICATOR 
0 3 2 4 0 7 4 1 2 0 0 1 3 8 3 ShA / S K I P I F TAPE NOT EMPTY 
0 3 2 4 1 6 C 3 2 6 5 1 3 8 4 P L R 5 / EXAMINE 3 6 0 TAPE 
0 3 2 4 2 6 0 3 2 4 6 1 3 8 5 J ^ f F L R 3 / TO READ T A P E 
0 3 2 4 3 2 0 2 4 2 6 1 3 8 6 P L R 2 , LAC F L R I C / READ COMMAND 
0 3 2 4 4 I C 3 1 5 5 1 3 8 7 Jf-S FLRTC / SET UP COMMAND 
0 3 2 ^ 5 6 2 31 7 6 1 3 8 8 I FLR / EXIT I F NOT AVAILABLE 
0 3 2 4 6 7 7 7 1 5 7 1 3 8 9 P L R 3 , LAk 0 " L ^ e U F F / MAX RECORD S I Z E 
0 3 2 4 7 0 4 0 0 3 2 1 3 9 0 OAC 3 2 / SET WC 
0 3 2 5 0 2 0 3 3 3 3 1 3 9 1 LAC F L R I L / BUFFER P O I N T « 
0 3 2 5 1 0 4 0 C 3 3 1 3 9 2 OAC 3 3 / SET WA 
0 3 2 5 2 2 0 3 3 2 7 1 3 9 3 LAC F L R I E / PLOTTER TAPE E X I T SLBROLTINE 
0 3 2 5 3 0 6 2 1 0 3 1 3 9 4 OAC I LNTTiX / SET TAPE E X I T SUBROUTINE 
0 3 2 5 4 7 0 7 3 1 4 1 3 9 5 »•TGC 1 0 / START O P E R A T I O N , CLEAR AC 
0 3 2 5 5 1 4 1 7 3 2 1 3 9 6 0 Z » LNT / SET TO DETECT TAPE I N T E R R L P T 
0 3 2 5 6 0 4 3 1 1 5 1 3 9 7 P L R 3 1 . OAC FLRER / SET OR R E S E T ENTR> INDICATOR 
0 3 2 5 7 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 3 9 8 J i ' F I PLR / RETURN 
0 3 2 6 0 2 0 2 6 4 1 1 3 9 9 P L R 4 , LAC FLR2C / REWIND COMMAND 
0 3 2 6 1 1 0 3 1 5 5 1 4 0 0 Ji^S PLRTC / SET COMMAND 
0 3 2 6 2 6 2 3 1 7 6 1 4 C 1 J l -F I PLR / E X I T I F NOT AVAILABLE 
0 3 2 6 3 7 4 0 4 0 0 1 4 0 2 s ^ L / S K I P I F AT LOAD P O I N T 
0 3 2 6 4 6 0 3 3 1 2 1 4 0 3 J ^ F FLR6 / FOR TAPE REWIND 
ASSEMELY LISTING PAGE 48 
LOC OflJ CODE ERRORS STMT SCURCE STATEIiERT 
0 3 2 6 5 2 0 1 3 5 7 1 4 0 4 PLR5 , LAC LNC20 0 3 2 6 6 102042 1405 J fS LKTU 
0 3 2 6 7 102061 1406 JhS LKTT 03270 2 0 2 6 4 4 1407 LAC PLR3C 03271 1 0 3 1 5 5 1408 Jf'S PLRTC 0 3 2 7 2 623176 1409 J^F I FLR 
0 3 2 7 3 7414CC 1410 SZ l 03274 623176 1411 JPF I PLR 0 3 2 7 5 102104 1412 LNTC 
03276 742C20 1413 RTF 
032 77 7414 CO 1414 SZL 
03300 623176 1415 JPf I PLR 
03301 222101 1416 LAC I LNTTIS 03302 502524 1 4 1 7 AfO PLP3»« 0 3 3 0 3 740200 1418 SZA 
03304 623176 1419 J fF I FLR 0 3 3 0 5 222046 1 4 2 0 lAC I LNTUl 03306 241776 1421 XCF PLRIM 
03307 062046 1422 DAC I LNTUl 
03310 202641 1423 U C FLR2C 0 3 3 1 1 0 4 3 3 3 0 1424 DAC PLRIX 
0 3 3 1 2 203326 1425 PLR6, LAC PLR2M 
0 3 3 1 3 043331 1426 DAC PLRIE 
03314 707304 1427 •TGC 
0 3 3 1 5 623176 1428 JfF I FLR 
0 3 3 1 6 1 0 3 1 5 5 1429 PLR7, J fS FLRTC 
03317 623176 1430 Ji-F I PLR 
03320 777777 1431 LAk 0 - 1 
0 3 3 2 1 040032 1432 DAC 32 
03322 143330 1433 DZk PLRIX 
03323 707304 1434 fTGO 
0 3 3 2 4 623176 1435 JÎ F I PLR 
0 3 3 2 5 000000 1436 PLRIW, 0 
001776 1437 PLRl»»« L^T2P 
0 3 3 2 6 400001 1438 P LR2 f , DC 400001 
0 0 2 5 2 4 1439 PLR3I»« LMEWIM 
03327 0 0 3 1 1 5 1440 PLRIE , FLRER 
03330 000000 1441 PLRIX, 0 
03331 OOOCOC 1442 PLRIB , 0 
03332 000000 1443 PLR2B, 0 
03333 004156 1444 PLRIL, FLFlS-1 
0 0 2 4 2 6 1445 PLR1C» LMt01C*2 002641 1446 PLR2C« LKKCIC 
002644 1447 PLfi3C« LM<CIC*3 
03334 1448 L M B , OS LNBUFF+l 04156 1 4 4 9 DS 1 
0 4 1 5 7 1450 PLRIS, OS LhBUFF 0 0 4 7 7 7 1451 L^E^0> . - 1 
/ 360 UNIT ADDRESS 
/ 360 PLOTTER TAPE 
/ SET UP UNIT POINTERS 
/ WTM COMMAND 
/ S E T COMMAND 
/ EXIT IF NOT AVAILABLE 
/ SKIP IF NOT AT LOAO POINT 
/ EXIT IF AT LOAO POINT 
/ ISOLATE PREVIOUS COMMAND 
/ TEST FOR NOP, REM* WRITE^ hTM 
/ SKIP FOR POSSIBLE TAPE SMTCH 
/ EXIT IF NOT 
/ PLOTTER TAPE STATUS BITS 
/ ISOLATE ERROR BITS 
/ SKIP IF NO ERROR 
/ RETURN IF ERROR 
/ RECOVBl 36Q TAPE UNIT 
/ SWITCH UNITS 
/ SET SWITCHED UNIT 
/ REWIND COMMAND 
/ SET FOR NEXT TIME ROLND 
/ REWINDING, NOT EMPTY 
/ SET UNIT INDICATOR 
/ START OPERATION 
/ EXIT 
/ SET WAITING COMMAND 
/ EXIT IF NOT AVAILABLE 
/ IN CASE OF BACKSPACE 
/ SET WC 
/ CLEAR WAITING OPERATION 
/ START OPERATION 
/ EXIT 
/ WORKING STORE 
/ UNIT INVERTER MASK 
/ REWINDING» NOT EMPTY INO 
/ TAPE ERROR BITS (EOT) 
/ PLOTTER TAPE EXIT ROUTINE 
/ WAITING COMMAND INDICATOR 
/ PLOTTER TAPE NOT EMPTY IND 
/ TAPE DATA READY IND 
/ PLOTTER BUFFER POINTER 
/ READ COMMAND 
/ REWIND COMMAND 
/ WTM COMMAND 
/ BUFFER AREA FOR LINK 
/ BUFFER WORD COUNT 
/ BUFFER AREA FOR PLOTTER 
/ PROGRAM UPPER LIMIT - I 
ASSEMELY LISTING PAGE 49 
LOC OBJ COOE ERRORS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
03334 
1453 / IMTIAL EKTRY ANO 8 
1454 CRG L M E 
03334 400300 1455 LNX, XCT 300 
03335 400301 1456 XCT 301 
03336 400302 1457 XCT 302 
03337 400303 1458 XCT 303 
03340 4003C4 1459 XCT 304 
03341 400305 1460 XC7 305 
03342 705021 1461 SCLCF 
03343 603355 1462 J^F LNXl 
03344 760COO 1463 LAh 0 
03345 705021 1464 SCLCF 
03346 603355 1465 LNXl 
03347 705221 1466 CILCF 
03350 7C55C4 1467 ISA 
03351 760014 1468 LAW 14 
03352 705061 146S SCLAC 
03353 603355 147C Ji-f LNXl 
03354 705162 1471 LSLCR 
03355 223420 ;472 LNXl , LAC I LNXIA 
03356 063421 1473 DAC I LNX IB 
03357 443420 14 74 IS2 lnxia 
03360 443421 1475 IS2 LNXl 8 
03361 443422 1476 ISZ LNXIC 
03362 603355 1477 Jff LNXl 
03363 203412 1478 lAC LNX4+1 
03364 343414 1479 TAO LNX4+3 
03365 343416 1480 TAC LNX 4^5 
03366 543423 1481 SAC LNXlfi 
03367 603411 14 82 JMF LNX4 
03370 777773 1483 LAh 0-5 
03371 0435C0 1484 DAC LNXlfl 
03372 44 3427 1485 LNX2 , IS2 LNX IS 
03373 223427 i486 LAC I LNXIS 
03374 443424 1487 IS2 LhXlN 
03375 603406 1488 JFF LNX3 
03376 043425 1489 OAC LNXIT 
03377 740100 149C Si-A 
03400 623425 14 SI Ji-F I LNX IT 
03401 043424 1492 OAC LNXIN 
03402 44 3427 1493 ISZ LNXIS 
03403 223427 1494 lAC I LNXIS 
03404 043426 1495 OAC LNXID 
03405 603372 1496 JMF LNX2 
0^406 443426 1497 LN>3, IS2 LNXID 
03407 063426 14S8 DAC I LNXID 
03410 603372 1499 J^F LNX2 
0 3 4 U 740040 15CC LNX4, HIT 
03412 740040 1501 HLT 
03413 74CC40 1502 HLT 
03414 740040 15C3 HIT 
03415 740040 1504 HLT 
03416 740040 1505 HLT 
03417 603372 1506 J^F LNX2 
05420 007000 1507 LNXIA, CD 
03421 003411 1508 LNXIB, LhX4 
INITIAL I2AT ION 
/ LNX TO OCCUPY BUFFER AREA 
LINK ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
SET ADDRESS FLAG HANDLER 
LINK CONTROL FLAG HANDLER 
SET LINK CONTROL FLAG HANDLER 
MAGNETIC TAPE FLAGS HANDLER 
SET TAPE FLAGS HANDLER 
SEE IF POSSIBLE LINK TRANSFER 
BRANCH IF NOT 
FOR LISTER API ENABLE 
CONFIRM LINK TRANSFER 
BRANCH IF NOT 
CLEAR LINK CONTROL FLAG 
ENABLE API 
FOR CHANNEL END, DEVICE END 
TEST IF LINK STILL ACTIVE 
BRANCH IF NOT 































































SEE IF LISTER P R E ^ N T 
BRANCH IF SO 
SET COUNT FOR 
DUMMY CARD AND PRINTER JHS 
INCREMENT SOURCE DIRECTION 
OBTAIN NEXT WORD 
INCREMENT COUNT 
BRANCH IF NOT FINISHED 
SET FOR POSSIBLE TRANSFER 
SKIP IF COUNT 
BRANCH IF TRANSFER 
SET NEW COUNT 
INCREMENT SOURCE INDICATOR 
OBTAIN NEXT DESTINATION - I 
SET DESTINATION POINTER 
BRANCH TO START TRANSFER 
INCREMENT DESTINATION POINTER 
SET WORD 











LOC OBJ CODE ERRORS STMT SOURCE STATEMENT 
0 3 A 2 2 7 7 7 7 7 2 
0 3 4 2 3 1 4 0 1 7 3 
0 3 4 2 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 
0 3 4 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 4 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 4 2 7 0 0 3 4 2 7 
1 5 0 9 L N J i l C , 
1 5 1 0 L N n f , 
L N n K , 
L N X I T , 
L N n D , 
1 5 1 1 
1 5 1 2 
1 5 1 3 
1 5 1 4 L N X I S , 
DC - 6 
0 A C + 5 5 + D A C + 5 6 + C A C + 4 0 
DC - 1 
0 
0 
PAGE 5 0 
/ FOR 6 WORD TRANSFER 
/ L I S T E R HASH TOTAL 
/ DIRECTION COUNT 
/ LNX EXIT LOCATION 
/ DESTINATION POINTER 
/ SOURCE POINTER 
ASSEHELY LISTING PAGE 51 
LOC OBJ CODE CRRQRS STMT SCLRCE STATEMENT 
1516 / I M TIALI Z4TICN SEQUE^CES 
03430 777756 1517 DC -22 / 
03431 OOOCIO 1518 10 / 
03432 OOCOOC 1519 0 / 
03433 040C11 1520 OAC 11 / 
03434 600C22 1521 JFf 22 / 
03435 200C11 1522 lAC 11 / 
03436 700042 1523 Ic^ / 
03437 703344 1524 DBF / 
03440 620CCC 1525 J^F I 0 / 
03441 OOOCCO 1526 0 / 
03442 600067 1527 67 / 
03443 740000 1528 NCF / 
03444 7C0202 1529 FCF / 
03445 740000 1530 hCf / 
03446 7CC312 1531 KPB / 
03447 7CC402 1532 TCF / 
03450 740000 1533 ^CF / 
03451 7024C2 1534 FLCF / 
03452 600014 1535 J^F 14 / 
03453 777776 1536 DC -2 / 
03454 OOOOOC 1537 0 / 
03455 6CCC12 1538 Ji-F 12 / 
03456 777766 1539 DC -12 / 
03457 00C066 1540 66 / 
03460 703304 1541 06»! / 
03461 600300 1542 LN8J / 
03462 740000 1543 hCF / 
03463 740C00 1544 ^CF / 
03464 740000 1545 NCF / 
03465 740000 1546 NCF / 
03466 7400C0 1547 ^CF / 
03467 7400CQ 1548 hCF / 
03470 6C0070 1549 JKF 70 / 
03471 777772 1550 DC -6 / 
03472 000261 1551 261 / 
03473 000000 1552 0 / 
03474 706724 1553 CPCO / 
03475 7066C2 1554 LFCF / 
03476 7G3344 1555 DBF / 
03477 620262 1556 Ji-F I 262 / 
03500 O0OC70 1557 LNXIR , 70 / 
03501 000037 1558 37 / 
03502 600067 1559 Jff 67 / 
03503 600067 1560 Jff 67 / 
03504 600067 1561 JfF 67 / 
03505 60CC67 1562 Jf F 67 / 
03506 777775 1563 DC -3 / 
03507 00CC54 1564 54 / 
03510 100262 1565 Ji'S 262 / 
03511 1002 62 1566 JPS 262 / 
03512 OQ0C70 1567 70 / 
03334 1S68 BhD LhX 
PI AND CAL AREA - I 
11 AC STORE 
12 SAVE AC 
13 GO TO PI TESTS 
lA RESTORE AC FOR E XIT 
15 TURN ON PI 
16 RESTORE LINK FOR EXIT 
17 RETURN FROM PI 
20 CAL RETURN ADDRESS 
21 FOR ILLEGAL CAL RECOVERY 
22 FAST PAPER TAPE PUNCH JMS 
23 TURN OFF PUNCH FLAG 
24 TELETYPE JMS 
25 READ BUFFER, CLEAR TELETYPE F 
26 TURN OF TELETYPE FLAG 
27 FOR PLOTTER JMS 
30 TURN OFF PLOTTER FLAG 
31 TO RESTORE AC AND EXIT 
PI JUMP LOCATION - 1 
1 TO PI HANDLER 
OBK AND PRIMARY WAITING LOOP -1 
67 CAL DEBREAK 








DUMMY READER PRINTER HANDLER -1 
262 
263 CLEAR BOTH CARD FLAGS 
264 CLEAR PRINTER DONE 
265 
266 RETURN 
TRANSFER OR COUNT LOCATION 
SOFTWARE LEVEL JMS LOCATIONS -1 
40 SOFTWARE LEVEL 4 NOP 
41 SOFTWARE LEVEL 5 NOP 
42 SOFTWARE LEVEL 6 NOP 
43 SOFTWARE LEVEL 7 NOP 
READER, PRINTER JMS LOCS - 1 
55 CARD READER JMS 
56 PRINTER JMS 
TRANSFER LOCATION 
CPQSS-REFfRENCE PAGE 
SYMBOL VALUE REFERENCES 
CD 0070CO 1250 15C7 
LN 0003A3 20 76 87 
LNB 001162 23 230 237 
LNBA 001231 222 259 
LNBAIC 001236 257 258 267 
LNBB C01237 228 2 66 
LN8B1C 001236 264 265 
LNBC 0Q12AA 21S 2 93 
LNBCl 001272 273 
LNBCIC 0013C2 72 8 925 1087 
LNBCIM 0013C5 275 
LNBCIR 001312 305 
LNBCIS 001307 272 
LNBCIZ 0013C1 288 289 295 
LNBCli 001267 284 
LNBC12 OG1270 298 
LN8C13 00127A 287 
LNBC2C C013C3 286 353 944 
LN8C2M C013C6 279 
LNBC3C 0013CA 283 285 351 
LNBGS 000317 8 30 
LNBGSl 00C335 38 41 
LNBGSIM 000340 36 
LNBGS IR 00C337 28 
LNBGSIW 000342 2«; 39 
LNBGS2R 00C34i 37 
LNBJ 0003C0 1542 
LNBJIJ 00C313 9 
LN8J2J 00C314 11 
LNBJ3J 00C3i 5 13 
LNBJ4J 000316 18 
LNBS 001223 253 4 74 634 
LN8UFF 000621 937 938 981 
LNBl 001167 233 239 
LNB IN 001222 23 8 271 
LNB 2 C01174 
LNBB 0012C4 235 
LNB4 001213 225 
LNC 001313 291 316 321 
LNCA 001651 342 561 
LNCAIL 001663 555 
LNCAiS 001664 557 
LWCB 001 702 344 587 
LfsCBl 0017C6 597 
LNCBIO 001731 594 
LNCa2 001711 584 
LNC83 001730 582 1249 
LNCEA 001665 563 576 
LNCtAl C01675 56? 
IhiCiAlC 001636 574 
LNCEAIM 0017C1 567 912 980 
LNCl 001335 319 32«t 
LivClC 00136C 334 
LHCIQ 001356 312 
LNC IH 001363 322 323 
LNC2 001336 341 
314 
C P C S S - R E F E S Í N C e PAGE 
SYMBOL 
LNC2C 




















































0 0 3 6 r 
001357 



















































0 0 2 3 4 -
002356 
002735 









































































a € 0 
1115 1165 
C P C S S - R E F E R E N C E PAGE 
S f M B O L VALUE R E F E R E K E S 
L N K T C I M 0 0 2 3 3 1 1 1 6 2 
LNKTO 0027AA 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 0 1 1 8 7 
L N K T D l 0 0 2 7 6 4 1 1 7 5 
L N K T O I C 0 0 1 3 C 3 1 1 7 4 
L N K T D l H 0 0 2 7 6 7 i l 7 C 1 1 8 1 
L N K T S 0 0 2 7 7 0 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 8 1 1 1 9 1 2 0 0 
LMKTU 0 0 2 6 7 5 1 1 1 3 1 1 5 1 
L N K T U I C C C 2 7 3 4 1 1 3 4 
L N K T U I L 0 0 2 7 3 0 1 1 3 0 
LNKTUl«^ 0 0 2 7 3 3 1 1 3 7 
L N K T U I R 0 0 2 7 3 1 1 1 2 7 1 1 5 2 
LNKTW 0 0 2 4 4 0 «541 9 5 5 
L N K T W I S 0 0 2 4 5 1 9 5 1 
L N K l 0 0 1 5 6 C 4 6 6 4 6 8 
LNK I F 0 C 1 6 1 C 4 7 6 5 6 6 8 9 7 9 6 0 1 0 6 C 
LNKIM 0 C 1 6 C 5 4 7 7 
LNKIW 0 0 1 6 C 6 4 6 4 5 C 7 
LNK IX C C 1 6 C 7 2 4 C 4 7 0 4 ? 1 4 9 5 4 9 6 
LNK 2 0 0 1 5 7 4 4 7 3 
LNK 3 G C 1 6 C 2 4 7 S 4 6 8 4 9 4 4 9 8 
LNMB 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 3 6 1 2 C 6 1 2 1 2 Í 2 2 0 1 2 3 5 
L N M B l 0 0 3 0 1 3 
L N M B I C 0 0 1 7 7 6 1 2 0 7 
L N M B l O 0 0 3 0 5 5 1 2 1 4 
L N M B I J C 0 1 7 3 C 3 2 2 2 
LNMBIN 0 0 3 0 5 6 1 2 2 < ; 
L N M B l R C Q C C 4 6 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 5 1 2 2 6 1 2 3 2 
5.NMB2 0 0 3 0 1 4 1 2 4 1 
LNMB^ C 0 3 0 4 2 1 2 C 8 
LNMT 0 0 3 0 5 7 1 2 1 S 1 2 4 3 1 2 5 6 1 2 8 0 1 2 8 1 
L N M T i 0 0 3 0 6 5 1 2 7 3 
L N M T I O O O C 0 5 3 1 2 1 5 1 2 7 2 1 2 7 3 
LNMTTM 0 0 3 1 1 3 1 2 6 8 
LNMTIN C 0 C 0 5 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 4 2 1 2 5 5 1 2 7 4 
L N M T i S C C C 0 4 4 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 8 ' 2 3 8 i 2 4 0 1 2 5 6 
LMMTIW 0 0 3 1 1 4 1 2 6 < ; 1 2 7 1 
L N M T 2 Q C 3 1 C C 1 2 6 5 
LNMT2N C C C 0 5 7 1 2 5 S 1 2 6 0 1 2 7 7 
LÍMMT3 0 0 3 1 C 3 1 2 7 C 
L N M T 4 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 7 6 
LNR 0 0 1 3 6 4 2 2 « ; 3 7 i 3 7 5 
LNRS 0 0 1 4 1 0 3 6 ^ 3 8 7 4 0 3 4 0 5 4 1 2 
L N R S l 0 0 1 4 4 4 4 0 0 
L N R S I A 0 0 1 4 5 5 3 8 2 3 S3 3S^t 3 9 1 
L N R S I C 0 0 i 4 5 l 4 0 6 
L N f t S l O 0 0 1 4 5 3 3 S C 
L N R S I L 0 0 1 4 5 2 3 8 8 3 C 9 
L N R S I S 0 C 1 4 5 4 3 8 1 3 8 5 
L N R S 2 0 0 1 4 4 5 3 9 2 4 C 1 
L N R S 3 0 0 1 4 4 6 3 8 9 3 9 8 
L N R S 4 0 0 1 4 4 7 3 9 4 
LN^l A 0 0 1 4 C 2 3 6 2 3 6 7 
LN.3 LA 0 0 1 4 C 6 3 6 4 3 7 2 
LN^l Ik 0 0 1 4 C 7 3 6 C 3 61 3 & 3 3 6 8 3 7 0 
L N o 0 0 ' 4 5 6 2 3 4 ' • z a 4 3 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 
L N S P 0 0 1 6 1 1 2 4 3 3 3 1 5 3 2 5 7 5 5 8 6 
5 5 8 8 8 6 9 5 2 i 0 4 5 
7 5 6 1 1 3 1 
4 4 ? 4 5 2 4 5 5 4 5 6 
CFGSS -RE f EREKC t PAGE 
SYMBOL VALUE REFERE MCES 
L N S P l 0C1620 52 0 
LNSP IC 001636 534 578 ICC6 
LNSPIW 001637 517 528 
LNSP2 001626 536 
LNSP3 001632 526 
LNSR 002137 724 731 741 
L N S R l 0021A1 747 
LNSRIW 002152 740 746 
LNSR2 0C2150 743 
LNSW 0C16<»0 134 544 549 
LNSIC 001523 422 423 425 
LNSTL CC1525 430 
LNSIM 426 
LNSIP 001'£^72 278 431 437 
Lr«iS 2 001512 436 
LNS2M OOi 52A 442 
LNS3 001517 424 
LNT 001732 22 639 744 
LNTC 002115 73 4 963 I 01 C 
LNTCIM 002136 727 
LNTC IS 002135 72 0 733 1346 
LNTD C02 i 04 7! 5 797 I 4 i 2 
LNTOIM 0013C4 714 
LNTER 002537 l o i e 1043 1048 
LNT2RÎ 002573 103C 
LNTERIC 002431 1035 
LNTERIM 0026CC 1025 1322 
LNTER Î5 C026C1 1G44 
LNTER3 002575 lC3<i 
LNTEW 0025C1 <382 1CC3 
LNTEWIC 001776 lOOC 
LNTEW1M 002524 1439 
LNTEW2C 001636 1001 
LfMTS 002164 136 138 14C 
L N T S i C02232 7<56 
LNTSli^ 002323 794 
LNTSlf>J 002311 84 8 859 
LNTS îR C02310 798 
LNT51S 002306 773 768 793 
LNTSIW 002307 781 823 828 
LNTS I4 002206 833 
L N T S I ? 002214 845 
LNTS2 002252 8C8 
LI\TS2C 002321 819 
LNTS3 C02254 805 
LNTS3C 002322 827 
LNTS4 002257 817 
LNTS^tM 002324 803 
LNTS5 0022 Î6 785 
LNÎTS5C 002311 816 
LNT 5 5M 002325 806 
LNT So 0022 72 831 
LN"> S6C 001776 821 822 
LNT SÔM 002326 790 
LNT S 7 002277 776 
LNTS7M 002327 825 
C P C S S - R E F E R t N C E PAGE 
SYMBOL VALUE R E F E R E ^ C E S 
L N T S 8 0 0 2 3 C 1 768 
LNTS8M 0 0 2 3 3 0 836 
L N T S 9 0023CA 779 
LNTS9M 0 0 2 3 3 1 783 1166 
LNTT 0 0 2 0 6 1 694 723 766 1129 
L N T T S 0021 53 7 5 8 987 1 C 2 3 
L N T T S I L 0 0 2 1 6 1 755 
L N T T S I R 0 0 2 1 6 2 754 757 759 
L N T T I A 0 0 2 C 7 6 685 
L N T T I C 0 0 2 1 0 0 686 7C8 726 729 
L N T T I D 0020CO 687 
LNTT iM C013CA 683 
L N T T l N 0021C2 690 1032 1314 
L N T T I S 0 0 2 1 C I 688 7 62 786 830 
L N T T i U 0 0 2 C 7 7 684 693 
LNTT1X 0 0 2 1 C 3 241 692 811 812 
LNTT2D C020C0 689 
LIMTT30 0 C 2 0 C 0 691 
LNTU 002042 669 722 765 1128 
L N T U l 0 0 2 0 A 6 667 1420 1422 
L N T U I A 0G205C 666 
LNTULM 0013CA 665 695 716 
L N T U l U 0 0 2 0 5 1 6 7 1 
L N T l 001752 615 
L N T I B 0C17 7/, 61C 622 
LNT IC 0020C2 644 645 696 
LNT IM 0C1775 6 1 1 
LNT I N 002022 64 7 
L N T i R 0C1777 61 4 
LNT I S 0 0 2 0 1 2 645 
LNTJ.W 0 C 1 7 7 3 608 636 
LNT I X C02032 647 
LNT 2 0 0 1 7 5 5 617 
LNT 2M 0 0 1 7 7 6 625 860 1 0 0 5 1247 
LNTZR 002OC0 616 646 657 698 
LNT 3 0 0 1 7 5 7 619 
LNT 3R C020CC 6 1 8 
L N T « C01762 621 632 
LNT 4R 0020C:. 62C 
LNX 00333A 1568 
L N X l 0 0 3 3 5 5 1462 1465 147C 1477 
L N X I A 0C342C 1472 i.4 74 
L ^ X I B 0 0 3 A 2 1 1473 1475 
LAiXLC 003A22 1476 
L N X I D QG3A26 1495 149'?' 1 498 
L^iXLM 0 0 3 A 2 3 1481 
L(^iXl^S 00342A 1487 14<;2 
L!4X1R 0C35CC 1484 
LMX] S 0 0 3 4 2 7 1485 1466 1493 1494 
LN < IT 0 0 3 4 2 5 1489 1491 
0 0 3 3 7 2 1496 1499 15C6 
LW «3 0 0 3 4 C 6 1488 
0 0 3 4 1 1 1478 1479 148C 1482 
Lhf .1 0 0 0 3 7 0 89 
L i i i A 0 0 0 4 5 0 64 12C 304 4 1 5 
•Ji i3 0 0 3 3 3 4 16C 145^ 
CPCSS-REFERENCE PAGE 
SYMBOL VALUE REFERENCES 
LNIC 0 0 0 4 4 3 54 282 3 1 7 
LNIO 000441 393 4 5 8 875 
LNIE 0 0 1 0 5 0 376 377 
LNIL 0 0 1 0 6 1 4 14 892 
LNIN 0 0 0 4 4 6 99 215 
LNIP 000361 52 73 78 
LNIR 0 0 0 4 4 2 51 
LNIS 0011C2 1 2 8 132 144 
LNIT 0 0 0 4 4 4 71 111 217 
LNIU 0 0 0 4 4 7 2 80 2 9 0 721 
LNIW 0 0 0 4 3 6 4 9 74 85 
LNIX 0 0 0 4 3 7 2 2 0 2 5 0 256 
LNJZ 0 0 0 4 4 5 962 966 S95 
LNIOS 001135 153 
LNl lS 0C1140 154 
LN12S 00Í143 1 5 5 
LN13S 0 0 1 1 4 6 156 
LN14S 001151 1 5 7 
LN15S C01154 158 
LN16S 0 0 1 1 5 7 159 
LN2 00C376 58 
LN2P OOllCl 949 971 1C12 
LN2S 0011C5 145 
LN2X 0C04A0 226 252 263 
LN3 0004CA 69 98 
LN3S OOl l lO 146 
LN4 0 0 0 4 1 0 83 
LN4S 001113 147 
LN5 OC0412 56 
LN5S 001116 148 
LN6 000421 67 SI 
LN6S 001121 149 
LN7 000424 107 112 
LN7S 001124 1 5 0 
LN8 0 0 0 4 2 7 94 
LN8S 0 0 1 1 2 7 151 
LN9 000432 61 
LN9S 001132 152 
PCF 7CC2C2 152S 
PLR 0 0 3 1 7 6 7 1351 1373 
PLRER 0 0 3 1 1 5 1311 1318 132C 
PLRFRl C03135 1301 
PLRERIC 002641 1304 
PLRER IM 0 0 1 7 7 6 12 93 
PLRERIN 003154 1306 1313 
PLRERIR 0 0 2 4 7 7 1316 
PLRER2 003141 1305 
PLRERZC 002645 1 3 0 9 
PLRCR2M 0026C0 1296 
PLRER3 003143 13C8 
PLRTC 003155 1332 1339 1343 
PLRTCIM 0 0 3 1 7 5 1334 
PLRTCIW 0 0 2 1 3 5 1330 1335 
PLR I 0 0 3 2 3 0 1364 
PLR IB 003331 13C3 1362 1382 
PLRIC 0 0 2 4 2 6 1376 13 66 
84 95 2 77 438 441 446 523 535 £72 874 SCI 903 1 135 
Í23 231 2 74 276 395 4 9 2 527 598 777 841 SIC 115C 
996 1031 1034 1062 
CFOSS-REFERENCE PAGE 
SYMBOL VALUE REFERE KCl 
PLRIE 003327 1393 
PLRIL 003333 1371 1372 
PLRIM 001776 1357 1421 
PLRIS 004157 1444 
PLRIW 003325 1375 1381 
PLRIX 0C333C 1310 1359 
PLR2 003243 1369 
PLR2B 003332 1319 1367 
PLR2C 002641 1399 1423 
PLR2M 003326 1425 
PLR3 003246 1385 
PLR3C 002644 1407 
PLR3M 002524 x 4 l 7 
PLR31 003256 1354 
PLRA 00326C 1366 
PLR5 003265 1384 
PLR6 003312 1403 
PLR7 003316 1361 
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY 
IEF285I AAELIB.LMODA 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= ÄAE0C4. 
IEF285I SVSOUT 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= 
IEF285I SYS7OllI.TOg5C59,RP006.OJR*8OCOCOO2 
ÎEF285I VOL SER NOS=^ 
IEF285I SYSÜTI 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= AAEOCl. 
IEF285I SYS70111.T09505Ç.RP0O6.DJR,SOCOCOO3 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS« SVSIN . 
»•EOS PDP9L3 Ç. 55,47 0OI 88 SECS COOO 
IEF285I AAELIB.LMOOA 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= AAE0C4, 
»*EOJ DJR 9.55.4Ç C.06 HOURS 
PASSED 
SVSOUT 
C EL ET ED 
KEPT 
SYS IN 
KEPT 
